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FRONT—Does your eye for beauty match that of today’s
student. These five coeds ran for Homecoming queen. Please
turn to page 10 and compare your vote with that of the stu
dent body.

INSIDE—Mrs. Evelyn (Adriance ’38) Miles of Orono cap
tures Clarence Cook Little Hall under a full moon from
across the mall.
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AN EDITORIAL

What's A Leader
The news of a shining big group of
freshmen - the men and women of
the Class of 1970 is fascinating. They
are bright young folks, healthy ones,
eager and impatient. Many of their
parents, teachers and neighbors are say
ing: “Ah, yes, there they go-off to col
lege to become the leaders of tomorrow.”
True, some of them will become lead
ers in our relatively open leadership
system in United States society. What
should be of concern to us all is, the pro
cess by which some of these will be
determined, but more importantly -the kind of preparation they will find
at a great university.
Not much longer ago than one year,
John W. Gardner left the presidency of
Carnegie Corporation to become sec
retary of health education welfare in
the cabinet. Just prior to that change
he wrote an essay on leadership and we
looked at it to see what predictions he
might have included about young peo
ples’ opportunities to become leaders.
He said, “... .leadership in the U.S. is not
based on caste or class, nor even on
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wealth.” Also,
. .leadership is dis
persed among a great many groups in
our society.” Very few of our most prom
inent people, he believes, take a really
large view of where our society is head
ing, or of what major trends determine
our future or what we should be doing
about the major trends. In fact, says he,
most folks avoid the leadership assign
ment and are simply tending the machin
ery of that part of society to which they
belong. And, he states, “The cure is not
to work against the fragmentation of
leadership ... but to create better chan
nels of communication among signifi
cant leadership groups, especially in con
nection with the great issues....” But,
“... .we are immunizing a high propor
tion of our most gifted young people
against any tendencies to leadership.”
The proof offered is reasonable. Life
is a bit more complex in a crowded pop
ulation. Young folks are aware of being
anonymous members of a mass. How
to exercise leadership is not a clearly
visible process and so it is thought to be
exceedingly intricate. Bright students
Helen (Wormwood ’41) Pierce
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may be discouraged or even carefully
schooled to avoid leadership, because
intellectually gifted ones go from col
lege directly to graduate school or into
professional schools. There the indoctrin
ated attitudes are the ones appropriate
to scholars, scientists, and professional
men. Good! Not good, however, be
yond the purely professional tasks —
for the broadening of interests; instead
rather narrowing and technical. “The
academic world may appear to want to
educate the techinical expert who advises
the leader, not the leader himself.”
Where is the broad moral leadership —
the articulation of cherished values of
our society? So much energy may be
devoted simply to “tending the machinery
of our complex society” that the heading
may be obscured, and the ambition of
a motivated and capable leader may
be quashed.
Thank goodness for the traditions
in songs, in customs, in newspapers; for
the continuation of military training and
of fraternity and sorority self govern
ment, of debating groups and student
clubs. It may be in these, or just possibly
in the classroom, that the leaders will be
identified and will be motivated and
will,succeed to the places of real emi
nence where they will be needed. Let us
resolve that they learn to express the
values that hold society together, and that
they conceive goals which can lift people
out of petty preoccupations.
Welcome, members of 1970! Be ambi
tious! Learn to become leaders!
—Rim Woolley
Albert M. Parker ’28
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Dr. Monroe Romansky ’33 (center) met with long-time friends Stan (Wally) Wal
lace (left) and William Wells ’31 at the Homecoming banquet where he was honored
as the second recipient of the Career Award.

Monroe James Romansky ’33 was honored with the
second alumni Career Award during Homecoming. The
first Career Award recipient was Louis Schweitzer ’19. The
citation for Dr. Romansky’s award is as follows:

many committees of the student body. He was a member of
the Sophomore Owls, of the Senior Skulls and of Tau
Epsilon Phi Fiaternity. He graduated with a degree in Zo
ology in the year 1933.
“An outstanding scientist, a discoverer of new uses for
penicillin and streptomycin, the author of articles and mono
graphs in medical journals, and a recipient of the Legion of
Merit Award fiom the United States government, are all
personal facts in this outstanding man’s biography.
“Monroe Romansky is a second-generalion American.
His parents emigiated from the USSR and came to the
United States. Dr. Romansky was born in Hartford, Con
necticut. He graduated from Weaver High School in Hart
ford, and then after his days at the Univeisity of Maine, he
earned his MD at the University of Rochester, in 1937. He

“For the honor brought to Maine by a man’s active inter
ests and achievements out of his business and professional
career, the Geneial Alumni Association of the University of
Maine cites an individual this year. It is the second succes
sive year for a person to be named Man of the Year and a
recipient of a Career Award.

“Monroe Romansky was a fullback on the varsity football
team at the University of Maine. He was also a basketball
player duiing his undergraduate years, and was active on
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interned in medicine at Strong Memorial Hospital in New
York. From 1939 to 1940, he was a Gleason Research Fel
low at Rochester.
“With these accomplishments, Dr. Romansky was real
izing a goal that he had set for himself while a lad at
Weaver High School at Hartford. At that time he said “I
have never thought of anything except earning a place in
medicine where I could make lasting contributions for the
better health of mankind.” He was married in 1943 to the
former Evelyn Lackman and they have four sons.
“He served during World War II in the Medical Corps of
the Army of the United States. From 1942 to 1945 he was
engaged in research in the use of penicillin at the Army
Medical Center, Washington, D.C. His research constituted
distinguished service because with his professional skill and
devotion to duty he brought about great improvements in
the techniques of the administration of that antibiotic,
particularly for saving lives and alleviating suffering. At
Walter Reed Hospital, Dr. Romansky evolved a method of
administering penicillin which successfully cut down its
absorption rate in the human body, causing the patient
little discomfort and providing a certainty of longer lasting
action of the medicine. This early research led to the dis
covery of a cheaper and faster method of treatment of
patients and particularly patients suffering from venereal

Nominations for all Alumni awards are wel
come at any time and should be made to the
General Alumni Association, 44 Fogler Library,
Orono, Maine 04473.
The Alumni Service Emblem, awarded once each
year at the spring alumni banquet, is given for
meritorious and outstanding alumni service ren
dered through the GAA.
The “M” awards are made throughout the year
and recognize alumni activity that develops strong
and active goodwill for the University.
And, nominations can be made at any time for
next fall’s Career Award recipient and for the
Black Bear Awards.

1950
1951

1952
1953

1954

1955

Arthur A. Hauck ’38
Alfred B. Lingley ’20
J. Larcom Ober *13
♦Clifford Patch ’ll
Addie M. Weed
John C. Sealey ’36
Stanley Wallace
Harold L. Bruce ’20
♦Chester A. Jenkins
*A.D.T. Libby ’98
Albert K. Gardner TO
*Archer L. Grover ’99
Joseph A. McCusker T7
Emilie (Kritter) Josselyn ’21
John L. McCobb ’25

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960
x

1961

BLACK BEARS
6

disease. At the time of his return to inactive duty from the
Army of the United States, he held the rank of Major,
Medical Corps.
“Nor were his activities in service to the United States
all of the matters for which he has deserved and received
recognition. In 1950, he was named the outstanding grad
uate of Weaver High School of Hartford. He also received
at the 38th convention of the National Fraternity, Tau
Epsilon Phi, its Founders Award Key. This award was given
for outstanding contributions to medicine.
“Dr. Romansky is a member of the College of Physi
cians, and of the American Medical Association and is
also a consultant at many hospitals in the capital region
and is professor and chief of medicine, George Washington
University, Medical Division, Washington, D.C.
“In 1952, Dr. Romansky, then associate professor of
medicine at the George Washington University, acting as
consultant in internal medicine to the Surgeon General of
the U.S. Army made a six weeks tour of army hospitals
and installations in Germany and in Austria. He also spoke
while in Europe before the Royal Society of Medicine in
London, the Geneva Medical Society in Switzerland and
the Pasteur Institute in Paris. Dr. Romansky, who makes
his home with his family at 6609 32nd Place NW in Wash
ington, is a widely known man of medicine and is listed
in American Men of Science, the tenth edition.
“In 1960, under the State Department’s direction, Dr.
Romansky addressed an audience in Sao Paulo, Brazil,
while making his study of South American medical facili
ties.
“In memory of this date, Dr. Romansky, and in our saluta
tion to you, we wish also for you to have an electric clock
inscribed with your name and bearing an appropriate photo
graph from the University of Maine campus.
“In recognition of the many outstanding honors already
received and for his superlative contributions as a member
of learned professional and scientific organizations, it is an
honor to the General Alumni Association of the University
of Maine, to cite this doctor’s activities and achievements
and to claim him as award recipient in the second year of
the Career Award and to name him Man of 1966.”

Theodore S. Curtis ’23
Irving Pierce
Thomas N. Weeks T6
*Carl F. Brugge T8
George F. Dow ’27
Mildred (Brown) Schrumpf ’25
Percey F. Crane
* Lewis H. Kriger *16
George A. Potter ’20
Philip J. Brockway ’31
Marion S. Buzzell T4
♦Frank P. Preti T7
Frederick S. Youngs T4
Raymond W. Davis ’ll
Ernest Lamb TO
Harry D. Watson ’20
* Avery C. Hammond T1
James E. Totman T6
A.P. Wyman ’07

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

Edmund J. Dempsey T7
Lucy F. Sheive ’27
Arthur E. Silver ’02
Samuel W. Collins, Sr. T9
Winona (Cole) Sawyer ’43
Richard F. Talbot ’07
Cora (Russell) Doten ’23
Henry L. Doten ’23
Arthur T. Forrestall ’33
Carleton W. Merritt ’24
Florence Dinsmore
Evelyn E. Elliott
Lloyd H. Elliott
William C. Wells ’31

Walter W. “Pete” Crane
Royal G. Higgins, Jr. T7
Joseph M. Murray ’25
♦deceased

.1

Joe Murray

Roy Higgins

Pete Crane

Three Awarded Black Bears
Black Bear Awards were presented at Homecoming to
three loyal supporters of the University of Maine, Walter W.
(Pete) Crane, Royal G. Higgins, Jr. ’17, and Joseph M.
Murray ’25.
Pete Crane is the enthusiastic caretaker of the University
athletic fields, Royal Higgins is an extremely active alum
nus, and Joe Murray is the long-time dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences.
The citation for Crane noted, “An enthusiastic fan and
close personal friend to many Maine athletes over the years,
this man has adopted the University as his alma mater.’\
He will have been with the University athletic department
10 years in February. Before that, he worked for Maine
Central and drove all the Black Bears sports teams when
they took to the road over a period of 13 years.
A native of Whiting and graduate of Dennysville High
School, Pete is now a resident of Brewer, but he spends as
much time on the Maine campus as he does at home and
never with a complaint.
In citing Higgins, it was noted that, “Roy has been an
outstanding worker, contributor and loyal Homecoming
alumnus for most of the 49 years since he was here.”
Higgins has supported the Western Massachusetts Alumni

Association at Springfield, the Black Bear Club of Western
Massachusetts, and the Graduate M-Club, in addition to
giving much time to committees and fund-raising campaigns.
Now retired from Paine, Webber, Jackson, and Curtis,
Royal Higgins is a former varsity football quarterback at
Maine. While at Maine, he was president of the Skulls and
of his junior class.
Dr. Murray’s citation noted, “Not only did Dean Murray
serve a rapidly increasing enrollment of the largest college
of the University very capably . . . , but he made his talents
useful to alumni organizations.”
He was treasurer of the Memorial Union Building Fund,
has been president of the Penobscot County University of
Maine Alumni, and frequently speaks for student and alum
ni causes.

An outstanding scholar while a student at Maine, Dr.
Murray became head of the zoology department at Maine
in 1934 and was appointed dean of arts and sciences in
1941. During World War II he reached the rank of major
while serving his country in the army and recently returned
to teaching after 21 years as dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences.
7

JOHN HUARD (32) BLOCKS PUNT FOR TD AGAINST RHODE ISLAND

John Huard, Maine’s Little All-America
linebacker, picked the best possible oc
casion to make his claim to the title of
the Black Bears’ finest football player in
history.
Performing before nearly 9,000 Homecoming fans, many of whom had previ
ously worn the Maine uniform on the
gridiron, Huard scored two touchdowns,
unheard of for a defensive player, in
Maine’s 21-6 victory over Rhode Island.
The victory was a bright point in what
has generally been a depressing season
for Maine. The victory gave Maine a 2-4
record and the Black Bears were left in
the position of having to win their four
remaining games to post a winning rec
ord.
In previous games, Maine had lost to
Massachusetts, 10-7; lost to Boston Uni
versity, 20-7; defeated Bucknell, 7-6;
lost to New Hampshire, 10-7; and lost
to Connecticut, 20-19. Remaining games

8

were against Colby Oct. 29, at Youngs
town Nov. 5, and against Vermont Nov.
12.
Against Rhode Island, Huard blocked
a punt in the first period and ran 12
yards with the ball for his first TD. In the
final period, Huard, who had previously
returned another interception 43 yards,
ran an interception back 29 yards to a
touchdown.
Two members of Maine’s outstanding
defensive unit accounted for the other
TD in the first period. Norm Tardiff, a
fine defensive safety, returned a punt 20
yards to the URI 33 and Paul Keany,
the other defensive safety who doubles
on offense, finally scored on a five-yard
run.
Both Tardiff and Keany, who started
the season on the defensive eleven, have
played more and more offense as the sea
son progresses, sparking what had been a
lack-lustre offensive unit.

The Maine cross country team picked
the finest possible time to reach its finest
moment of the fall season.
Maine depth gave the Black Bears a
thrilling 28-29 victory over the Univers
ity of New Brunswick before nearly
9,000 fans during halftime of the Homecoming football game.
St. Anselm’s was third with 84 points
in the triangular meet. The victory was
the second straight for Maine after losses
in the Bears’ first two dual meets.
UNB’s Bob Stewart finished first, but
Maine’s Steve Turner was a close second
and Bears filled the fifth through ninth
positions.
Except for a dual meet left with Colby,
the remainder of the Black Bears’ meets
were championships—Yankee Confer
ence, New England, and IC4A.

One dark spot in Maine’s Homecoming
celebration this fall was the Black Bears’
9-0 soccer defeat at the hands of Rhode
Island.
The loss was the sixth in a row for
winless Maine and left the Black Bears
with only five games in which to score
their first victory.
Coach Bill Livesey is in the midst of
a building year, needless to say, and at
times has fielded a team with nine of
the 11 players lacking any previous soc
cer experience.
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PALL KEANY (30) HITS URI

jgsjg

1GE PLATTER (42) SCORES THE ONLY

FD Itf VICTORY OVER BUCKNELL

BEHIND GEORGE PLATTER (42)

A University of Maine basketball team
that includes only four lettermen opens
the 1966-67 season on December 1 at
St. Anselm’s.
The veterans are seniors Terry Carr,
5-10; Dave Hale, 6-5; and Rick Woods,
5- 9; and junior Tom Farrell, 5-9 Two
non-letter winners from last season, 6-6
junior Chip Edgecomb and 5-6 junior
Dave Smith, are also on Coach Brian
McCall’s squad.
McCall is expecting immediate help
from several sophomores, including 6-3
Jim Stephenson, 6-5 Paul Reynolds, and
6- 3 Rod Macklin. Transfer Dean Chase,
5- 9, is also highly regarded by McCall.
Other squad members are tiansfer stu
dents John Eis-ntard, 6-3; and Bob
Thomas, 5-9; Si d sophs Hugh Campbell,
6- 4; and Wil Butterfield, 6-3.
The complete schedule lists, Dec. 1—at
St. Anselm’s, Dec. 10—Rhode Island,
Dec. 13—at New Hampshire, Dec. 17—
at Massachusetts, Dec. 28-29—LeMoyne
Tournament at Syracuse, N.Y., Jan. 9
—at Colby, Jan. 11—at Bowdoin, Jan.
13-14—Vermont, Jan. 31—Bates, Feb. 4
—at Connecticut, Feb. 6—at Boston
University, Feb. 8—at Bates, Feb. 13—
Connecticut, Feb. 15—Bowdoin, Feb. 18
—at Rhode Island, Feb. 22—Colby,
Feb. 25—Massachusetts, Feb. 28—New
Hampshire.

Philip (Brud) Folger, a native of Farm
ington, has replaced Tom Reynolds as
varsity ski coach and Bob Pickett,
Maine’s new freshman football coach,
will handle the frosh ski team.
Folger, who also coached freshman
soccer and will handle both varsity and
frosh tennis, is a graduate of Middlebury
College.
Maine and Colby College will be co
hosts for the NCAA Ski Championships
March 2-3-4, 1967 at Sugarloaf Moun
tain. Folger is now involved in prepara
tions for that meet that started over the
summer.

The University of Maine will make
an eight-game spring baseball trip into
the Mid-Atlantic area this coming spring.
Included on the tour are games with
St. John’s, which finished third in the
NCAA World Series last June, and Villa
nova, always a strong independent.
The entire trip schedule:
March 25—at Villanova, March 27—
at Fairleigh-Dickinson, March 28—at
Rutgers, March 29—at St. John’s, March
30—at Columbia, March 31—at Prince
ton (two games), and April 1—New
York University at Princeton.
9
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Maine's
Royalty
Susan Derosier, the 1966 Homecoming
Queen, was introduced (left) at halftime
to the nearly 9,000 fans attending the
University of Maine’s Homecoming foot
ball game with the University of Rhode
Island October 22.

Miss Derosier, a junior from Presque
Isle majoring in elementary education,
was selected in balloting by the Maine
student body and was crowned the pre
vious evening at the Homecoming Ball.

The 20-year-old daughter of Mrs. Ce
cile Derosier and the late Fred Derosier
of Presque Isle, Susan is five feet, four
inches tall, weighs 120 pounds, has hazel
eyes; and brown hair.

Vying for the crown were (front
cover and below, left to right) Cookie
Shaw of Bangor, Judy Purzycki of Co
lumbus, Ohio, Gretchen Harris of Skow
hegan, Judy Anderson of Rumford, and
Miss Derosier.
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The University of Maine has grown to
such an extent in recent years that close
to 6,000 undergraduate students are now
enrolled at Orono and nearly 15,000 stu
dents are enrolled throughout the state in
all programs.
There are 6,325 students at Orono, in
cluding 1,020 seniors, 1,184 juniors, 1,570
sophomores, 1,549 freshmen, 480 grad
uate students, 12 fifth-year students 130
special students, 36 three-year nursing
students, 333 two-year students, and 11
others.
There are 1,027 students on the Port
land campus and 95 students at the Uni
versity of Maine School of Law for a
total of 7,447 full-time students. More
than 7,000 have enrolled for Continuing
Education Division Courses at various
U-M centers throughout the state, giving
the university an overall enrollment, both
full-time and part-time of 14,447 plus.

Associate Prof. James M. Clark has
been appointed assistant to the president
at the University of Maine.
Prof. Clark also retained his academic
title of associate professor of political
science when he assumed the new post
September 1.
He joined the Maine faculty in July,
1960, as an assistant professor of govern
ment.
Prof. Clark, 36, received a bachelor of
arts degree from the University of Michi
gan in 1952 and a master of arts degree
in political sciences from the University
of Philippines in 1955.

Capt. Alfred D. Damour, M/Sgt.
George E. Pritchard, and SFC Alfred A.
Hoffmann have been assigned to the De
partment of Military Science at the Uni
versity of Maine, replacing four members
of the department who have been trans
ferred to Viet Nam in recent months.
Capt. Damour is principal advisor and
instructor of all junior cadets in the Re
serve Officers Training Corps, Sgt. Prit
chard is military science instructor for
freshman cadets and rifle coach, and Sgt.
Hoffmann is chief administrator of the
ROTC Instructor Group.
Former members of the Maine ROTC
unit sent to Viet Nam are Major Clifton
H. Deringer, Jr., SFC Paul D. Chartier,
SFC Floyd E. Holmes, and S/Sgt. Robert
Spencer.

Frank W. Hagan ’33 has joined the
University of Maine Extension Service as
coordinator and administrator of Title I
of the Higher Education Act.
The University has been designated by
Gov. John H. Reed to administer the act
in Maine. Twenty colleges in the state
are eligible to utilize the funds.

Claude L. Hough, 56, assumed the post
of director of development at the Uni
versity September 7, having served pre
viously as the executive director of The
Principia College Patrons’ Association.
Hough, who succeeds Peter Crolius,
will be the university’s principal fundraising officer for the Orono and Portland
campuses and for other branches and
units of the state university.

Dr. Edwin Young, president of the University of Maine, recently
completed a 24-day trip to Southeast Asia under the auspicies of the
U. S. State Department.

As an advisor to a Southeast Asian plan to develop an extensive
program of regional education, Dr. Young met with representatives
from Thailand, Malasia, Laos, the Philippines, Singapore, and South
Vietnam.
The regional program is an attempt to pool resources and develop
educational opportunities that the countries could not economically
provide separately, according to Dr. Young.
The plan is still in the confidential stage. Dr. Young and his wife
Phyllis spent an average of three hours daily traveling and Dr. Young
was often at the conference table another five hours daily.
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Dr. Hans Weisz of Lincoln, a native of
Vienna, Austria, and Dr. Russell Lane of
Blue Hill have joined the staff at the
university’s health center.
Dr. Weisz replaced Dr. Dean Hutchins,
now on a two-year leave of absence to
work in a special World Health Organiza
tion program to eradicate measles in
Africa.
The University infirmary handled 34,700 students visits last year, according to
Dr. Robert Graves, the director, and with
the increase in enrollment, the increase
from two to three full-time physicians
was necessary.

CHAPEL HILL

SCHOOL
Est. 1857. Chapel Hill is a girls’
school offering carefully supervised
College Prep & General Courses in
Grades 9-12. Applicants are accepted
from U.S.A. & many foreign countries. An enrollment of 165 allows for small
classes, individualized attention. Al
though only 10 miles from Boston, the
45-acre campus offers a country atmo
sphere. Special classes in English for
foreign students, “How-to-Study” and
College Board Review are offered.
Also, Typing, Art, Music, Drama. Ex
cellent library. Social events are held
with boys’ schools close by, and ath
letic teams compete with local girls’
schools. An 8-week SUMMER SES
SION, Grades 7-12, offers credit in
review and new subjects. Riding, out
door activities. Pool.
327-0 Lexington Street
Waltham, Mass. 02154
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Fifty University of Maine Travelling
Art Exhibits are now on tour of Maine
schools in the fourth year of a program
which brings together the works of con
temporary Maine artists.
The shows are designed to acquaint
school children with the work and styles
of the state’s professional artists. The ex
hibits, crated and matted for hanging, are
sent to the schools for a month at a time,
and each school is reponsible for sending
the exhibit on to its next destination.

Dr. W. Harry Everhart, University of
Maine zoology professor, has been named
by Gov. John H. Reed to a subcommittee
concerned with water resources planning
and program coordination.
Dr. Everhart is also chief of fisheries
for the Department of Inland Fisheries
and Game. The water resource planning
subcommittee is one of several subcom
mittees of the Governor’s advisory Coun
cil on Outdoor Recreation and Natural
Resources.
Four University of Maine alumni will
do field work for the State of Maine
Talent Utilization Agency, a federal pro
gram sponsored by the University.
Stanley M. Ferguson ’52 of Madison,
Ernest Saunders, Jr., ’36 of Lewiston,
Donald M. Bruce ’60 of Orono, and Bert
L. Pratt, Jr., ’43 of Caribou will work
with school superintendents, guidance
counselors, civic groups, and others.
Known as scholar scouts, the men will
work to identify youngsters with ad
vanced educational potential and to en
courage these students to continue their
education through high school and into
the post high school and college level.
Ferguson will work in schools in
Somerset, Knox, Lincoln, Sagadahoc,
Kennebec, and Franklin Counties; Saun
ders will cover Cumberland, York, Ox
ford, and Androscoggin Counties; Bruce
will work in southern Penobscot, Han
cock, Waldo, and Piscataquis Counties;
and Pratt will be in Aroostook, Washing
ton, and northern Penobscot Counties.

;

University of Maine alumni,
ages 23 to 35, are invited to apply
for the White House Fellows pro
gram, which gives young men
and women chosen from business,
law, journalism, the universities,
architecture, and other occupations
high-level experience with the
workings of the federal government.
Working as assistants in the
executive branch, those college
graduates chosen receive stipends
of up to $15,000 for their year in
the program.
Applications for next year’s pro
gram will be accepted until Jan
uary 6, 1967 and can be obtained,
along with additional information,
from Thomas W. Carr, Director,
Commission on White House Fel
lows, The White House, Washing
ton, D. C. 20500.

The Haynes

Chalmers Co.
G. L. Chalmers ’46, Mgr.
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NEW DORM COMPLEX SEEN FROM ANDROSCOGGIN HALL ROOF

The Building Boom
The University of Maine, both at Orono and Portland,
is in the midst of a $15,672,857 building boom.
Nineteen construction projects, most of them scheduled
for completion before next fall, are either in the planning
stage, out to bid, under construction, or nearly completed.
Funds for the projects, 16 on the Orono campus and
three in Portland, have come from two referendum votes
authorizing $12-million for housing and capital improve
ments and from the legislature, which allocated $4-million
for capital improvements.
The Orono projects include:
A housing complex to include three dormitories and
a dining hall. Work has started and completion is slated
for September, 1967.
A new zoology building, which has been started and
is to be completed by November 1, 1967.
A new forestry building, which will be placed out for
bid shortly.
Renovation of Fogler Library was completed for the
opening of school in September.
Expansion of the central steam plant, which is to
be finished by the end of the year.
A new service building, which is slated for completion
by June, 1967.

A public information and press building, which was
placed out for bid early this fall.
Improvement of existing campus roads and parking
areas, including a new access road from Park Street, is
completed.
Additional sewage disposal facilities. Bids were opened
in September.
Renovation of Carnegie Hall, Aubert Hall, Fernaid
Hall, and Crosby Laboratory. All are in planning.
Expansion of campus water lines, completed in Sep
tember.
A new infirmary, now in planning, with a 40-bed cap
acity.
Enlargement of men’s physical education facilities,
scheduled for completion next summer and including
tennis courts and a soccer field.
The Portland projects include:
A new science building, now in planning with no com
pletion date set.
A multi-purpose building, now in planning with no
completion date set.
Law school renovations, which are completed and in
clude additional space for the library.
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Architect’s sketch

Alonzo Harriman Associates

Auburn, Maine

Students Planning Pool
With the enthusiastic backing of Edwin
Young, University of Maine students are well
on their way towards realizing a long-time
dream.
Fund raising has begun and plans are being
drawn for a $225,000 recreational swimming
pool to be built behind and connected to
Lengyel Hall, the women’s physical education
building.
Under the direction of John Gooding, the
student chairman, pledges of over $14,000
have been received from upperclassmen and a
continuing campaign will be aimed at freshmen
and other students who have not contributed.
The pool, to be housed under a permanent
plastic dome 120 feet in diameter, would be a
year-round facility and would fill a crying void
in the recreational opportunities provided for

the rapidly expanding student body.
Approximately $8,000 have been left by
graduating classes to be used towards a pool
and the students plan to ask the state legisla
ture to provide the balance of the necessary
funds.
However, before asking the solons for funds,
the student committee is aiming for 100 per
cent participation of the campus community.
Faculty and staff members have indicated that
they will contribute to the pool, which would
also be available for their recreational use.
The alumni have not been asked to contrib
ute, but have been asked by Gooding to provide
moral support and influential backing rather
than monetary support at this time.
In June, alumni voted approval of the proj
ect, which originated with the students.
•’—r
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NIVERSITY OF MAINE • ORONO, MAINE 04473
Office of Student Aid
107 East Annex
207/866-7751

Fall 1966

Dear friends and former students -

Being the custodian of a page of this issue my chore has
quickly and honestly become one of the happiest endeavors of
my years of association with the University - TO PERSONALLY
THANK YOU.

Thanks for what, perhaps you are asking. For the annual
support, small and large, that you as alumni and friends have
provided. This enabled the staff of your University’s Department
of Student Aid to assist over 900 worthy, undergraduate, students
with financial grants during the 1965 - 66 college year. It
would be extremely difficult for each recipient to express his
appreciation directly to you - but it is possible for me,
through this medium and in a collective fashion, to pass along
the warm and heartfelt expressions of gratitude which we have
received from hundreds of those who had such assistance.
$267,000 in available monies is a cold, stark figure for one
year of allocation. Much of it was made available to the
University for student assistance because of your interest - and
perhaps, in part, by your thoughts or memories of similar
situations in earlier college years.
Thank you - and with great appreciation.

Sincerely

Robert C. Worrick ’43
Director of Student Aid
ROW :mcb
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LUNCH AT A SIDEWALK CAFE ALONG THE CHAMPS-ELYSEES IN PARIS

GAA Plans European Tour
A 22-day tour of Europe next summer has been planned by
the General Alumni Association for University of Maine
alumni, faculty, parents, and friends.
A complete and detailed outline of the tour can be obtained
by writing the GAA, 44 Fogler Library, Orono, Maine 04473
or Dittmann Tours, Inc., PO Box 199, Northfield, Minnesota
55057.
The escorted tour will leave New York by jet liner on July
17, 1967 for London. Following a visit to England, the tour
will continue through Denmark, Holland, Germany, Austria,
Italy, Switzerland, and France. The tour will leave Paris on
August 7 for New York.
The complete tour price is $895 per person and includes air
transportation between New York and Europe, all transfers and
transportation within Europe, hotel reservations in twin-bedded
rooms with private baths, most meals, sightseeing entrance fees,
service of guides, and many other features.
This tour is being handled by a professional tour company
which has had years of experience in handling alumni tours of
this type.
The group will be accompanied by professional tour guides
throughout and a member of the university staff will act as the
tour director.

Before leaving the United States, each person will receive
information on clothing, shopping, currency, and many other
items to help in individual preparation for the trip.
16

VENICE—CHIESA DI ST. MARIA DELLA SALUTE

Southern Kennebec Alumni
Frank W. McCann ’30, president

Charles Bradford, supervisor of histor
ic sites for the State Park and Recreation
Commission, spoke at the August meeting
of the Southern Kennebec Alumni.

Local Associations

Auburn-Lewiston Alumnae
Elizabeth (Lathrop ’61) Hinckley,
president

The Androscoggin Alumnae met on
September 21 for a supper meeting at
Lost Valley Clubhouse. A new committee
to increase active memberships has been
formed with Carolyn Cronin as chair
man.
A scholarship bridge party was sched
uled for October 11 and the regular
October meeting was scheduled to be
held at Peg Dow’s home in Turner.
New committee heads include Ginny
Chaplin and Ann Swift, program; Marion
Nash, hostess; Benita Flynn, calling com
mittee; and Carolyn Cronin, membership.

vice-president; Richard Hatch, treasurer;
and William Gardner, secretary.
The Lewiston-Auburn club meets every
third Thursday of the month.

Rochester Alumni
Robert M. Ward ’53, chairman

The Rochester Alumni met on October
5. Dr. Edwin Young, president of the
University of Maine, had hoped to at
tend, but was unable 40 do so because of
his trip to the Far East.

Merrymeeting Bay Alumni
Lewiston-Auburn Alumni
Richard C. Dwelley ’51, president

The first meeting of the year was a
lobster feed held at Lost Valley Ski
Lodge with Russ Woolley and Phil Mc
Carthy from the alumni office in attend
ance on September 22.
New officers of the group are Richard
Dwelley, president; John O’Malley, first
vice-president; Richard Bastow, second

William P. Charron ’49, president

Janet and Bill Bodwell were presented
with the “M” Award at the October 12
meeting at the Eagle Hotel in Brunswick.
Dr. David Fink, dean of the University
of Maine at Portland, was the speaker.
Dr. Edwin Young, president of the
university, was the speaker at the
spring meeting, held at the Sedgwick
Hotel in Bath on April 14.

Black Bears Of Rhode Island
Alfred B. Lingley ’20, chairman

A dinner meeting was held on October
14 at Lindia’s Restaurant in Cranston,
R.I., the night prior to the University of
Maine’s football game at the University
of Connecticut.

Northern Connecticut Alumni
Eugene Sturgeon ’52, president

A tailgate party was held prior to the
University of Maine’s football game at
the University of Connecticut on October
15.

Oxford County Alumni
Oscar M. Taylor ’35, president

Dr. Edwin Young, University of Maine
president, spoke at the October 28
meeting of the Oxford County Alumni.
Russ Woolley, of the General Alumni
Association, also attended the banquet in
Rumford.

Finger Lakes Alumni
Kenneth J. Dickerson ’33, president

The fall meeting of the Finger Lakes
Alumni was held on October 29 in
Vestal, N.Y. Phil Lord served as chair
man.
Members held a picnic during the sum
mer at Robert H. Freeman State Park.

James F. White ’30 of Orono
was presented an “M” Award Fri
day night of Homecoming for ser
vice to the General Alumni Associa
tion.
White, president of Rice and
Miller hardware of Bangor, is a
native of Portland. Active in alumni
fund work, he has materially as
sisted in telephone campaigns and
with planning and public relations
and awards committees for alumni.
JANET ’55 AND BILL ’50 BODWELL
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'Northeastern Ohio Alumni
Norman Cole ’57, president

Northeastern Ohio Alumni met in
Youngstown November 5 for a luncheon
prior to the Unjversity of Maine’s foot
ball game with Youngstown University.
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Cook were hosts to
a lobster feed on June 25 at their home
in Moreland Hills, Ohio. Attending were
Charles Lowe, Mrs. June Schmaeder, Mr.
and Mrs. J. Bausfield, Mr. and Mrs. Art
Willey, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. DeWitt, Mr.
and Mrs. J. Cammeron, Mr. and Mrs.
Don Marquis, M[r. and Mrs. K. L. Strout,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Crowell, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Laing, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Bridges, and Mr. and Mrs. George
Nyerges.
Homecoming at the University
of Maine in 1967 will be held the
weekend of October 14.

Maine will meet the University
of New Hampshire that Saturday
in the Homecoming football game.

Maine In 1909
Genuine Engraving
Hand Painted
Perfect Gift
Fully Guaranteed
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Washington, D. C. Alumni
Harland F. Leathers ’32, president

Dr. Edwin Young, president of the
University of Maine, met for dinner with
Washington area alumni on November
15.

Wilmington Alumni
Talbot II. Crane ’43, president

Dr. Edwin Young, president of the
University of Maine, met with Middle
Atlantic Area Alumni on November 16
in Wilmington, Del.

Portland Alumnae
Laura (Little ’55) Moen, president

Past President’s Night is scheduled for
December 1 at the Holiday Inn, starting
with dinner at 6:30. Entertainment will
be provided by the Bell Ringers, a group
from the Boys Training Center in South
Portland.
Baibara Sturgeon was hostess and
Dottie McCann the auctioneer at a
scotch auction held on November 3 at
Barbara’s home. The scholarship fashion
show was held on October 6 at Bonney

Hall, University of Maine at Portland,
with Mary Ellen Mason and Claudie Hig
gins serving as co-chairmen.
I

Albany Alumni
William R. Dow ’55, chairman

University of Maine President Edwin
Young will be the featured guest at the
December 7 meeting of the tri-city mem
bers of the Albany Alumni.

Chicago Alumni
Leonard F. Shaw ’36, chairman

Chicago Alumni will meet with Dr.
Edwin Young, president of the University
of Maine, on December 8.

Buffalo Alumni
Anthony J. Merry *52, president

Dr. Edwin Young, the University of
Maine president, will be the feature
speaker at the meeting December 9 at
the Parkway Inn, Niagara Falls.
A dinner meeting and the election of
new officers are also planned for that
evening. Dick Smith and Ken Chase are
members of the nominating committee.

Maine alumni are offered new prints of a 1909 engraving of the University
of Maine campus done by Richard Rummell. These new prints, done with the
original engraving, are also hand-painted in delicate soft blues, browns, reds, and
greens, using the best imported water colors.
This engraving is certified to be a hand-printed restrike taken from the
original plate — not a reproduction or photograph.
The prints themselves are approximately 16 by 28 inches and can be ordered
in a frame approximately 25 by 36 for $39 or for $25 unframed, plus the Rail
way Express shipping charge collect.
Orders should be made to the General Alumni Association, 44 Fogler Li
brary, Orono, Maine 04473.
<

CHECK YOUR

ALUMNI CLUBS—GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

CLUB’S ACTIVITY

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

TYPE OF ACTIVITY
MEETINGS

FUNCTIONS

SPORT
SCHOLHOST
TESTI- ATTEND- PUBLICARSHIPS AWARDS TOURS MONIALS ANCE
ITY

LUNCH- DIN
EONS NERS DANCE OTHER

MAINE
Maine Club of Auburn-Lewiston
Auburn-Lewiston Alumnae
Aroostook County
Cumberland County
Portland Alumnae
Franklin County
Hancock County
Northern Kennebec
Southern Kennebec
Southern Kennebec Alumnae
Knox County
Penobscot Valley
Southern Penobscot Alumnae
Northern Penobscot
Oxford County
Piscataquis County
Merrymeeting Bay
Somerset County
Waldo County
Washington County
York County

yes

monthly
monthly
annual
>es

outing

1. fund
annual

New Jeisey - Staten Island
Brooklyn, Manhattan, Bronx,
Westchester, N. Y.
Long Island — Queens,
Nassau, Suffolk
Finger Lakes Area
Central New York (Syracuse)
Utica - Rome
Northeastern New York —
(Schenectady, Albany-Troy)
Rochester, N. Y.
Western N. Y. (Buffalo)
Ohio (Cleveland)
Eastern Pennsylvania
Lehigh Valley
Western Pennsylvania
Vermont
Denver, Colorado
Montreal, Canada
Alumni Teachers

Forestry
Pulp & Paper
Delaware (Wilmington)
Black Bears of Rhode Island

yes

yes
yes

yes

yes

yes
yes

yes

1. fund
annual

yes
watch

yes

inactive
inactive
yes

yes

monthly

annual

yes

endowed
annual

yes

yes

reception inactive
inactive
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes

yes

yes
yes
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

inactive

yes
inactive

yes
yes
yes

yes

inactive
inactive
inactive

yes

yes

yes
yes
yes

yes

OTHER
Greater Boston (men and women)
Cape Cod
North Shore
S.E. Mass, and Rhode Island
Western Mass.
Central Mass.
Southern Calif.
Northern Conn.
Southern Conn.
Washington, D. C.
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Chicago, III.
Baltimore, Md.
Michigan
Southern N. H.
White Mountains, N. H.

yes

yes

two
1. funds

yes

annual
endowed

t. gate

yes
jes

yes

yes

annual

yes

annual

yes

yes

t. gate
inactive

i

watch

6 months

yes
yes

inactive
inactive
inactive
yes
occasional

N. Y.
endowed
N. Y.
endowed
N. Y.
endowed

picnic

yes

yes
yes
yes

reception

yes

yes

yes
yes

yes

picnic

inactive
ves
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes

picnic
picnic
picnic

yes

inactive
inactive

yes

annual

picnic

yes

annual
yes
yes

inactive
inactive
annual

1. fund

annual

break
fast

yes

annual

yes
yes

annual

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

news
letter
yes
yes
yes
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member of Gamma Chapter of Theta Chi Fra
ternity at Maine.
REV. CARL NATHANIEL GARLAND. Rev.
Carl N. Garland, 93, of Malden, Mass., on
Oct. 1, 1966, at Arlington, Mass. He was a
native of Lower Island Cove, Newfoundland,
Canada. In addition to a B.A. degree, Rev. Gar
land received an honorary L.H.D. from the
University of Maine in 1934. He was ordained
to the Methodist ministry on Apr. 27, 1905,
and served Maine churches as a clergyman and
as a district superintendent. He was listed in
Who’s Who in the Clergy and in Who’s Who
in the East. Survivors include his wife, two
sons, Cecil G. ’24 of Beaver Dams, N. Y., and
Carl G. ’29, of Malden, Mass., and a step-son,
Bentley Barbour ’20, of Brewer. Rev. Garland
was a founder and charter member of Phi Eta
Kappa Fraternity.
1909

BERTHA VIVIAN HAYWARD. Miss Bertha
V. Hayward, 82, of Chebeague Island, on July
3, 1966, in Portland. She was a native of Mid
dletown, Conn. She attended the University for
one year and graduated from Boston University.
She taught at Lexington, Mass. High School
for 35 years, retiring in 1946. A sister and a
brother survive.
I

1910

July 10, 1966, at Penobscot. He was a native of
Orland. In 1962 he retired from the HutchinsThompson Construction Engineering Co. which
FREEMAN AMES SMITH. Freeman A.
he founded. Survivors include his wife, Frances
Smith, 88, of Palmer, Mass., on Sept. 19, 1966,
(Jones T5) Hutchins, one sister, one step-daugh
in that city. He was a native of Palmer, Massa
ter, two step-granddaughters, one nephew and
chusetts. Mr. Smith was employed by the
Palmer Savings Bank from 1901 until his re
several nieces, one of whom is Theresa (O’Reilly
tirement in 1949, serving as treasurer for the
’51) Russell, of Beverly, Mass. Mr. Hutchins
was a charter member of Gamma Nu Chapter
last 28 years. There were no near relatives.
Mr. Smith was a member of Kappa Sigma
of Delta Tau Delta at the University.
LOUIS MASON HARDY. Louis M. Hardy,
Fraternity.
81, of Madison, Fla., on June 23, 1966, in that
1906
city. He was a native of Brockton, Mass. He
was a paint salesman, later opening his own
ARTHUR GUY BENNETT. A. Guy Ben
hardware and paint store. He retired in 1955.
nett, 82, of York Mills, Willowdale, Ontario,
Survivors include his wife, three daughters, a
Canada, on Sept. 8, 1966. He was a native of
son,
and grandchildren. Mr. Hardy was a mem
Buckfield. He was chief engineer and general
ber of Sigma Chi Fraternity.
manager of Construction Companies, in Canada,
HORTON WILMOT KIERSTEAD. Horton
consisting of quarries, asphalt paving, and high
W. Kierstead, 83, of Waterville, at a Vassalboro
way construction in Ontario. In October, 1965,
nursing home, July 16, 1966. He was a native of
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett observed 58 years of
Brunswick Parish, King’s County, New Bruns
marriage. Mr. Bennett served as class president
wick, Canada. A civil engineer, he was em
1936-1950, and president of International Alumni
ployed for several years by the Horace PuringAssn, in 1940. Survivors include his wife and
ton Co. In 1930, he went with the Maine Sea
two sons. Mr. Bennett was a member of Phi
board
Co., of Bucksport. He retired in 1948.
Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
Survivors include his wife with whom he ob
served 54 years of marriage last September,
1907
two sons, one of whom is Dr. Edward Kierstead
REGINALD ROBERT LAMBE. Reginald
’42, of Waterville, two sisters, and two grand
children. Mr. Kierstead was a member of Sigma
(Rex) R. Lambe, 82, of Manasquan N. J., on
Chi Fraternity.
Sept. 30, 1966, at So. Plainfield, N.J. He was
a native of St. Stephens, New Brunswick. He
WALTER EMERSON ROGERS. Walter E.
was vice president of Weston Electrical Instru
Rogers, 82, of Roslindale, Mass., on May 22,
ment Corp., of Newark, N. J., when he retired
1966, at Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts. He was a
in 1951 after 35 years with the firm. Survivors
native of Brewer. Mr. Rogers was the owner of
include his wife, a daughter, a son, and five
an oil business and was a heating contractor.
grandchildren. Mr. Lambe was a member of
He had also been in the printing business. Sur
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
vivors include his wife, a son, and three grand
daughters.
WALTER ELWOOD FARNHAM. Walter E.
TEDCASTLE BIGELOW PERRY. Tedcastle
Farnham, 81, of Canaan, unexpectedly on July
B. Perry, 81, of Easton, on Oct. 2, 1966, at
21, 1966, at a Waterville hospital. He was a
Presque Isle. He was a native of Crystal. He
native of Canaan. Mr. Farnham was an instruc
operated a lumber and farming business in
tor in Technology Drawing at the University,
Crystal and then moved to Easton where he
going on to Tufts College in 1919. He retired
resided for the past 46 years, the last 18 years
as Professor Emeritus of Graphics at Tufts
as a partner in T. B. Perry & Son as a grower
where he had taught for 35 years. He had served
of certified seed potatoes. He served in the
as vice president of the Senior Alumni at the
Maine House of Representatives in the 99th
University of Maine. Mr. Farnham was a mem
and 100th Legislature. Survivors include his
ber of Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
wife, a son, Vernon D. ’51, of Easton, three
sisters, three grandchildren, and nieces and
WILBURY OWEN HUTCHINS. Wilbury O.
Hutchins, 83, of Portland and Brooksville, on
nephews. Mr. Perry was a founder and charter
1900
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CHARLES AUGUSTUS JOHNSON. Charles
A. Johnson, 80, of Chicago, Ill., on June 22,
1966, in that city. He was a native of Waltham,
Mass. He attended the University for one year,
going on to graduate from Tufts University. He
was an engineer in the architectural department
of the Board of Education in Chicago. Sur
vivors include his wife and three daughters.
1911

LEWIS WEST PERKINS. Lewis W. Perkins,
77, of'Hingham, Mass., on May 27, 1966, unex
pectedly, at his home. He was a native of Wells.
In 1926, he started his own civil engineering
business after being affiliated with another firm.
He was also consulting engineer for Plymouth
Co., for 40 years. Survivors include his wife,
three sons, one of whom is T. Clark ’36, of
Hingham, a daughter, a brother, a sister, and
9 grandchildren. In 1965 Mr. and Mrs. Perkins
observed their 52nd wedding anniversary. Mr.
Perkins was a member of Phi Eta Kappa Fra
ternity.
ROY CHANDLER JONES. Roy C. Jones, 76,
of Gorham, on June 26, 1966, in Portland. He
was a native of Gardiner. For 44 years he was
employed by the Bell Telephone Co. as an
electrical engineer in the design and develop
ment of underground cable in Chicago, New
York, and New Jersey. He retired to Maine in
1955. Survivors include his wife, a daughter,
three grandchildren, and a brother. Mr. Jones
was a member of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity.
1914

OSWALD BURNETT HIGGINS. Oswald B.
Higgins, 72, of Richland, Mich., on Aug. 6,
1966, at his Gull Lake, Mich, summer home.
He was a native of Bayonne, N. J. In World
War I he served in the 16th Field Artillery as
a first lieutenant. He was a retired executive of
the Ford Motor Co. and a former vice president
and general operating manager for Montgomery
Ward Co. He retired in 1958. Survivors include
his wife, three sons, and 10 grandchildren. Mr.
Higgins was a member of Kappa Sigma Fra
ternity.
1915

ASA RUSSELL MACE. A. Russell Mace, 74,
of Aurora, on June 27, 1966, at his home. He
was a native of Aurora. He was in the blue
berry, lumber, and general store business. He
was a former legislator from Hancock County.

He was also employed by the Federal Housing
Administration for 15 years. Survivors include
his wife, four sons, three of whom are Asa R.,
Jr. ’50, of Amherst, Frank E. ’51, of Rockland,
Ansel J. ’55, of Aurora; four daughters, 29
grandchildren, one of whom is Melody Anne
Mace ’68; two sisters and a brother. Mr. Mace
was a member of Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
WILBUR COLE AAGESON. Wilbur C.
Aageson, 74, of Tampa, Fla., and Spruce Head,
on July 15, 1966, in Tampa, Fla. He was a
native of South Thomaston. He was supervisor
of Quality Control for Woodland Co., of
Watertown, Mass. He had also been an in
spector. of the Dairy Products Dept, of the
Department Agriculture and had owned and
operated his own laboratory. His wife survives.

Survivors include a sister, nieces and nephews.
Mr. Callahan was a member of Theta Chi Fra
ternity.

HARVEY CYRUS WAUGH. Harvey C.
Waugh, 70, of Philadelphia, Pa., on July 2,
1966, in Elsmere, Del. He was a native of Le
vant. He also held a Master’s degree from the
University (1930). He had been in the water
purifying business for 40 years and invented a
magnetic proportioner, a device to automatically
distribute chemicals into the water system to
purify and soften the water. He was a veteran
of World War I and was a second lieutenant
in the Air Corps. Survivors include his wife,
one daughter, and one sister. Mr. Waugh was
a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity.
1918

1916

DR. FRED LLEWELLYN DAMREN. Dr.
Fred L. Damren, 72, of Augusta, Ga., on July
12, 1966, in that city. He was a native of Au
burn. He received his Master’s degree from
Harvard University and a D.P.H. degree from
the University of Georgia. He was the retired
director of the Richmond County Public Health
Laboratory. He was a prominent Methodist Lay
man in Georgia. He was a veteran of World
War I. Survivors include his wife, a daughter,
a sister, a brother, and two grandchildren. Dr.
Damren was a member of Phi Eta Kappa Fra
ternity.
IVAN CECIL AMES. Ivan C. Ames, 73, of
Orono, on July 28, 1966, at Millinocket, while
fishing at Millinocket Lake. He was a native of
North Haven. Starting as assistant superinten
dent of the mill at East Millinocket, he became
associate in 1947. In 1952 he became superin
tendent of the Millinocket Mill of the Great
Northern Paper Co., and later mill manager.
He retired in 1959. Survivors include his wife,
Frances (Bartlett ’20), three daughters, Mrs.
Robert (Dorothy ’45) Krajnak, of Speed, Ind.,
Mrs. John D. (Barbara ’46) Nicholson, of Mil
linocket, Mrs. Oma J. (Sarah ’54) Lombard,
East Millinocket, one son, Edward B. ’50, of
Groton, Conn., one sister, and 17 grandchildren.
Mr. Ames was a member of Beta Theta Pi
Fraternity.
ALLEN BELL COOPER. Allen B. Cooper,
74, of Baltimore, Md., on Sept. 17, 1964, in
that city. He was a native of Worcester, Mass.
He attended the University for one year and
went on to Indiana State College in Pennsyl
vania. He took employment with the American
Sugar Refining Co., in 1922 and retired in 1954.
He was manager of raw sugar and customs. He
served in World War I and remained in Nancy,
France, with the U. S. Army of Occupation.
Mr. Cooper was a member of Phi Gamma
Delta Fraternity.
1917

FLETCHER ALTON THOMAS. Fletcher A.
Thomas, 70, of Leeds, unexpectedly, on Sept.
18, at his home. He was a native of Leeds. Sur
vivors include his wife, a daughter, a son, Earl
P. ’50, of Virginia Beach, Va., a sister, and two
grandchildren.
JORDAN FRED ATWOOD. Jordan F. At
wood, 71, of Orwell, Vt., on Sept. 12, 1966,
unexpectedly, at Wells River, Vt. He was a
native of Sabattus. He was the owner of Cres
cent Orchards. He served in the Vermont Legis
lature 1958 to 1964. Survivors include a daugh
ter, four sons, 16 grandchildren, and two great
grandchildren.

RAYMOND MURRAY CALLAHAN. Ray
mond M. Callahan, 70, of Lewiston, on July
28, 1966, in that city. He was a native of Sabat
tus. He served as principal of Limestone High
School for several years, leaving to become as
sociated with Massengill Pharmaceutical Con
cern, of Chicago, as a Maine representative.

DR. PHILIP WARREN BLAKE. Dr. Philip
W. Blake, 71, of Andover, Mass., on May 17,
1966, at Lawrence, Mass. He was a native of
Marlboro, Mass. He attended the University for
one year and was graduated from Harvard
Medical School. He was a member of the staff
at Lawrence General Hospital for 45 years.
Survivors include his wife, a son, and two
brothers.
1920

ELVA GILMAN BOYNTON. Mrs. Ray M.
Boynton, 68, of Tenafly, N. J., unexpectedly, on
Sept. 25, 1966, at her home. She was a native
of South Portland. She taught school for four
years. Survivors include her husband, Ray M.
’20 of Tenafly, a daughter and a granddaughter.
Mrs. Boynton was a charter member of Alpha
Chapter of Pi Beta Phi Sorority at Maine.
ALONZO JESSE HARRIMAN. Alonzo J.
Harriman, 68, of Auburn, on Sept. 9, 1966, at
Lewiston. He was a native of Bath. In addition
to his B.A. degree from the University of
Maine, he held an M.A. degree from Harvard,
and in 1961 was awarded an honorary degree,
D.F A , from Bates College. He was treasurer
of the Alonzo J. Harriman Associates, a firm he
founded in 1938. He was internationally known
as an architect and his firm was considered one
of the leading 100 in its field. In 1962 he was
awarded a signal honor, being named a delegate
to the United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural organization meeting on School
Buildings in London. He had also served as a
director of the American Institute of Architects,
representing New England. Among his many
buildings are 13 at the University of Maine
and 12 at Bates College. A memoriam to Mr.
Harriman was read into the Congressional Rec
ord of Sept. 15, 1966, by Senator Margaret
Chase Smith of Maine. Mr. Harriman was one
of the organizers and a past president of the
Lewiston-Auburn U. of M. Alumni Club. Sur
vivors include his wife, a son, and four grand
children. Mr. Harriman was a member of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
1922

MYRON EDMUND WATSON. Myron E.
Watson, 69, of Dennis, Mass., on June 19. 1966,
at Boston. He was a native of Sanford. Fol
lowing graduation, he served as State Forestry
Extension Specialist at the University of Maine
for three years. He was then associated with
Boit, Dalton, and Church Insurance Co. He
joined the company in 1930 and became a
partner in 1954. He retired in 1961. He served
in the U.S. Navy in World War I. Survivors
include a son, and a daughter, Mrs. Clark
(Ruth ’51) Potter, of Dennis, Mass., and a
sister. Mr. Watson was a member of Alpha
Tau Omega Fraternity.
ERNEST LINCOLN LEWIS. Ernest L.
Lewis, 54, of Waterbury, Conn., on Sept. 4,
1954, in that city. He was a native of Auburn.
He was for several years a manager of W. T.
Grant Stores, and then was employed by

Chase Brass and Cooper Co. Survivors include
a son, Robert E. ’51, of Waterbury, Conn., and
a brother. Mr. Lewis was a member of Sigma
Nu Fraternity.
1923

LIONEL EUGENE ST. PIERRE. Lionel E.
St. Pierre, 65, of Farmingdale, on July 4, 1966,
at Augusta. He was a native of Auburn. He
was employed as a civil engineer with the Maine
State Highway Commission from 1923 to 1962,
and was a real estate appraiser from 1962. Sur
vivors include his wife, two brothers, two
sisters, and several nieces and nephews.
1924

HAROLD FURBER HILTON. Harold F.
Hilton, 64, of Berlin, N. J., on June 30, 1966,
in that city. He was a native of Starks and had
recently retired after serving in the U.S. Marines
Corps for 39 years. Survivors include his wife,
one son, one daughter, his mother, two brothers,
and three grandchildren.
ALVA DAVIS KERR. Alva D. Kerr, of
Oakland, on June 19, 1966, at Waterville. He
was a native of Oakland. He served as rural
mail carrier for 45 years, retiring in 1965. He
was a member of the Oakland Fire Department
for 23 years, serving as chief for 13. Survivors
include his wife, a daughter, a son, a sister,
four grandchildren, two nephews, and a niece*.
1925

HARRY JOHN FRAZIER. Harry J. Frazier,
65, of So. Hadley, Mass., on May 25, 1966, in
Gardner, Mass. He was a native of Worcester,
Mass. He owned and operated a finance com
pany in Easthampton, Massachusetts. He re
tired in 1959. Survivors include his wife, a
brother, a sister, and one nephew. Mr. Frazier
was a member of Delta Tau Delta Fraternity.
MERTON JAMES GRIBBIN. Merton J.
Gribbin, 64, of Manchester, on Aug. 10, 1966,
unexpectedly, at Augusta. He was a native of
Portland. He was director of employment ser
vices of the Maine Employment Security Com
mission. He had been with the ESC for 29
years. Survivors include his wife, two sons, one
of whom is Robert J. ’51, of Ridgefield, Conn.,
a brother, eigth grandchildren, and a niece. Mr,
Gribbin was a member of Beta Theta Pi Fra
ternity.
1926
CHARLES ALBERT SHERER. Charles A.
Sherer, 63, of Fitchburg, Mass., on June 19, 1966,
in that city. He was a native of Rockland. He
was employed for 21 years in sales engineering
for Fitchburg Engineering Corp. Survivors in
clude his wife, two daughters, a brother, two
sisters, his step-mother, a nephew, Dana Sherer
’60, of Searsport, and 9 grandchildren. Mr.
Sherer was a member of Phi Kappa Sigma Fra
ternity.
ARTHUR WELLS BREWSTER. Arthur W.
Brewster, 62, of Burlington, Vt., on Sept. 18,
1966, in that city. He was a native of Haver
hill, Mass. He was a salesman for a grain and
feed company. Survivors include his wife, a
son, two grandchildren, two sisters, and three
brothers. Mr. Brewster was a member of Alpha
Tau Omega Fraternity.
1927

MARY BEATRICE CAMERON BELINIAN.
Miss Mary B. C. Belinian, of Long Island City,
N. Y., on July 18, 1966, in that city. She was a
native of Bangor. She taught school in Bangor
before going to New York to be with her sister.
She was an honor student in high school and
at the University. She was a member of Phi
Kappa Phi and Beta Pi Theta. Survivors in
clude a sister, two brothers, and an uncle.

(CONT’D. PAGE 24)
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I

Sons and

Daughters
of Maine

First row, from left—Phyllis A. Bemiss, Falmouth
(Phyllis R. Phillips ’37); Linda M. Lewis, Reading,
Mass. (Horace W. ’43); Mary E. Totman, Topsham
(Edward ’50); Carol A. Utterback, Brewer (J. Dud
ley ’41, Barbara A. Orff ’41); Betsy B. Crapo, Han
over, Mass. (Arthur C. ’42); Genevieve K. Hutchin
son, West Buxton (Philip A. ’40); Gloria J. Wilcox,
Lexington, Mass. (Charles L. ’50); Mary E. Con
don, Lewiston (Kenton R. ’30, Madelyn Whitney
’30); Shirley A. Lombard, Caribou (Maynard E.
’33 deceased); Eunice B. Buck, West Newfield
(Charles B. ’37, Margaret H. Grover ’31); Betsy
Crane, Milbridge (Judson B. ’41, Dorothy L. Warren
’41); Sally M. Walker, Houlton (John D. ’30);
Deborah A. Painter, Caribou (Jacqueline M. Painter
’62).

Second row, from left—Cynthia T. Willets,
Brownfield (Robert T. ’41, Barbara M. Thompson
’42); Ann L. Wirths, Falmouth (Mary Deering ’38,
grandfather Arthur Deering T2, deceased); Julie I.
Shepardson, Milo (Arno H. ’49, Ruth M. Stearns
’45); Martha A. McFarland, Scarborough (Alice M.
Maney ’45); Linda L. Bradley, Portland (Carolyn
Chaplin ’45); Constance A. Bennett, Buckfield
(Mary W. Bennett ’64); Gail L. Brarmann, Madi
son, N.J. (Edward F. ’37, Helen E. Titcomb ’37);
Christina M. Pressey, Bangor (Charles D. ’35,
grandfather Frank E, ’02, deceased); Janet A. White,
22
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Houlton (Elizabeth G. Rowe ’41, deceased); Nancy
R. Clark, Fort Fairfield (Kenneth E. ’39, Rachel W.
Kent ’40, grandfather Benjamin C. Kent ’12, de
ceased); Mary L. Ramsdell, Ellsworth (Gordon E.
’42); Anne M. Weston, Caribou (Donald W. ’41,
grandfather Wallace A. Weston ’00 deceased); Eliza
beth A. Plumer, Bangor (Kenneth O. ’26).

Third row, from left—John C. Irish, Roselle Park,
N.J. (Clifford V. ’25); Sally D. Devereux, Sudbury,
Mass. (Mark C. ’43); Susan A. Morrison, Sudbury,
Mass. (Louis H. ’35); Pamela J. Thayer, Springvale
(Edwin M. ’47 deceased); Peggy E. Dorman, Rock
land (Norma P. Dorman ’62); Kathleen E. Farrin,
South Bristol (Frank E. ’36); Jane E. Blackwell,
Fairfield (Ruel J. ’39); Carol A. Currie, Ramsey,
N.J. (Daniel ’50); Claire E. Holmes, Presque Isle
(Richard ’39); Jean A. Connon, Limestone (Pris
cilla M. Moore ’45); Rayle L. Reed, Fort Fairfield
(Walter M., Jr. ’44, Dolly Lamoreau ’44); Allison
Ladd, Rockland (Edward R. ’39, Margaret E.
Hauck ’40, grandfather Dr. Arthur A. Hauck [’38]
’58H, grandmother Gladys R. Hauck [’38] ’58H);
Elizabeth A. Beardsell, Pacific Palisades, Cal. (Wal
lace A. ’40, Madeline M. Smart ’41); Paul S.
Cuetara, Orono (Barbara Savage ’43).
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Fourth Row, from left—Arthur O. Lawry, Rut
land, Vt. (Otis C. ’42, grandfather Otis C. Lawry
’16, deceased); Charles M. Bonzey III, Framingham,
Mass. (Eleanor C. Look ’41); William E. Yerxa, Jr.,
Bridgewater (William E. ’61); Clifford S. Mansfield,
Jr., Melrose, Mass. (Clifford S. ’35); Mark S. Fuller,
Chester, N.J. (Richard E. ’50); Victor A. Morten
son, Jr. (Victor A. ’49, Vivian L. Currie ’50); James
M. Silverman, Springfield, Pa. (Ada E. Saltzman
’40); Stephen W. Merrill, Timonium, Md. (Howard
W. ’42, Edith Huntley ’43); Barry C. Toothaker,
Barrington, R.I. (Carl R. ’39); Fleetwood M. Pride,
Oxon Hill, Md. (Fleetwood ’44); J. Alexander
Boardman, Waterville (James A. ’36, grandfather
Harold S. Boardman ’95).

Fifth row, from left—Johan Selmer-Larsen, Rock
port (Johan, Jr. ’43, Myra J. Kimball ’44); Robert
L. Allen, South Burlington, Vt. (Robert L. ’37, de
ceased); Richard H. Barrell, Auburn (W. Dwight
’40); Scott L. Williams, Auburn (Roger L. Jr.
’45); Ronald E. Dyer, Cornish (Edward A. ’33);
Thomas H. Murphy, Deposit, N.Y. (Thomas H.
’22); Peter R. Murray, Erie, Pa. (Thomas A. ’47,
Barbara Carter ’48, grandfather Thomas A. ’21 de
ceased); space to right; Robert J. Reidman Water

ville (Ernest J. ’38); Douglas R. Brann, Hampden
Highlands (Edward K. ’40, Anne Perry ’40); Bruce
W. Haggerty, Harrison (Jasper C., Jr. ’48).

Sixth row, from left—James F. Claverie, North
Hampton, N.H. (Sumner A. ’43, Mary A. Fogler
’45, grandfather Raymond H. Fogler ’15); Timothy
E. Hackett, Orono (Edward W., Jr. ’52); Donald S.
Piper, Orono (Edward H. ’43, Helen Deering ’43,
grandfather Arthur L. Deering '12, deceased);
Robert A. True, Orono (Ruth Ann Hall ’44, grand
father E. Milton ’21, deceased, grandfather Howe W.
Hall '14, great-grandfather Nathan A. Ring ’88, de
ceased); Joseph W. Emerson, Jr. Augusta (Joseph
W. ’50, grandfather Raymond Emerson T8); John
L. Claverie, North Hampton, N.H. (Sumner A. ’43,
Mary A. Fogler ’45, grandfather Raymond H. Fogler
’15); Everett E. Simpson, Corinna (Thelma T. Simp
son ’61); James M. Blanchard, Dover-Foxcroft
(Bertrand ’42, Dorothy Phair ’40); Stephen E. Ray,
Canton (Conrad A. ’40); Robert W. Fagerlund, Sud
bury, Mass. (Eino W. ’43); John P. Michaud,
Waterville (Joseph C. ’32); Dennis J. Bouchard, Old
Town (Benoit J. ’56); Thomas D. Cleveland, Bangor
(Merton E. ’34, Gertrude N. Dorr ’33); Byron L.
Hale, Norridgewock (James E, ’29).
23
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the University, he studied at Upsala College.
He was public relations director for Nichols
College at Dudley, Mass. Previously he had
been an advertising manager and a newspaper
editor. Survivors include his wife, a son, a
brother, and nieces and nephews.
1937

ALBERT AUGUSTUS RIGHTS. Albert A.
Rights, 60, of Bethlehem. Pa., on June 24, 1966,
in that city. He was a ’ native of Phoenixville,
Pa. Following graduation from Maine he re
ceived a Master’s degree from Harvard Univers
ity (1930). He was assistant professor of
English at Lehigh University having joined the
faculty in 1933. He also studied at the Universi
ties of Wisconsin and Pennsylvania. He was a
director of many musical pageants in his area.
Survivors include his wife, two daughters, one
grandson, and two brothers. Mr. Rights was a
member of Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
1929

GEORGE WINTHROP DAMON. George W
Damon, 62, of Leominster, Mass., on Aug. 11,
1966, in that city. He was a native of Leomin
ster, Mass. He was superintendent of Sewers
and Streets for the city, a position he had held
for the past 16 years, but had been with the
city since 1938 as a safety engineer. Survivors
include a son, a daughter, and a brother. Mr.
Damon was a member of Phi Gamma Delta
Fraternity.
1930

EDWARD DEHART HUNT. Edward D.
Hunt, 61, of Adams Mills, Ohio, on June 9,
1966, at Coshocton, Ohio. He was a native of
Coshocton. He was general manager of the
Hunt-Crawford Co., Container Division of the
St. Regis Paper Co. He attended Lafayette Col
lege, Easton, Pa., and was graduated from the
University of Maine. Survivors include his wife
and one daughter. Mr. Hunt was a member of
Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity at Lafayette College.
RONALD IRVING MILLER. Ronald I. Mil
ler, 59, of Granby, Conn., on June 30, 1966, at
his home. He was a native of Brewer. He also
attended Columbia University for one year. He
was a veteran of World War II, serving in the
Medical Corps. He was employed by the
Veterans Hospital at Newington, Conn. Sur
vivors include his wife, twin sons, a sister, and
a brother, Charles Remick ’42, of Hartford,
Conn. Mr. Miller was a riqember of Sigma Phi
Sigma Fraternity.
WARREN ATWOOD STICKNEY. Warren
A. Stickney, 57, of Brooklyn, N. Y., on Aug.
23, 1966, unexpectedly, in that city. He was a
native of Brownville. For the past 31 years he
had been a research engineer at the Navy Ap
plied Science Laboratory in Brooklyn. He retired
in 1965. He was a gyroscope expert. Survivors
include a sister, two brothers, Fernaid S. ’23,
of West Caldwell, N. J., and Wilder C. ’27, of
Santa Monica, Cal., three half-brothers, one of
whom is Wendell ’43, of Springdale, Conn., his
step-mother, an uncle, and seven nieces and
nephews. Mr. Stickney was a member of Sigma
Chi Fraternity.

JOHN ANTHONY GATTI, SR. John A. Gat
ti, Sr., 54, of North Woodstock, Mass., on
Aug. 6, 1966, in Putnam, Conn. He was a na
tive of Worcester, Mass. He was the Farm
Labor Coordinator for Worcester County. Sur
vivors include his mother, two sons, one of
whom is Donald L. ’62, of Wayne, a sister,
and two grandchildren.
MARTIN THOMAS CAVANAUGH, JR. M.
Thomas Cavanaugh, Jr., 51, of Portland, on June
2, 1966, unexpectedly, in Lewiston. He was a
native of Portland. He attended the University
for two years. He was a salesman. Survivors in-,
elude his father, his wife, a son, two sisters,
three brothers, nieces and nephews. Mr.
Cavanaugh was a member of Theta Chi Fra
ternity.
CHARLES FORREST TREAT. Charles F.
Treat, 52, of Randolph, on July 28, 1966, at
Togus, at the Veterans Administration Hospital.
He was a native of Newburgh, N. Y. He also
attended Tusculum College, at Greenville, Tenn.
For the past 20 years he had been assistant
director of public relations for the Central
Maine Power Co. of Augusta. Prior to that he
was with Young and Rubican and the Walter
Thompson advertising agencies. He was an
Army veteran of World War II. Survivors in
clude his wife, a daughter, a son, Charles F.
Ill ’65, of Gaithersburg, Md., a granddaughter,
an aunt and an uncle, Sidney J. Treat ’96,
Malden, Mass.
1938

HELEN GERTRUDE MCCOBB. Miss Helen
G. McCobb, 68, of Lincolnville, on July 4,
1966, unexpectedly, at her home. She was a na
tive of Lincolnville. In addition to her B.A.
and Master’s degree ’43 from Maine, she held
an L.M.B, degree from the University of
Syracuse. She taught at Camden, Lincolnville,
Searsmont and LaGrange schools, and in Win
sted Connecticut. Later she was librarian at
Plattsburg State Teachers College. Survivors
include four brothers, three of whom are Her
bert H. ’17, Akron, O., John B. ’28, Westfield,
N. J., and Edgar ’32, of Wayne, N. Y., three
sisters, and nephew and nieces.
1949

ROBERT HALLETT HANSON. Robert H.
Hanson, 43, of Hampden Highlands, unexpected
ly, Sept. 5, 1966, in Bangor. He was a native
of Bangor. A well known ski enthusiast, he
owned and operated several sporting goods
stores. In World War II, he served in the Air
Force for four years. Survivors include his
parents, Walter ’12 and Mrs. Hanson, of Bangor,
his wife, Jane (Hinkley ’50) Hanson, two sons,
a daughter, a brother, Fred C. ’41, two sisters,
and nieces and nephews. Mr. Hanson was a
member of Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity.
1953

1931

HELEN MCKENNEY BRIOLA. Mrs. Peter
Briola, 57, of Lincoln, on July 3, 1966, in that
town. She was a native of Lincoln. She attended
the University for two years and graduated
from Smith College in 1931. She was a teacher
at Mattanawcook Academy in Lincoln for 12
years. Survivors include her husband, a broth
er, Edward F. ’36, of Lombard, Ill., one nephew
and a niece. Mrs. Briola was a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority.

WARREN MILES WHITCOMB. Warren M
Whitcomb, 58, of Newburgh, on June 25, 1966
at Bangor. He attended Boston University and
Wentworth Institute and received both his
B.S. and Master’s degrees from Maine. He had
been a school teacher in the Newburgh and
Hampden schools for 21 years. He was an Air
Force veteran of World War II. Survivors in
clude his wife, a son, a daughter, a sister, a
half-sister and a half-brother.

1934

1954

ARNE SIGVARD MENTON. Arne S. Men
ton, 56, of Shrewsbury, Mass., on June 27,
1966, at Worcester, Mass. He was a native of
Stockholm, Sweden, In gddjtipn tQ his work at

STANLEY LEROY JONES. Stanley L. Jones,
38, of Old Town, on July 7, 1966, at Waterville.
He was a native of Boston, Mass. He was a
field engineer fpr the city of Bangor. He was a
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veteran of World War II and the Korean Con
flict. Survivors include his wife, a son, a
daughter, a sister, a nephew and a niece.
1957

WILLIAM CHARLES JOHNSON. William
C. Johnson, 31, of Gorham, on Aug. 6, 1966,
unexpectedly, at Portland. He was a native of
Windham. He was an engineer for the State
Highway Commission. Survivors include his
mother, his wife, two sons, two sisters, a broth
er, and an aunt. Mr. Johnson was a member of
Theta Chi Fraternity.
1961

CAPT. JAMES MICHAEL MCDONOUGH,
JR. Capt. James M. McDonough, Jr., 26, of
Portland, was killed in action on Aug. 2, 1966,
in Viet Nam. He was a native of Portland. He
attended the University for one year and was
graduated from West Point. Survivors include
his parents, Lt. U.S.N. (Ret.) James M. Mc
Donough ’52 and Mrs. McDonough, of Port
land, a brother, his maternal grandmother, his
paternal grandmother, and several aunts and
uncles.
1967

STEPHEN EDWARD WARNER. Stephen E.
Warner, 21, of Winthrop, on Sept. 6, 1966, in
an automobile accident in Alexandria, La. He
was a native of Augusta. He attended the
University for two years before he enlisted in
the Air Force. He was stationed at England
AFB in Louisiana. Survivors include his parents,
two brothers, his maternal grandmother, three
aunts and three uncles.
LAW
1906

GERRY LYNN BROOKS. Gerry L. Brooks,
87, of Bethel, on June 2, 1966, at Farmington,
of injuries received in an automobile accident.
He was a native of Upton. Mr. Brooks was a
practicing attorney at Bethel. Survivors include
a daughter, a sister and a grandchild.
1913

CHRISTOPHER SHIRLEY ROBERTS. Chris
topher S. Roberts, 75, of Rockland, on July 15,
1966, in that city. He was a native of Vinalhaven Island. Mr. Roberts was a well-known
trial lawyer and attorney in Rockland. Survivors
include his wife, two daughters, two step-daugh
ters, two step-sons, and 13 grandchildren.
1905

FRANK OSMOND WHITE. Frank O. White,
81, of Edmunston, N. B. Canada, on July 21,
1966, in that city. He was a native of Orono.
He was chief engineer for Fraser Companies,
Ltd., from 1928 until his retirement in 1950.
Survivors include his wife, a daughter, Mrs.
P. B. (Frances ’48) Sullivan, of Groveland,
Mass., and three grandsons. In January of 1966,
Mr. and Mrs. White observed 54 years of mar
riage. Mr. White was a charter member of
Theta Epsilon local Fraternity which joined
Sigma Nu Fraternity.
FACULTY

COLONEL (ret) FRANCIS REUEL FUL
LER. Col. (ret) Francis R. Fuller, 76, of Orono,
on Oct. 10, 1966, in Bangor. He was a native of
Pawtucket, R. I. He was a 1913 graduate of
West Point. He served as head of the Military
on two tours of duty at the University of Maine
as Lt. Colonel 1941-1943, and as Colonel 19461950. He also served at the University of
Idaho and attended War College in Washington,
D. C. He was awarded the French Croix de
Guerre with palm leaf and the Legion of Merit.
Survivors include his wife, Martha L. ’50,
of Orono, two sons, and one sister.

Put down oh your trips in Maine
for 1967 a visit to Lore Rogers and
the Lumberman’s Museum at Patten.
You may spend a half day and still
not take in all the interesting equip
ment, memorabilia, and vehicles used in the
lumbering industry from earliest time. Lore
Rogers, himself, was busy cataloging and set
ting up articles when we from the Alumni of
fice stopped by in August. He and Mrs. Rogers
have also set up a picnic and camping area in
Patten.
Pearl Vinal Vincent sends a thank you for
the birthday cards, as have many others. Nice
to hear from her in Arcadia, Florida.

'96

'03

A call on Harvey Whitney, class
secretary, found him in good health
and wishing that some of his class
mates would send him a bit of news.

Allen Knowles of Winter Park,
Florida, and a friend visited the
Alumni office in August.

Mrs. Warren Trask, Sally to her
’08 friends, was on the campus in
August to attend the graduation of
her granddaughter, Sidney Ruth
Gates of Wilbraham, Mass. Sidney
received the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Education at the Summer Commencement.
Madge Fellows, Ray’s widow, passed away
last summer after a lingering illness. Madge
was a charming hostess at our class reunions
at the Fellows Farm £n Verona Island.
Leslie and Christine Sargent, Philip and Re
becca Emery and Claude and Irene Meserve
observed their 55th wedding anniversaries in
October; the Sargents on the 3rd, the Emerys
on the 10th and the Meserves on the 14th. Congratulations.
We have had pleasant alumni contacts dur
ing the past summer with calls on Alice Phil
lips, Tom Fessenden and his daughter Eileen,
Herbert Bachelder ’05 who was visiting his sis
ter-in-law Mrs. Rensel Colby, Donald Lovely
’31 of Lincoln while we were at camp at En
field and a delightful cruise on Penobscot Bay
with Fred and Catherine (Sargent) Marston

'08

CLASS NOTES
A bequest of $93,287.40 has been
received by the University of Maine
Foundation from the estate of Harry
E. Emery, late of Bangor. The terms
of the bequest stipulate that the in
come from the fund which is to bear the name
of the donor, is to be used for loans to “well
deserving students at the University of Maine
giving special consideration to students from
Anson Academy and members of Beta Theta
Pi Fraternity.” Mr. Emery, active in alumni
and class affairs at the University, died in 1961.

/

’22 in their cabin cruiser Roma II. Their guests
included Mary (Wheeler ’22) Tyack and Mr.
Tyack — Mary is a sister of Ella (Wheeler ’19)
Harmon. Also hospital calls on Harold T4 and
Margaret (Holyoke T5) Adams in Bangor
where he was a patient and a call on Lore
Rogers ’96 and Mrs. Rogers at their home in
Patten including a visit to The Lumbermen’s
Museum of which he is the Founder and Cura
tor. While at Camden harbor with the Cobbs
we met and chatted with Albert Whitmore ’06.

I
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60th Reunion

June 2 & 3, 1967

We held our “Little Reunion” on
Saturday, July 30, at Kobs Lobster
Pound, Searsport. Those present with
wives were Barrows, E. Lambe, Mac
Donald, Swift, Talbot and Wyman.
Ben Williams was the single man. We sure
missed Walter Farnham who was coming but
was stricken with a fatal heart attack. Mildred
(Mansfield) Martin expected to come but her
arthritis acted up. A nice shore dinner and then
adjournment to the shore for a talk.
A letter from Dana R. Beal, Fullerton,
Calif., in regard to his father, Arthur Beal,
Arthur is in very good physical health but has
had hardening of the arteries for some years.
He is in a convalescent hospital in Fullerton.
A letter from Mrs. Guy Roberts, Santa
Paula, Calif., says she and Guy were in good
health. They live in their own home and Guy
had a garden which they enjoyed.
Terschak Bye, Portland, called on us on a
trip to Bangor but we had not moved in from
our Pitcher Pond cottage, so he missed us. He
left a note saying that he was in good health
but his eyesight was becoming poor. He is still
working at the Casco Bank, Portland.
Jerome B. Clark, Los Angeles, Calif., has
recovered his health again. However, his wife
had a fall and broke a small bone on her
spine. She has been confined to her bed and
wheel chair.
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Mrs. Thomas Gunn (Cora Shaw)
spent the month of July in Bangor
with her daughter Mrs. Wayne
Evans and family. A recent letter
expressed her lonliness at her home
in Pittsfield, Mass., after a month with a family
of ten.
Joe and Margaret Gerrity have spent their
usual busy summer — long weekends at York
Harbor and mid-week in Newton. Recently they
attended a meeting of the Jackson Laboratories
Trustees in Bar Harbor.
“Putt” and Mildred Bruce and Walter Har
vey were among the few of our class who at
tended alumni doings in June. Putt and Wal
ter are of that ageless breed who think all who
are not bed-ridden should get to Orono in
June and October. More power to them! Putt
was honored by his fraternity—Sigma Nu for
“Distinguished Service” to his chapter.
Early in the summer Harold Rich was put
to bed because of poor circulation. He says
he is getting too much rest and Frieda none
at all. We hope he has improved by now and
is about as usual. They have been among the
most loyal of “Naught-niners” on all occa
sions.
Walter Harvey has written and phoned me
quite frequently in recent months. He seems
as rugged and active as ever.
Mrs. Olaf Anderson (Martha Knight) writes
that she has good and bad days (as most of
us do) but she has a very wholesome philoso-
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phy of life for our age-group. She was expect
ing her son, Paul, and family for a visit soon.
Mattie has not seen her grandchildren in three
years.
Everett Southwick has written me several
good letters in recent months. He is still at
Kimball Bird Sanctuary in Bradford, R. I.,
where he makes friends not only with human
visitors but also with a host of God’s creatures
of the woods. He lives a good life—as active as
he wishes to pace it.
Harold Miller has been laid up with a broken
bone in his foot. Believe it or not, he was
digging for a porch foundation at his old house
in South Berwick where he and his sister now
live. A heavy cast was his penalty for under
taking a tough job. You know Harold, it
could also happen to a youngster. Harold has
a lively interest in all engineering matters and
especially in the controversy now going on in
Maine over public versus private power.
“Giant” and Frieda Pray have put in a busy
summer at Jack O’ Lantern Inn in Woodstock,
N. H. “Giant” describes one exciting event that
occurred there. “Penelope,” the female of a
pair of swans, hatched three cygnets on the
small lake on the grounds, much to the delight
of the Prays and hundreds of guests. All who
saw them being trained by their parents were
much amused and Giant thinks they are the
most photographed birds in New Hampshire.
The “Clint” Plumlys and the Knights had a
very pleasant visit and luncheon in Portland
recently. Both “Clint” and Katherine seemed
in good health and spirits.

Raymond W. Davis of Guilford,
“Jeff,” has retired as president of
the Guilford Trust Co. after being
associated with the bank for 53
years, first as sec. and treas. then as
its president from 1928 to his retirement. He
will still remain as a trustee and member of the
executive committee, Ray is best known to
many Maine men as a trustee of the Univ, of
Maine with a long and illustrious record of
achievement and was president of the board
from 1952 to 1955. He was given an honorary
degree of LL.D, in 1957, in recognition of his
great service to the Univ, of Maine.
Had a card from Marty McHale that he and
his “bride” just returned from the Baseball
Hall of Fame at Cooperstown, N. Y., where
they witnessed the ceremony of the installation
of Ted Williams and Casey Stengel into that
famous group of baseball men. Marty knew
them both well. Marty tells of his joining the
Red Sox back in 1910 in an article in “Rod &
Gun.”
In last July’s Alumnus I told the story of the
work of Seavey A. Piper as chairman of the
State Soil and Water Conservation Committee.
Seavey Piper has been further featured in the
U.S. Dept, of Agriculture Magazine as the out
standing advocate of soil and water conserva
tion which is greatly needed in many parts of
the U.S., particularly in the dry section of the
country as in Arizona, New Mexico and California.
Albert and Madelyn Conley had to go to
Alaska this Summer to keep cool. They write
from Harrison Hot Springs, B.C., that they are
on their way home from a trip to Alaska and
the Yukon.
Back in Maine the Lou Geerys one Sunday
in August invited the Ben Whitneys and your
sec. to their place at Hancock Point, a beautiful spot looking out on the bay.

55th Reunion

June 2 & 3, 1967

Reunion weekend in June found
two sons of Alden Chase, Gordon
’41 and Faulkner ’41 enjoying their
25th reunion, while Gordon was also
tendered a 25th year citation for his
managerial work with Sears and Roebuck Co.
June Kelley, our vice president, spent two
weeks at Bayside this summer.
Sympathy is extended to Luther Russell, of
Kents Hill, on the loss of his wife, Pauline.
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^Summer was a most beautiful one
this year in Maine and I hope that
those of you who live outside the
State, now had the opportunity to
come back home. If you could not
make it I do hope you will get back to the
University this fall to some of the football
games and attend “Homecoming”—the foliage
should make your trip both ways a most enjoy
able one.
A brief note from Muriel (Young) Maines
tells us that she has two grandchildren now at
tending the University, Linda L. and Steven
J. Maines, who are the children of her son,
John T. ’40 and Julia (Holmes ’45) Maines.
So glad to hear of this, Muriel, and also to
learn of the outstanding job son John is doing
in the paper business.
Got a card from “Flicky” Richards who
came East this Summer from St. Louis but only
was able to get as far as Boston where sight
seeing was the order of the day. Thanks for
the card. Hope some day you will make up
your mind to come and bring your family back
to Maine to live.
The sympathy of the Class is extended to
Mrs. Barford and immediate family on the
death of John Wallace Barford, Kinderhook,
N. Y., on June 10.
Christopher S. Roberts of Rockland died
July 16. He was a graduate of the University
of Maine Law School ’13 and was a well-known
trial lawyer. We extend sympathy to his widow,
Mrs. Adah Burns Roberts and the immediate
family.

1
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Class secretary, H. P. Adams, is
taking a forced vacation (because
of a heart attack) at St. Joseph’s
Hospital, 297 Center St., Bangor, Me.

Three members of the class were
present in June for a class meeting
on Reunion Weekend. Present were
R. H. Fogler, H. P. Sleeper, and
Laura Hodgkins Jackman. Officers
elected: Pres. Fogler; Secretary, treasurer, and
class reporter, Sleeper. Merton Banks registered
for Saturday events.

50th Reunion

—

June 2 & 3. 1967

Charles Crossland and his wife en
tertained all four of their children
and families recently; Mr. ’43 and
Mrs. ’43 Carleton Crossland, and
their son Stephen, U.S. Marine
South
Pasadena, California; Mr. ’45
Corps, of
and Mrs. Donald Crossland and four children,
of Littleton, Colorado; the Rev. ’53 and Mrs.
’49 Frederick Robie and four children, of San
ford; Rev. ’50 and Mrs. Elton Crossland and
two daughters, of Greenville, New Hampshire.
Shep Hurd and his wife spent a month, this
summer, in Europe.
Don and Frances Crowell are leaving soon
for an extended trip to Europe and the Holy
Land. They will join their daughter, Jane and
her husband in Rome. Sam Morse, Jane’s hus
band has been an Exchange Professor of Mod
ern Poetry for the past year, at the University
of Canterbury, at Christ Church, New Zealand.
Jane got her Masters Degree at Maine, and
Sam was a professor there for several years.
Carl Johnson called on Fred Sargeant, of
Coral Gables, while he was in Florida. He
hopes that Fred will join us next June.
According to Charles Crossland, Dr. Fuller
Sherman shot a 77 in his golf, recently, and is
ready to take some of you on next June.
Russell Greenwood has been located at 2660
East-Tom Sawyer Drive, Reno, Nevada; Ru
dolph Stoehr lives in Orwell, Vermont.
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Lost alumni: Can you send us an address
for any one of them?
Mr. Stanley B. Parker, Mr. Lawrence L.
Post, Mr. Albert J. Fortier, Mr. Wilton S. Jar
dine, Mr. Herbert P. Halvorson, Mr. Frank
W. Harris, Mr. Marshall S. Campbell (maybe
in Sarasota, Fla.), Mr. Edward A. Hyland,
Mr. Brooks Light, Miss Dorothy Wells, Mr.
Joseph W. Moulton, and Mr. Yee Tin Hugh.

I

Several of you have written or
phoned me to say what a good time
was had at Orono and Blue Hill in
June. I believe Jack Leecock wins
the Black Bears cub prize for exuber
ance and enthusiasm. He had written me in
July of the Orono doings and this fall a long
part-two letter all about the Totmans’ wonder
ful party. In fact, Jack broke his writing-hand
thumb when this was being written and comple
tion was delayed six weeks.
The reunion rejuvenated Ralph Fannon so
much he has taken on a sales job on the West
Coast.
Lawrence Philbrook, Chairman of his New
Hampshire county’s Rural Area Development
Committee, has been named by Gov. King to
membership in a committee to draw up plans
for the long-range park use of the summit of
Mt. Washington. The committee will report to
the chief executive and the State Div. of Parks.
Marlborough Packard exhibited his paintings
at a Foxcroft Academy fair and at his Sebec
Lake home.
Bangor Attorney Edward J. Conquest was re
cently feted by co-members of the Maine Bar
in celebration of his 50 years of membership.
Awards are yet coming to Dr. Walter D.
Emerson, the most recent having been a Dis
tinguished Service Certificate of the National
Council of State Boards of Engineering.

I

Sympathy is extended from his classmates to
Maynard Jordan, whose wife, Ada, died on
September 23.
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Ray E. Phillips emerged from the
“lost” list onto the front page of the
Bangor Daily News, with a photo.
The article said “The hermit of
Manana took leave of his remote
island home 10 miles off the coast of Port
Clyde to visit the mainland . . . His white
wintry beard and shock of hair flowed about
his head as a light breeze picked up while he
waited at the boat landing at neighboring
Monhegan Island. The hermit would spend a
'week or two in Boston to hear the crashing
and clanging sounds of the city’. . . . The
craggy, lonely rock of less than a quarter mile
in length, with a single tree growing from its
northernmost point, has been home for Ray
Phillips for more than 35 years. As a young
man he first sailed into Monhegan in a small
sloop, liked the islands and built a shack on
Manana. . . . He now has a complex of six
buildings which climb the jagged island where
his sheep graze ... He is a gregarious hermit
. . . During the trip to Port Clyde he joined
in a hootnanny held by several teen-agers.”
I wrote him at Monhegan, and he replied
more quickly than I expected, remembering my
easy ways with the girls (!) as a freshman. He
said “I’m not a hermit. I’m a Bohemian, play
ing with lambs and children. I have peace,
serenity and security.” He was a chemist in
New York City after WW I.
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In spite of the heart-breaking loss
of Sam Jones who “spark plugged”
our plans for our 50th reunion in
1969, we will carry on. Ralph Wil
kins has agreed to take over as class
treasurer. Dwight Demeritt will carry on as
class president.

/

Many cards were returned with regrets about
attending our reunion last June. Bill Elsworth,
Ella Harmon and Etelle Carlson and Les Kim
ball, all of California reported “good health”
but couldn’t make the long trip. H. R. Mac-

Donnell of Rye, N. Y., was recovering from a
heart attack and could not attend.
Rendall Williams was unable to attend our
reunion last June because of illness. Best wish
es for your recovery.
Received a long letter from Stacy Bragdon
recounting his long experience in the field of
education and his forthcoming retirement from
the Wellesley school system. On June 23rd he
was presented a plaque by fellow Kiwanians in
honor of his long service to Kiwanis and the
school system.
Bob Chellis writes that poor health caused
his early retirement from Stone & Webster
Corp, and he is now writing a book on Ocean
and Underwater Engineering. Bob has also pro
duced some beautiful etchings.
Vern Wallingford is recovering from a seri
ous illness, but is planning on representing
Maine at the inauguration of the new president
at Lindenwood College at St. Charles, Mo. on
October 20th.
Congress recently passed the bail reform bill
patterned after the Manhattan bail project
started in 1961 by the Vera Foundation. Louis
Schweitzer of our class was a leader in this
project.
Elliott Hall has retired to his home town of
Vinalhaven after many years in New Jersey
with Western Electric Co. and is active in the
Vinalhaven Historical Society.
Christine Northrup writes enthusiastically of
her round the world trip last spring visiting
Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, India, Egypt, Pal
estine, Italy and many others. She promises to
be on hand for our 50th.
Sam Collins recently suffered a serious loss
when the S. W. Collins Co. planing mill at
Caribou was destroyed by fire.
Remember our 50th in 1969!

Our sympathy to Lena Page
Spaulding whose daughter died June
3. Lena writes: “I took over the
running of the home and I have been
very busy—Mary Anne 5—Jimnsy 7
—Eileen 13 and Eugene Jr., 16. I haven’t had
a spare minute!” Our sympathy to Fran Bart
lett Ames and her children in the loss of Ivan.
Two weddings to announce: July 23—Mrs.
William Eaton Ferry and Walter W. Chadbourne. The Presbyterian Church of the Cov
enant, Wilmington, Delaware. At home Septem
ber 1, 536 Ruston Drive, Georgian Terrace,
Wilmington. August 27—Miss Alice Brewster
and Bentley Barbour. 30 Riverview Terrace,
Brewer. After a wedding trip to Canada at
home at 30 Riverview Terrace.
Florence MacLeod Ramsay wrote in June
that since John died in 1959 she has kept her
self busy with substitute teaching and her four
grandchildren.
Thanks to Kid who sent the two-page write
up and pictures from the Boston Record-Amer
ican of August 13. Ray Boynton was in Lis
bon, Portugal, August 6 for the dedication of
the 6,495 ft. Tagus River Bridge, the fifth long
est in the world. The main span 3,323 ft. be
tween the piers is the longest outside the U.S.
The bridge was begun November, 1962. Ray
made 6 trips a year to visit the site, each trip
lasting 1 or 2 weeks. Best of this report is the
paragraph from Elva. “The dedication was like
something from the pages of medieval history.
It lasted four days and four nights with plen
ty of pomp and ceremony. Our “Chick”, her
husband “Bob” and our 14 year old grand
daughter, Kerry went with us. We went on to
Madrid, Mallorca and Andorra. Wonderful
weather, a wonderful trip and so wonderful to
come back home.” (Please see obituaries.)
P-nut Snow Cross writes: “Granddaughter
Susan Underwood was married in Essex Conn.
Jan., ’66 to Gary Lundquist, a lunar geologist
of Boulder, Colo. Susan is a Senior at U. of
Colo, and winning acclaim for her originals in
sketches, oils, jewelry and prints. Great-grand
daughter Kimberly is a year old living on a
ranch in Wheatland, Wy. Grandson Jeffry Cross
is a freshman at Bowdoin taking Rre-med. Son

Hugo is science teacher in Darien, Conn, and
a tennis pro in Westport, summers.”
Verne Beverly wrote: “Amy and I took a
20 day cruise with United Fruit line in March.
Went to Jamaica, then through the Panama
Canal up to Golfito, Costa Rica and return.
Needless to say we had a fine trip. We leave
about October 10th to drive to Los Angeles.
We jet to the National Association of County
Agents Annual Meeting in Honolulu October
27. Previous to the meeting we take a four day
trip to the near-by islands. On our return to
L.A. November 7 we plan to spend some time
in Arizona on our way back to Sarasota. It
meads I will have to miss some U of M foot
ball this fall.”
In May, Allyn and Bacon published Linwood
Chase’s book A Guide for the Elementary So
cial Studies Teacher. Linwood writes: “This
summer for 8 weeks we were on another trip
abroad, revisiting and also some new places in
Switzerland, Austria, Germany, and England.
While Hazel settled down in England to study
with a tapestry weaving teacher, I took off for
Cario and then spent two weeks with my son
who has just become the chief political officer
in the American Embassy in Damascus, Syria.
The middle East was an entirely new experi
ence.”
From Peg Blethen: “Soon after
the best reunion ever, I have a most
delightful tour of the Scandinavian
countries.”
From Leah Ramsdell Fuller:
“We’re on a 41 day Arctic cruise—we’ve been
to ‘top of the world’—seen the Arctic Ice
park, glaciers, icebergs—been to Land of Mid
night Sun—seen a herd of reindeer (600-800)
going’ up 'slope in Norway. Oh, it’s been hea
venly!”
Want more items in this column? Postals
most welcome!
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45th Reunion
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Here we are starting another col
lege year and this is an important
one of us with a reunion in June.
I hope to see many of you at the
class meeting, to be held at Home-

coming.
Parker Patterson had the honor of represent
ing the University of Maine when a new presi
dent was inaugurated at Oklahoma State Uni
versity on Oct. 21. Parker lives in Oklahoma
at 2227 E. 22nd Place, Tulsa.
Fred and I had the pleasure of going to a
lovely buffet dinner party on Labor Day Sun
day at the home of Donald Perry ’18 and Cora
Mae (Phillips) Perry ’21. They live at Sunset
on Deer Isle. Guests were all Maine people,
coming from as far away as Belfast, Orono,
Northeast, Southwest, and Seal Harbors. Fos
ter Blake was also there from our class with
his wife, Dorothea. In all, six classes were rep
resented.
An item from Hampden: Earl McGraw, su
perintendent of SAD 22, and his wife, who is
secretary to the superintendent, retired this
year. They were honored at a surprise assem
bly at the G. B. Weatherbee School recently
and were presented with gifts from the students
in appreciation of the help given them over
the years.
Some of you did not get your
questionnaires returned to me in
time to be included in the class let
ter.
Twice, this summer, I had the
pleasure of chatting with Gladys Staples Col
burn who has charge of the gift shop at the
Jordan Pond House. She spends the winter in
Seal Harbor.
.Elizabeth Harkness has retired from teaching
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but she has not lost her sense of humor. She
lives in Lincolnville and for “position” she
said, “On my knees, digging cutworms in the
garden.” Dr. Arthur Wilson was honored by
the YMCA: “For Service to Youth” in Provi
dence, R. I. Mabel Peabody Wilson is President
of the Foster Library as well as grandmother
to 8.
Parker Patterson ’22 who is President of the
Patterson Steel Co. in Tulsa, Oklahoma, sent
the clipping telling of the “Meritorious Service
Award” given to Clayton F. Jones by the Dept,
of the Interior, in recognition for his service
as a general engineer at the Bureau of Mines
Petroleum Center in Bartlesville, Okla, for 20
years.
Henry Doten reports that we now have
$1,531.79 in dues and $388 in the gift account.
We have a reunion in two years so we had bet
ter be fattening up the kitty.
We have lost three more of our members.
Our most heartfelt sympathy to the families of
Lionel E. St. Pierre, Arthur E. Rogers, and
George A. Vose.
It seems impossible that time has
gone so fast that we are at the be
ginning of another academic year.
Dr. Howard L. Bowen of Hallo
well received the Block M award for
outstanding service to the University of Maine.
Incidentally, Governor Reed, who presented the
award, stated that since his graduation from
Maine, Howard has contributed selflessly to
the Cause of education throughout the State.
Congratulations Howard.
Mary Friend was recently honored at the
awards assembly of the Skowhegan High School
for her twenty years of service in teaching at
that school.
Edith Beckett is Librarian at Calais Free Li
brary and has served in that capacity since
1950.
Irene Guppy Parsons is teaching at Ashland
High School.
Paul M. Croxford obtained his Master’s De
gree in August. See ’31 for news of his wife
Erma.
Lt. Col. Tobias C. Eastman who was killed
in action in World War II, has had a signal
honor bestowed upon him through the efforts
of Father Leo W. Nugent. Rev. Nugent spear
headed a movement to have Camp Dachau—
formerly a prison camp in Germany, renamed
Eastman Barracks. While this may be cold com
fort to Mrs. Eastman who lives in Fryeburg,
Maine, we hope it will be spiritual solace. The
class is proud of Tobias.
The Littles had one of those fairy story
weeks at the Univ, of Maine in June when the
new A and S building was dedicated in honor
of my husband and I was given an Honorary
degree, Doctor of Humane Letters. We both
felt very humble and happy about the whole
thing. We had a gathering of the clan and
you might be amused at what our seven year
old grandchild said when someone asked him
what he liked best about the new building. He
had sat quietly through the speeches but dis
carded his angelic wings fast when he replied:
“The EXIT.”
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A1 Repshaw, American Embassy,
Box 10, FPO New York, 09527,
sends greetings from Assiut University, where he with a team of nine
/
other U.S. professors are on a U.S.
Aid assignment for a 2-year advisory and
teaching project. Al is on leave from Louisiana
State. Al says, “Finding this assignment most
interesting. Assuit is a new school of about
10,000 students with better than 300 engineer
ing students. It is 240 miles south of Cairo on
the Nile, not far from the Luxor and Aswan
Dam. It is a city of a quarter million people.
Chances of rain once in 25 years.” Why not
send Al a “shower” of letters? In June, Al
was made a Fellow in the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers. Lafayette Chapter of
the Louisiana Engineering Society has present

ed him a plaque for “the member of the Year”.
Congratulations from us all!
Dr. Clyde Swett has been named chairman
of the Committee on Development at Ricker
College, Houlton.
Major Betty (Cooper) Cantor, has been ap
pointed to a position on the Wing Staff of the
New Hampshire Wing, Civil Air Patrol. Betty
has been a member of CAP for 11 years in
Maine.
Cliff Irish has a freshman son at the Univer
sity this fall.
Don Dressel, looking real young in a picture
in the newspaper, is with the regional office of
the General Service Administration.
Hope you did not miss the citation at U of
M’s August graduation when Lincoln (Mack)
Sennett was the recipient of an honorary Doctor
of Pedagogy. Mack also holds an MA (1932)
from Columbia University. He is president of
Washington State College, Machias.
Aaro Kaakinen is connected with cruise ship
operations and is out of the country much of
the time.
Anne Fuller Linn’s daughter, Mary (Linn
’51) Roby, is really “authorizing” in addition
to teaching at Orono High. She has three books
(mysteries) already published, the last one in
England this summer, and has sold several
stories to Alfred Hitchcock, of which two have
already been published in his magazine.
“Cobe” Coburn retired to Bowerbank, but,
disliking Maine winters, has built a house on
Sanibel Island in the Gulf of Mexico, offshore,
s.w. of Fort Myers. He signs his letters “ap
prentice beachcomber”.
Ray Burton has moved from Miami to Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. Not retired, are you, Ray?
Arline Lynch is N.E.A. Director of Bangor
Teachers Assn.; hostess committee of Bangor’s
BPW Club, Mainspring correspondent of Delta
Kappa Gamma, and secretary to the Southern
Penobscot U of M Alumnae. Oh, yes, she is
also teaching school at Bangor Junior High on
Union Street.

The following items were noted
from the “returns” of the question
naires sent out at Reunion time.
Effie Bradeen Ridley—writes that
they were unable to return for
Reunion as Don was recovering from surgery
at the time. They have 16 grandchildren. John
K. Schroeder — still Principal of York High
School. Edward F. Stanton, M.D.—has moved
to a new office at 935 Park Ave., N. Y.
10028. We learn that his only niece was mar
ried at the time of our Reunion, otherwise we
would have had the pleasure of his company.
Carl Bischoff—was recovering from a bout with
pneumonia at the time. Better luck at our 45th.
Lawrence Buck—sent word from Tehran, Iran
that at the time he was busy “helping the
ministry of Posts, Telephone & Telegraph, get
some modern communications in Iran. It is
rather a long way to come for a Reunion—
hurry back for the 45th. Charles Hammond—
writes that a few weeks previous to our June
date he came in contact with a train, the re
sultant broken leg and ribs made a trip to the
campus impossible. George Littlefield — busy
time of the year for him. Theodore S. Rowe—
Just couldn’t make it. Emily Pendleton—In
May, Emily moved into a new home in Bay
side Northport. On August 27th she enter
tained a reunion of Alpha Upsilon members
of Delta Zeta, with 14 U. of M. Alumnae pres
ent, two from the class of ’26. Emily lives in
Florida in the winter. Gerald Wheeler—Super
visor of the White Mountain National Forest
has been appointed to the Summit Planning
Committee for a long range plan for the sum
mit of Mt. Washington. Kenneth O. Plumer—
In June retired from the New England Tele
phone Company after being employed by them
for 41 years. The occasion was noted by a
party of 75 people at the Pilots Grill in Ban
gor.
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“Bobs” Parks of Concord, Mass.,
John A. (Jack) Pierce, Mrs.
executive vice president of the Ho
Pierce and their son Robert, Arling
ward
D. Johnson Co. of Wollaston,
ton, Mass, were callers in “Jack’s”
Mass., has been made vice president
home town of Orono, in August.
of the National Restaurant Associa
John is a senior Research Fellow at
tion.
Harvard, where he has been since 1934, ex“
Whit
”
Wheeler
is president of the Kennebec
cept for the World War II years which he
Valley Community Chest.
spent at M.I.T. One of his latest interests is
Karl Larsen has been appointed Ford Pro
work on radio aids to navigation and in Aufessor of Physics and Chairman of the Depart
gust 1965 he read a paper on OMEGA, a nav
ment
at University of Bridgeport, Bridgeport,
igation radio aid, at the International Naviga
Conn. Karl has been acting president of Onodtion Congress in Munich, Germany. He is the
aga Community College in New York State.
recipient of a Presidential Certificate of Merit,
Caroline (Collins) Lowell is teaching fresh
the Morris Liebmann Prize, the PGANE Pi
man English in MSAD3, Mountain View High
oneer Award of the IEEE and the Thurlow
School.
Younger son, David, is in Business
Award of the Institute of Navigation. Maybe
Adm. at Maine, Class of ’69.
some of you will remember that “Jack” is a
grandson of Dr. Merritt C. Fernaid, first pres
Roger C. Wilkins, Senior Vice President,
ident of U of M.
Travelers Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn., has
Another engineer, Raymond H. Morrison, in
been named to the advisory panel to select an
company with his son, Bruce, recently made
architect for the first phase of Hartford’s pro
news in Bangor when his company, Northern
posed school building program.
Supply Company, announced the opening of a
new warehouse, sales and display facility. At
present this is the only wholesale and retail
The fall season rolls around and
school supply business in the state. It also does
I wish that more of you had checked
business in Vermont and New Hampshire. Be
in during the summer with news. I
sides son Bruce, 17 year old Nancy, a Bangor
did notice that Ralph Corbett had
High senior assists during the summer. Follow
retired after many years with the
ing graduation Ray got his master’s degree in
University. I wonder what his future plans may
1932.
be? I hope most of you saw the article by
William N. Harris, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Louise Bates Ames that appeared in the Au
Charles M. Harris, Augusta, has received a
gust Readers’ Digest.
Master’s degree in business administration
Mr. and Mrs. Breinert Madsen of Alexan
from Northwestern University, Chicago, with
dria, Virginia—Ruth Taylor to us—recently cel
a major in corporate finance. William received
ebrated their 25th anniversary in Orono. They
his BS from Boston University in 1961 and is
have a married son Roger who lives in Still
employed by Sears, Roebuck and Company in
water.
Chicago. Classmate Charles and his wife at
The Byron Gilmore Agency of Bangor, with
tended the Northwestern U ceremonies.
which Verrill has been associated for many
Remember Mary McGuire, who had a finger
vears, has recently incorporated under the name
in just about every pie on campus? Well, she’s
Davidson-Gilmore.
now Dr. Mary A. McGuire, associate professor
of English and chairman of the English De
Frank and Ruth (Shurtleff,) ’35 Goodwin
partment and recently named Buhl Professor at
have a daughter teaching in Frankfurt, Ger
Chatham College, Pittsburgh. The Buhl Profess
many this year. She sends glowing reports of
orship is awarded each year by the Chatham
her interesting work there.
Board of Trustees to a faculty member in the
humanities with the rank of assistant professor
or above. She holds an M.A. and a Ph.D. from
All classmates have received a let
Columbia University.
ter from our new "Glass Agent Don
Dr. Frederick H. Thompson has submitted
Henderson explaining' how your con
his resignation as a member of the Portland
tributions to the General Alumni As
Renewal Authority. We are sorry to hear that
sociation may also increase our class
it was “for health reasons” that Fred decided
fund. We hope you will all support this new
to resign from this activity.
system and reward Don’s efforts.
Mr. and Mrs. (Edna Cohen) Jack Rapaport,
Class prexy and “Bee” (Carter ’30) Cush
Bangor were awarded a seven-day Caribbean
man have bought a new home in Orono at 5
cruise aboard the luxury liner S.S. Independ
Cedarwood. “Bee” teaches at Orono Junior
ence, in August, to St. Thomas, Virgin Is
High and Parker is Director of Engineering
lands, San Juan and Puerto Rico. Jack repre
Services on the Campus.
sented one of 570 Lincoln-Mercury dealerships
Erma Devereux (Mrs. Paul) Croxford earned
nationwide which were winners in a “Carib
her certificate of Advanced Standing, her sixth
bean Capers” sales contest.
year at Maine. Erma teaches in Portland. Hus
Blair Wilson is head of the Melrose (Mass.)
band Paul got his Master’s at Maine this Au
science department where, since 1936, he has
gust.
been a teacher. Soon after arrival he discov
One of the new teachers in the Augusta
ered there was a golf coaching vacancy. Blair
schools this fall is Patty Barton Painter. Patty
had never played but was interested, so he ap
is
teaching grade four at the Lincoln school.
plied. Up until nine years ago it was an un
The American Institute for Property and Lia
salaried job and he often used his own car to
bility Underwriters has announced that Union
transport the players. In the past eight years
Mutual Life Insurance Company’s Vice Presi
Wilson-coached teams have compiled a 74-1-1
dent, Alfred W. Perkins, CLU has been granted
record with 70 consecutive victories, their last
loss being to Stoneham in 1960 and the tie with
the designation, Chartered Property and Casual
Reading coming the same year. Blair was the
ty Underwriter. Al was granted his M.A. degree
subject of a recent feature article by the Bos
following two years of teaching Math at Maine.
ton Globe.
He did further study in Actuarial Science at the
University of Iowa. He joined the Union Mu
Part of my summer was spent at Ann Arbor,
where my son, Eld win, Jr., (’53) was com
tual Life Insurance Co. as an Associate Actuary
pleting 14 months of study towards his doctor
in 1947. He was named Second Vice President
ate in Mathematics at the University of Mich
in 1950, and six months later was promoted to
igan. I attended the Summer Education Con
Vice President. In 1964 he earned the C.L.U.
ference held at the University for teachers in
designation. The Perkins make their home in
the state.
Portland, and are owners of Seal Bay Camp for
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Girls at Brooksville. They have two children.
The Kennebec Journal recently published a
picture of Louis Krieger marking his thirty-five
years of service with the Central Maine Power
Co. Louis worked for three years as a distrib
ution inspector at 11 power stations. In 1959
he took his present job as manager of produc
tion operations. The Kriegers live at Manches
ter and have two sons. He is a director of the
Union Water Power Co. and the Kennebec
Water Power Co.
During the 1966 Season, Maine’s Massachu
setts House Workshop Gallery, Lincolnville, ex
hibited the work of Phil Brockway from July
17 until August 2nd. This is a favorite stop for
many out-of-state tourists every summer.
Geneva M. Smith was honored at the June
Commencement exercises at Plymouth (N. H.)
State College for completing 42 years of faith
ful service in the Mathematics Department.
At this occasion it was announced by Dr. Har
old Hyde, president, that a dormitory be built
and named for Miss Smith. After receiving her
B.A. in Mathematics at Maine, Geneva re
ceived her B. Ed. at Boston University and fur
ther advanced study at the Universities of Chi
cago, Maine and Boston. At Plymouth, beside
her teaching she sponsored the Mathematics
Club and had charge of Assembly programs
and Commencement programs for many years.
She plans to return to her East Corinth home
in her retirement.
This is to correct a news item in the July
Alumnus. Bonnie Marshall, daughter of Don
and Helene (Johnson) Marshall is now in her
first year at The Women’s Medical College of
Pennsylvania.
Beatrice Spiller Nadeau is now living in East
port after retiring from teaching in Arlington,
Mass. One of the trustees of the newly formed
Unity Institute of Unity, Maine is Samuel Sezak. The Executive Council confirmed Clifford
L. Stimpson’s re-appointment to the Maine
Liquor Commission. He is now chairman.

35th Reunion
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June 2 & 3, 1967

Roscoe C. Masterman, employed
since 1933 by the International Paper
Co., has been promoted from divi
sional manager in Glens Falls, N.Y.
to general manager of the Northern

Div. of IP.
On Sept. 17, 1966, at Tamworth, N. H.» Miss
Susan B. Balch, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Henrv G. Balch was married to William B.
Moody, son of Dr. and Mrs. J. Rice Moody
(Doris Baker), of Newport, R. I. The newly
weds are at home in Greenbelt, Maryland.
Charles L. Puffer, after 11 years as Superin
tendent of Schools in Kittery, has recently sub
mitted his resignation, to be effective Dec. 1st.
Charles has had nearly 40 years of experience
in public education as a teacher and adminis
trator. For the 10 years before coming to Kit
tery, he was superintendent at Paris. He is
married, and has three grown children. Charlie
will join the CED in Jan. 1967, at U of M.
Our sympathy is extended to Roland Tibbetts
of Great Barrington, Mass, on the death of his
wife, Marjorie, on March 26, 1966.
Frank Hagan has been appointed
to the University of Maine Extension
Service (see campus news). J. Har
vey Spear (’36) and Edith are man
agers and part owners of the Patio
Hotel at Gardena, Calf. Those of us who knew
of your move to California, Edith, are happy to
learn that the Spears are enjoying their new
experience.
When Dr. Jean Captain Sabine sent in her
contribution to the Alumni fund, she wrote that
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she anticipates a visit to New Zealand in March.
I do hope that you will share the highlights of
your visit with all of us, Jean.
Among the thirteen young women to have
been chosen All-Maine Women last spring were
two ’33 daughters: Barbara Lester (Marion
Dickson) and Joan Yerxa (Eleanor West).
Two weddings that have taken place since our
last class notes are: Marjorie Libby (Dean Win
throp ’32 and Elizabeth (Tryon) to Douglas
Monteith.
Jane Tompkins (Lawrence ’34) to Robert Mil
ler (Stacy ’32 and Evelyn (Plummer). The newly
weds are all graduates of the University so other
class secretaries will no doubt give the details
of the weddings.
The engagement of Miss Peggy Ann Mattulke
to Robert E. Pendleton Jr. was announced re
cently by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Mattulke of Hamburg, N.Y.
(Note to Blanche Henry). Sorry our time
for chats was so brief this summer—better luck
next time. Phyl Black Raymond was at Summer
School at the same time that I was but we did
not discover each other quite soon enough to do
much reminiscing. See you at Vinalhaven, some
time, Phyl.
It’s about time I heard from a few
class members who have not been
reported on for a long time, so get
busy with letters! Erwin A. Gallag
her, a native of Limestone, has been
given national recognition seldom accorded a
school administrator in the Westwood, Mass,
area. Superintendent of schools, he was invited
to submit a short biographical sketch, to be
published in Who’s Who in the East. Ewrin is
now studying for his doctorate in a Boston
University program, and has had a remarkable
career in education.
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Roger Hefler was recently made president of
Wilkins Coffee Co. He served in the Navy, and
in 1947 joined the Wilkins Co. in Washington
D.C. where the showplace place is locatcd. Pro
fessor Ken Parsons recently received some
publicity concerning his use of turpentine for
Dutch elm disease. An electrical engineer, Ken
apparently saved a tree at his home which was
infected. We all wish it might be an answer to
this terrible plague!
Lawrence Lynch of Orrington, was named
town manager of Hampden in June. Lawrence
has previously been with Eastern Corporation
and St. Regis Paper Co. The Lynches have three
children.
Bill Ingraham’s address is 66 Rankin Street,
Rockland. Carl J. Johnson, Washington, D.C.,
executive director, Interstate Commission Poto
mac River Basin, has been named to the degree
of Fellow of the Soil Conservation Society of
America. Fellow awards are the Society’s most
distinguished honors, and are made only to
members of the Society who have made an out
standing contribution to natural resource con
servation and have been active in the affairs of
the organization. He had a leading role in the
Society’s 1962 annual meeting in Washington
DC, and received a special citation from the
President of the Society in 1962 for his service
to the organization.
Our son, Jim is enrolled in the School of
Graduate Study at the University, and his wife,
the former Miss Susan Poore of Goffstown,
N.H., is teaching social studies at Brewer Junior
High School. Jim and Susan were graduated
from Springfield College in June, and were
married on July 9. They arc living at Madison
Street, Bangor.
Our daughter, Marjorie, and her husband,
Jim Robinson, live in Exeter, N.H. where Jim
is music instructor and director of the high
school band. Marjorie also teaches music in the
schools of Pembroke, N.H.

Dr. Wilbert Pronovost, Director of
BU’s Speech & Hearing Center, was
director of a three-week Stuttering
Institute held at U. of M. July 11-29.
Dr. Pronovost is considered one of
the country’s leading authorities on stuttering
problems. The program was presented in co
operation with the Maine Dept, of Health &
Welfare and the U.S. Dept of Health, Education
& Welfare.
Carl Honer, Group Secretary at Union
Mutual Life Ins. Co., Portland, has earned a
Fellowship with the company. Carl has been
with Union Mutual for 31 years. He and Mar
jorie (Church) live in Portland.
Arline Merrill Hemmerly is Director of Resi
dence, Gage Hall, N.Y. State University College
of Education, New Paltz, N.Y., a position simi
lar to the one she held at Hart Hall at U. of
M. last year. Her daughter Jane is attending
drama school in New York City.
Merle Jones who has retired as principal of
Kennebunkport Consolidated School and his
wife Doris have moved to Windsor where they
were both born. Merle received his MS from
Maine in ’42 and has taught for 39 years; Doris
holds a BS in education and has had 34 years
teaching experience.
Bobbie Lewis Kimball has resigned from her
position as teacher-librarian at Waldoboro High
and will be moving away from town. Where to,
Bobbie?
Pauline Budge Estes teaches Home Ec at Gar
land Street Jr. High in Bangor. Polly and Elmer
have two sons—George a senior in high school
and Tom who is in junior high.
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A new teacher at Lincoln is Bern
ice Yeomans Gardner. George
Frame, Vice President and Secretary
of Maine Bonding & Casualty Co.
was elected a director in May.
Ralph W. Pinkham, Jr. was recently appointed

/

MATTERS OF TRUST
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Our Trust department offers all trust services. Executor and administrator
of personal estates, trustee under wills or as trustee of living trusts
and life insurance trusts. Investment management, custodian accounts . . .
in fact, anything under the heading of estates and trusts.

We will be glad to discuss your estate planning needs with you at
time.

come at
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BROAD ST., BANGOR
UNION AT 14TH, BANGOR

NORTH MAIN ST., BREWER
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Member, Federal Reserve System and
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

supervisor, of security and safety with Iandoli
.Markets in Worcester, Mass. J. Harvey Spear
and wife, Edith Deane ’33 are managers and
part owners of Patio Hotel in Gardena, Califor
nia. Any ’36ers near??
Brazil is the present interesting assignment of
Robley Morrison, Jr. where he is consulting
engineer for Coverdale & Colpitts, studying
transportation. He and wife have two children,
Jane at Ricker College, and Robley III teaching
in Milburn, N.J., and who attended U. of M.
this summer. A gall bladder operation kept
John Stinchfield from Reunion. He is Assistant
Research Director with S.D. Warren at Cumber
land Mills. His son Alan has completed his 4th
year of the five year pulp and paper course at
U. of M. and son James has completed Fresh
man year at UMP.
A.L. Nickerson has completed 20 years of
teaching at Corpus Christi Junior High and is
still at it. Daughter Lois is Lieutenant Com
mander, Navy Nurse Corp, in Seattle, Washing
ton, so the Nickersons now travel northwest in
stead of northeast for vacations.
Carolyn Lothrup Sabin missed reunion be
cause she was on vacation at Nags Head, North
Carolina. Edith Gardner Strauch made reunion
clear from Indiana, but killed three birds with
one stone as she has parents in Orono, and
daughter, Martha, at U. of M. Teed is employed
as “Manager, cook and general flunkie ’ at
“Jeffboat Cafeteria”—if I am reading her writ
ing correctly. She also has two sons, Kenneth
and Gardner.

30th Reunion

—

June 2 & 3, 1967

Bruce Hutchins, Pat’s oldest son
received his M.S. in education from
Indiana University last summer. He
is a teacher and coach in Speedway,
Indiana near Indianapolis.
We send congratulations to Lucien Scamman’s
oldest daughter Nancy ’66. She and Fred Cole
Jr. ’66, were married in Orono last May. His
son David, since completing his Air Force as
signment, is now associated with Western
Union, and Mary, the youngest, is a freshman
at Maine.
My oldest son 2nd Lt. Stephen, is teaching in
the Social Science department at the U.S. Mili
tary Academy, Westpoint, N.Y. Warren is a
second semester sophomore at Purdue, Peter a
senior at Indiana University. Laurie is a senior
in high school and Greg our youngest, 12, has
just started junior high.
Mrs. Paul E. Syster, Shenandoah, Iowa, has
two sons in Doane College. One son will grad
uate this year and one next. They both plan to
do graduate study. She is the wife of a minis
ter.
Lloyd D. Hatfield has resigned his position as
supt. of schools in York and has accepted a
similar position in the South Portland schools.
Please send me a note regarding your child
ren or yourself as I’m in a ’37 news drouth here
in the Midwest.
Received a very nice letter from
Bob Harvey in June. In May, as first
vice chairman of the Melrose Red
Cross Chapter, he and his wife Amy,
flew to San Diego for the ’66 Annual
Convention and took the long way home to
Boston by going up the Pacific coast as far as
Portland, Oregon.
Miriam Landon Skvirsky was recently honored
by the Daily News, Springfield, Mass, for her
outstanding work with young children and
especially teen-agers. She has two teen-agers of
her own, Rachael 15 and Burt 17, and devotes
many hours in working with the youth at the
Jewish Community Center as part of the profes
sional staff.
Congratulations to Don Adams, who has been
elected International President of the Interna-
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tional Material Management Society. He has
brought great credit and honor to U of M as he
has distinquished himself as an engineer and
management executive in industry. He and his
wife, Harriet, and their two children—David
_ 18 Eleanor 17—live in Hamilton, Ohio where
Don holds a most important position with
Champion Papers, Inc.
Mary-Hale Furman will represent the U of M
at the Inauguration of Ruth M. Adams as Pres
ident of Wellesley College on Friday, October
14.
Margaret Williston Bebek attended the' XIII
International Conference of Social Work in
Washington, D.C. in September. She wAs a
member of the U.S. Delegation and was one of
3000 delegates attending, representing 74 nations.

In June I attended Alumni, Day
hoping to pick up some news of our
class, and out of four that registered,
Spike Leonard was the only one I
saw; so I gathered all the news about
him. Spike keeps pretty busy besides his regular
job of Professor of Animal Science and riianaging the University Farms, he is also oh the
school board, athletic board, adviser toi the
Senior Skulls and Phi Kappa Sigma torp.
(Treas.) His daughter Charlene graduated from
the U. of M. in ’65 and is teaching first grade
at the Robert Hall School in Portland. His son
Colin is a sophomore at the U. of M.
I did find out the whereabouts of Helen jPhilbrook and she is executive housekeeper at the
Groton School, Groton, Mass.
The summer always brings a few get-to-gethers
of “ ’39ers.” Lucille (Fogg) Baldwin spent a
night with me. Her oldest son Robert graduated
from Dartmouth in June and this fall hd will
attend the U. of Washington for further study.
Her next son Richard will enter the U. of Den
ver as a freshman. Lucille and her family went
on a wilderness pack trip in Colorado this sum
mer.
Barb (Corbett) and Tom Barker, Kay (Cox)
and Johnny Bennett also spent a day with me.
The Barkers are just waiting to retire and return
to Maine. Are we really getting into that age
bracket? Kay and Johnny are busy building a
house in Damariscotta and their address is Box
395, Damariscotta.
The university received a release that Barbara
Seavey received her degree of Masters of Arts
at Wesleyan in June.
Venora Dow received a N.D.E.A. grant which
enabled her to spend nine weeks in France
studying and traveling.
Rev. Hugh Gillis assumed the pastorate of
the United Methodist Church in Bolton, Conn.
He has served churches throughout New Eng
land.
I
Erwin Cooper has just sent us a letter in re
gards to the fund raising efforts. I trust we will
all do what we can to help our class ’39 Fund
grow.
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Dorothy Day, Providence, R.I., has
been asked by President Young and
has accepted his request-that she re
present the University of Maine at
the inauguration of Ray Lorenzo
Heffner as President of Brown University,
Saturday October 15th, 1966.
Mrs. Catherine (Laffin) Mahoney, will teach
Grade Two at the elementary school in Read
field Depot it was announced recently. Cathe
rine has been teaching at St. Mary’s School
in Augusta for the past two years. She is
married to George F. Mahoney ’29, and is the
mother of six children. They have been residents
of Readfield since 1953.
William F. West has been appointed Principal
of the Fairbank School, Sudbury, Massachu
setts. Bill leaves the Maple Street School,
Rockville, where he had been Principal and his
new assignment marks another milestone in his
impressive teaching career.

0

A newspaper article from sunny California an
nounces that Robert Adams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Norris Deke Adams, and a graduating
Senior in Antioch High School, was named
winner of the outstanding student award spon
sored by the Beacon Savings and Loan Associa
tion. Bob received a $100. award and an en
graved medallion. He plans to attend Stanford,
where he will major in education for a career
in counseling or public relations.
Virginia (Tuttle) Merrill was one of four in
structors appointed to the Upward Bound Staff,
at Bowdoin College a six-week Summer pro
gram, which is part of the government’s war on •
Poverty. This program is a two-year venture de
signed to give some 50 high school boys and
girls from rural areas in Maine a taste of col
lege life and is geared to create a more posi
tive response toward higher educational aspira
tions than the student may now have. Virginia
is presently a mathematics teacher at Madison
High School.

25th Reunion

—

June 2 & 3, 1967

Some of your class officers and
7 executive committee members met
with Pres. Bill Irvine in August; and
before you read this, Woody Wood
ward, chairman of reunion, will have
met with entertainment chairmen, Mary and
Larry Leavitt, and others at Homecoming to
plan the biggest and best 25th reunion ever!
We need you in June!
Our class was well represented at the Maine
State Bar Association’s 75th annual convention
in August. Gov. John Reed gave the welcoming
address and William Talbot, Machias, was
elected President.
Pres. Bill Irvine, Martha (Allen ’44) and the
girls are moved into the president’s house at 29
College St., Montpelier, Vt.
Our sincere sympathy goes to Muriel (Pratt)
and Edward Fuller, Oxford, for the loss of their
son Harold, 15, in a drdwning accident.
Ralph Dale, owner of Daleng Corp. Buffalo,
N.Y. recently announced purchase of the ArcoWynn Div. of Automotive Rubber Co., Detroit,
Mich. You will hear quite often this year from
Ralph, your reunion contact chairman.
Earl Hodgkins who has been Chief of the
Engineering and Construction Division at Dow
A.F.B. Bangor, for 15 years, moved Oct. 3 to
Newburg, N.Y. where he is Chief of the
Facilities Construction Branch for the First Air
Force, Stewart A.F.B.
Was good to hear from Elizabeth Thomas
Cunningham, Honolulu, Hawaii, where she and
son, Joel, have lived for nearly five years. Betty,
with a M.A. in speech, U. of Mich., has esta
blished speech and hearing programs in Calif.,
Guam and Honolulu. Her son is a student at
the U. of Hawaii.
Roosevelt Susi, Pittsfield, has been appointed
to the board of trustees of Unity Institute.
Morris Wing, Farmington, was recently honored
as a past president of the American Forest
Products Industries. Thomas and Virginia (Wing
’45) Moore are residents of Saco where Tom
owns the Benton Insurance Agency. Their son
is at U. of M. and two daughters are at Thorn
ton Academy.
Eugene Gilbert has been named to a newly
created position where he will be in charge of
finishing, warehousing and shipping at the Gould
Paper Division of the Georgia-Pacific Corp.,
Lyons Falls, N. Y. The Board of Directors of
the National Union Insurance Companies has
elected Lawrence W. Davies, Pittsburg, Pa., as
sistant secretary of the firm’s life insurance af
filiate.
Bob McLeary is with Jones, Hoxie, McLeary
Inc., a bonding and insurance company in
Augusta. We enjoyed a visit this summer with
Bill and Eugenia (Berry ’43) Gilman, Old
Orchard Beach. Their son, Jonathan graduated
from high school in June and daugher, Libby,
12, keeps them busy attending 'horse shows.
/ J

A new

It takes a suspect 85 hours to drive, and
nearly six to fly, from New York to Los Angeles.
California is ready and waiting for him just
four minutes after he starts.
Reason? A fully automatic teletypewriter
network just completed by the Bell System to
provide better communications for law enforce
ment agencies from coast to coast.
The new national service, known as Law
Enforcement Teletypewriter Service or LETS,

cuts from days to minutes the time required to
transmit criminal descriptions, license checks,
bulletins and other vital police data.
The Bell System is also working on other
service improvements to help combat crime
and protect the public.
The reason is simple enough. We have an
obligation to keep providing the best communjr
cations possible—for law enforcement or for
you and your family at home.

Bell System
American Telephone & Telegraph
an^i Associated Companies

Do-^you know the address of lost 1942’ers?
Mr. Walter H. Armitage, Mrs. Grace Weil
Backer, Mr. Donald E. Beaton, Mr. Marcel R.
Boucher, Mr. Durant Bowers, Jr., Mr. Robert
A. Brandt, Mr. Harvey W. Brown, Mr. Bevan
G. Cass, Mr. Lawrence S. Cronkite, and Mr.
John W. Foster.

As this is the first report of the
year, and my last, I want to thank
all those who have sent in news, and
to remind you to send in all future
notes to Fran Donovan, (Mrs. F.C.)
Fran is moving to Ohio in a couple of weeks,
and all mail should be addressed to her at 62
York Drive, Hudson, Ohio, 44236.
A new address for Robert Morey, Jr. is 756
g. Hall Ave. Apt. 36, Slidell, Louisiana, 70458.
Any of you who have watched the Maine
football team will be interested to know that
player Paul Smith is the son of Gordon Smith
of Bangor.
Prominent in the ground-breaking ceremonies
for the new hospital in Calais was Francis A.
Brown, a director.
The Commencement exercises at Bridge
Academy in Dresden were dedicated to Ruth
(Lemoine) Bass this year. Ruth had taught at
the Academy for 23 years, and was honored by
the Alumni Association. This year Ruth will
teach at Cony High in Augusta.
James E. Haggett has been named administra
tive assistant to the director of research and
development for the abrasive division of the
Norton Co. in Worcester, Mass.
Dr. Niles Perkins of Portland has been named
director of a new bureau within the department
of Health and Welfare, the Bureau of Medical
Care, in Augusta.
Recently elected executive vice-president of
the Merrill Trust Co. in Bangor was Roy A.
Ladner. Roy has been with the bank for 20
years, and he and his wife and two children
live in Orono. Mrs. Ladner is the former Anna
Cahill, ’41.
John Chadwick of Augusta who is with the
State Forestry Service, spoke recently in his
home town of Houlton on Dutch Elm Disease.
Don’t forget Fran out in Hudson, Ohio. She’ll
be waiting to hear from you.
Danny West and Kenneth Mac
Leod have accepted the positions of
chairman and co-chairman of the
1966 United Fund Drive in Bangor.
They will have increased responsibil
ity this year because the campaign will include
the Orono and Old Town communities.
Mary Boone has been appointed a member of
the National Advisory Board of the National
Dept, of Classroom Teachers, Washington, D. C.
Mary is the president of the Maine Dept, of
Classroom Teachers. She also served as a dele
gate to the National Association Convention at
Miami Beach, Fla.
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Peter Macomber is stationed at the Walter
Reed Army Institute of Research the past four
years doing research on the mechanism of action
of antimalarial drugs.
Edward Hackett is now Associate Corporate
Counsel, Wolverine Insurance Co., Transamerica Group, Battle Creek, Michigan. He has re
cently retired from the U.S. Army after 24
years of service as a Lt. Colonel. The Hackett’s
and four children reside at 210 Arcadia Blvd.,
Battle Creek, Michigan.
Everett P. Ingalls, Jr. has been promoted to
resident manager of Georgia-Pacific’s Gould
paper division, Lyons Falls, N. Y. Joe joined the
Company, then the St. Croix Paper Co., as pro
duction manager in 1958. In behalf of the class
of 1944, I would like to extend our sincerest
sympathy to Mrs. Clarence Hale (Hughene
Philips) on the death of Her husband in May
of this year.
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You will take note that I am
writing the news this month by my
self. My cohort is busy preparing
for a wedding—hers!! We are most
happy to announce that by the time
'•ou receive this, Carolvn C. Bradley will be
Mrs. Stephen D. Russell. Dr. Russell is a staff
physician here at the hospital and is a widower.
Carolyn and Steve plan on being married
October 15 at the Universalist Church, Portland.
The Russell family will then include four child
ren: Richard and Bonnie Jean Russell and
Linda and Cindy Bradley. This will be a busy
household when they all take residence at 408
Brighton Avenue, Portland. Many good wishes
go to them from all of us here at the hospital
and all of you, I am sure.
We had a most nostalgic experience when we
took our daughters to Orono to start their
Freshman year. Linda Bradley and Martha
McFarland are members of the class of 1970. Is
it possible that all that time has passed? Carolyn
saw Ruth (Stearns) Shepardson during orienta
tion period this summer, so she also has a
daughter at Maine. There must be many more
that we haven’t caught up with as yet, so please
keep us informed.
Mini (O’Beirne) Mitchell and family have
moved to Commack, L. I. where her husband is
Supt. of Schools. Mini recently donated a
beautiful stein to the U of M collection.
Wins’ow (Windy) Work was able to spend
two weeks with his family at their cottage at
Lucerne this summer. Windy is now located in
Phillipsburg, N.J.
Royal A. Graves, III is the new principal of
the Hindly School in Darien, Conn. Royal re
ceived his M.A. degree from Harvard Univers
ity in 1949. He has continued his graduate study
at the University of Michigan, B. U., and
Wheelock College. Royal is married and the
father of two children.
More news on the education front, Eleanor
(Mundie) O’Neill has been assigned to the
Marion School in Southington, Conn, and will
be working as an intermediate special education
teacher.

Evelyn (Gerrish) Weeks has also returned to
teaching and has accepted a position in the
North Adams (Mass.) School system. Evelyn
will teach high school general arithmetic. After
graduating from U of M, Evelyn attended the
Maine School of Commerce and has done grad
uate work at North Adams State College.

Mrs. Barbara A. Hinds of Wal
pole, Mass, has been appointed
teacher of English in the Norwood,
Mass. Senior High School.
Carol Jean Griffee Porter (Mrs.
Roland) is teaching in So. Windsor, Conn, this
fall. The Porters live at Windsor. They have
four children: Tommy 15, Jimmy 9, Linda 4,
and Mark 1*4.

/

George W. Stone has been appointed to the
position of second assistant principal of Belmont
High School, Belmont, Mass., After graduating
from Maine, George received his Master of
Education’ degree from Boston University, and
has completed additional study at the State
College at Salem and Harvard University. He
has been at Belmont since 1952 having pre
viously taught at Worcester Academy and at
the high school in Biddeford.
Mildred Page Edminster (Mrs. Noah) of
Orange, Mass, is teaching reading and language
at the Butterfield School in Orange.
Constance Cooper was in Maine this summer
on leave from her position as home economist
with the United Nations Food and Agricultural
Organization in Nigeria. Connie has been in
Nigeria for the past three years. She will be
there for eight more months at which time her
research project on the needs of African families
will be completed.
Harriet Steinmetz Fray (Mrs. Harold R.) of
Newton, Mass, represented the University at

the Inauguration of Vincent Claud DeBaun as
the fourth President of Lasell Junior College on
October 2nd.
News from Judy Fielder Harris (Mrs. Edward
G.) via Ginny Tufts Chaplin. The Harrises were
in Maine this summer for part of their vacation.
They saw E’la (Page) and Ken Cobb while in
Vacationland.
Jeanette Thompson Irey (Mrs. Wilson E.) is
living in Rochester Mich.

20th Reunion

—
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The Alumni Office has come
through again. Wish some of you
47’ers would overcome your natural
reticence and give out a few news
items. Has anyone been promoted
...taken a trip . . . built a house? What’s new?
Alberta Haines, (Hartford, Conn.) spent the
summer in Norway and enjoyed the people as
much as the scenery. She said it was beautiful
and the midnight sun was spectacular.
The Richard Lemays (Westifield, Mass.) were
in Calif, last winter. Very pleasant in Balboa,
he says. Oh boy! To winter in Calif. My ambi
tion.
Well, we summered at Branch Pond. That’s in
Ellsworth! Henry was busy selling crackers, but
I just “summered”. No car, no phone—just 5
kids and the cat. Had a visit from Bernie ’48
and Elsie Prescott and the two boys. We never
do finish talking ... school, hometown. We al
ways hate to see them go.

z47

Here’s that new address for Elaine
(Craig) Carrano—Barnumville Rd.,
Manchester Ctr., Vt. Another
change is that of the Rob’t Coffin
family—from Orange, Mass, to Cascias, Portugal where they will remain 5 years
while. Bob supervises construction and future
production of a new factory near Lisbon.
Joe Coombs and his family are in the pro
cess of changing their residence from Portland
to Bangor—he has been named ass’t supt. of
the Maine Central RR. A new staff member of
the Jacob Edwards Memorial Library in South
bridge, Mass, is Evelyn Ashby Petrelli. John
Seekins, Supt. of Kennebunk schoo’s, was one
of 4 Maine educators invited to a 3-day Wash
ington conference on “Educating the Children
of l'o\erty”. Rob’t Nye has been appointed
Ljpcrv ising principal of 4 elementary schools in
West wood, Mass.
1 think we have a first for the class of ’48—
Francis Shaw has been honored by the board of
trustees of the Northern Conservatory of Music
tn Bangor who named him Dean Emeritus. We
hope for Mr. Shaw a very happy retirement.
From N.Y. comes notice that Sheldon Smith has
been named construction vice-pres. of Walter
Kidde, Inc.—he joined the firm in ’64 as
European mgr.
While in Augusta this summer, I had a grand
visit with Gracie (Tibbetts) Bean; we swapped
news while our 6 offspring got acquainted.
Carolyn Bean is a cheerleader at Hallowell, as
is Kathy Kelly, daughter of Paulie (Marcous)
Kelly, at Shrewsbury, Mass. Doesn’t that bring
back memories! Gracie reported that Mary and
Bus Sproul are moving from Conn, to Syracuse
—will try to have an address next time.

Our children are in senior high, jr. high and
elementary school this year so keeping up with
their activities and PTA’s is a full time job. I
am doing substitute teaching which I find very
rewarding.

Heading this year’s Community
Chest Campaign in Keene, N.H. is
Philip C. Dyer, who is vice-president
of the Ashuelot Nat’l Bank. Al
Flagg, general manager of the Mil
ford (Conn.) Reporter is co-chairman for that
city’s Community Concerts Assoc. Two recent
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Pay now, play later

You'll net more income from your 'Blue Chip'insurance
Ever see money work? Well, maybe you can't see it work, but
in retirement you can enjoy the returns from its labor. Delightful
experience.
Connecticut Mutual's retirement plans give decided 'Blue Chip'
advantages. It will pay you to check the big differences: in bene
fits, in larger dividends to policyholders (continuous dividends
for 120 years), in the wide variety of income plans available and
especially in the size of those monthly retirement checks some day.
Our money works harder so you won't have to.

Connecticut Mutual Life

Your fellow alumni now with C. M. L.

Lawrence G. Cousins ’58 Home Office

Clifton E. George

’56 Boston

John O. McGillivray ’40 Boston

Donald F. Williams

’55 Home Office

^appointments of which ’49ers can be proud
are: That of Samuel S. Silsby Jr. as filling the
newly created post of State Archivist and that
of John Ballou to the State of Maine Museufn
Committee. Dr. Daryl W. Pelletier started his
new post as Superintendent of Schools in
Darien, Conn. Congratulations are also in
store for Carroll R. McGary, Superintendent of
Westbrook schools who received his doctorate
in education from Harvard in June, and to
Joseph Shattuck, recently elected president of
the New England chapter of the Society of
Fire Projection Engineers. Earl Mullen, secre
tary of the Bangor-Brewer Lions Club was
awarded that club’s plaque as winner of the
Lion’s District 41-0 Top Club Secretary Con
test.
Priscilla Thomas (Mrs. Bernard) Rines is
president of the Woman’s Club of Gorham.
Carol Robbins (Mrs. Robert A.) Snedeker is a
bacteriologist for the State of Maryland. Bob
is with the Social Security office. They have
two girls, nine and fourteen.
Karlton E. Higgins started this fall as prin
cipal of the Gray-New Gloucester District High
School. Previously, he served as principal at
Oxford High School. Robert P. Bouchard has
been employed in San Francisco in the Office of
the Secretary of Defense. Bob does a lot of
traveling, and has met Maine Alumni as far
away as the Congo and Tahiti. So that’s where
you’re all hiding! Let me hear from you! I did
hear from Dick Perkins who is living in
Windham and working for Sylvania. Both of
his Children, Dana 12, and Alice, 15 had the
good fortune to make trips to Europe this past
summer.

I wish you all could have had the
wonderful summer we had. Dick and
J toured Denmark, Germany and
Austria the month of July and then
spent August at Cundy’s on the
coast of Maine. My brother-in-law, Slim Broom
hall, and sister Ruth ’45 and their son met us
in Copenhagen and were with us during the
month in Europe. It took us 714 hours to fly
the distance it took them to sail in 8 days!
After we flew home they went on to Brussels,
Paris and London and got home just in time
for school.
Dave Newton and family from Seattle, Wash.,
have just been in Maine for a visit. Norma
(Mooers ’52) and George Gray are back in
Yankee land living in Short Hills, N.J. George
was transferred from Houston and is regional
mgr. in the East Orange office of Liberty Mu
tual. Harriet Elwell Barnard (Dr. John ’51) of
Augusta was chairman of a benefit silver tea
at the Governor’s house. Joyce Henderson was
married on June 24th to Richard E. McNally
and they are living at 104 Oakwood Ave. in
West Hartford, Conn. Milton D. Klein, an at
torney in Brookline, Mass., has been appointed
consultant on estate planning and business in
surance for the Brookline office of Metropolitan
Life Ins. Co. Lewis A. Crowell is President of
Dunham-Hanson Co. (hardware) in Bangor.
Paul Ellis is the new asst, superintendent of
schools of Orleans, Eastham, Wellfleet and
Brewster, Mass. Paul is working for his Docto
rate’s degree at B.U. Lewis Berce has been ap
pointed an Extension agent for the University
with headquarters in Houlton. Alex (Slim)
Somerville is now the chief administrator at
Gardiner High School where he formerly was
asst, principal. Dr. David Khoury has completed
two years with the Navy in Washington, D.C.
and now is a resident at Boston Veterans Hosp,
in Jamaica Plain. Dr. Deane Hutchins and fami
ly are in Kaduna, Nigeria, for two years.
Deane is director of clinical services at the Uni
versity and is going abroad under the spon
sorship of the World Health Organization. Roy
Joyce is now in South Vietnam as a field direc
tor with the American Red Cross. Henry Tukey
and family have moved into their new home at
25 Evergreen Rd. here in Auburn. Hank is with
Pineland Lumber Co. of Lewiston.
. —
'
j
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Sue Dartnell Hadge is a part-time social
at Weston High School. Their three youngsters
worker with the Manchester, Conn., schools.
are Diane, 13, Debby 10, and Tommy 7.
Dick Bleakney
Wellesley, Mass., has re
Saw Don and Janice (Goldstein) Povich this
cently been prombted to Executive Assistant to
summer. They live in Bath with their children
Elaine, 14, and Lon, 7. v
the President of Boston Gas. Gov. Volpe of
Mass, named Bob Moran of Springfield as an
Received a note from Bernie Stein Dillard.
associate commissioner of labor and industries.
She couldn’t make reunion since she had just
A candidate for State Representative in Mass, ik
returned the previous week from the University
Bill Whitlock of Belchertown. Stan Trask is the
attending a Tri Delt affair. She resides at Bol
new principal of Waterville High School. The
ton Rd. Harvard, Mass, with hubby Ted and
new superintendent of the Southbridge, Mass.,
two offsprings.
schools is Charles Beattie. Dr. Gerald Cohen
Also Joan (Rozzi) Martin wrote me a nice
has been appointed a Diplomate of the Board
note saying she couldn’t make it to campus
according to an announcement by the American
since she, and 4 boys were waiting for Eph to
Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology. He is on
return from Viet Nam.
the staff of the Framingham Union Hosp, in
Harvey and Selma (Gafin) Strauss live at
Mass., is a consultant to the Westboro State
72 Fleming St. Lowell, Mass., along with their
Hosp, and an instructor at B.U. School of
two boys.
Medicine. Ken Allen Jr., is in charge of the
Vaughn Me Cowan now is employed as
Phoenix of Hartford Ins. Co.’s field operations
Forest Entomologist by U.S. Forest Service,
for the entire State. Bob Lothrop has joined
Northeast District. His office is in Upper
C.F. Hathaway Co. as a chief industrial engi
Darby, Pa., just outside Phila. The family live
neer. Clyde Hayward is now in Berlin, N.H., , in West Chester, Pa.
with the Brown Co. where he is the manager of
William G. Russell has been teaching biology
printing paper products, research and develop
at Portland High School since Sept. He, wife
ment dept.
Joan (Fuller) ’56, and three boys have moved
to West Falmouth.
When writing those Christmas cards this year,
send an extra to me or the Alum office giving
LTC Ronald ’46 and Ruby (Marston) John
us information of you and yours. A very Merry
son are living in W. Springfield, Va. where
Christmas and Happy New Year to you all.
Ruby is teaching. Ron is assigned to the office
of the Inspector General, Dept of Army Head
quarters at Washington, D.C.
/ r—
Muchas gracias, merci beaucoup,
R.G. Johnson is now general superintendent of
I
and a big Maine thank you to
the Monadnock Paper Mills, Inc. Bennington,
I
Claire (Levasseur) Hodgkins from
N.H.
all of your classmates for doing such
John N. Farrar has been appointed assistant
a splendid job as class secretary for
director of the Continuing Education Division at
the last five years. We all greatly appreciate the
the Univ, of Maine in Portland announced by
work you did for us. Now ole lazy Jinx (my
President Young.
nickname) here would like mail from all of
you. Don’t be shy—write— a postal card will be
fine.
15th Reunion

Also a big thank you to Warren (Whitey)
Miller who invited us all who were at reunion to
his camp on Holbrook Pond. While we Millers
were on vacation, we visited Dick and Shirley
(Lang) Noyes in Millinocket. Dick who is as
sistant superintendent of the East Millinocket
Mill, Great Northern Paper Works Co., gave us
a full tour of the mill. It fascinated us all, and
I recommend it to everyone. From there we
went to Baxter State Park where the Noyes
youngsters, Beth 13, Peter 8, Andrew 4 proudly
showed us some moose. Our crew, Scott 13,
David 8, and William 5 were delighted. We also
spent a week at Sunset Harbor Camps (owned
by Shirley’s parents) at Moosehead Lake— ex
quisite country but no fish. The Noyes, gave us
the following tidbits about classmates in their
area: Dick Hale married Bunice (Bunny) Surrette in June. Amongst them they have four
children—Karen 18 (who is at Farmington
State), Robin 13, Lee 12 and Sandia 7. Dick is
an Electrical Engineer with Great Northern
Paper Co.
Arthur Dentremont is Production Superin
tendent at Great Northern. Five youngsters keep
the Dentremonts busy—Ann 11, Mary Lou 10,
Gary 8, Tommy 5, and Patrica 2.
Fred Bigney has transferred from Scott
Paper Co. in Greenville to St. Regis Paper Co.
in Bucksport. He and Frances have three child
ren—Fritz, Marc, and Nancy.
The Gene Gammon’s from Dover-Foxcroft,
the Noyes’ and Jim and Barb (Grover) Elliot
met in Waterville for a gay reunion this sum
mer. The Elliots and their four children live at
239 Tuttle Parkway, Westfield, N.J.
Inge (Nachum) Baye and lawyer hubby
David along with Debby, 11, Lisa, 10, Richard,
4, live at 27 Ridgefield Dr., Framingham, Mass.
Being neighbors and old friends, we see each
other often.
Heard via Bea (Young) Carlin ’49 that she
plays bridge with Joan (McKay) and Ed
Anania. They live in Silver Spring, Md. with
their three youngsters—Jay, 7, Dale, 4, and
Jill, 3.
Tommy ’50 and Penny (Guptil) Higgins have
moved to Wellesley, Mass. Tommy is Librarian

—
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Lots of promotions this summer so
/
here goes: Harold Snow, resident
manager of the Golden Fleece Tissue
Mills Division of Standard Packaging
Corp. He will be manager of mills
in Greenwich and Battenville, N.Y. Robert Saisi
has been named principal of Wetherfield High,
Conn. James I. Boyle of Simsbury, Conn, was
named associate actuary in the corporate
actuarial dept, of Travelers Insurance Co.
Stuart R. Cooper has been promoted to the
newly-created position of Director-Pollution
Abatment. He is with the Oxford Paper Co.,
Rumford. Harry M. Easton has been named
sales manager of Eastern area by Scott Paper
Company. Harry is currently living in Newton
Square, Pa. S. Carlton Guptill will be teaching
at Oyster River High School in Durham, N.H.
Mrs. William Bayley (Irene Anderson) will
teach in the elementary grades at Falmouth,
Mass, this year.
E. Harry Boothbay has been named to be
superintendent—principal of the regional high
school in Whitman, Mass. Harry will be leaving
Portsmouth High in N. H. Dana E. Warren has
been elected president of the Boston chapter of
Chartered Life Underwriters. Dana is a vicepresident of the Boit, Dalton and Church In
surance Agency in Boston.
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Haynes Simonton of
Rumford, R.I. celebrated their 25th wedding an
niversary with a rededication service with their
original bridal attendants. Rev. Edgar M. Bailey
has been named priest and rector of the Parish
of Good Shepherd, Rangeley. Mrs. Shirley
(Durgin) Nelson graduated magna cum laude
from Lesley College in Cambridge, Mass.
E.R. Huff, a member of the Univ.’s agricul
tural engineering faculty is currently researching
testing potatoes by stretching.
Hugo Cross joined the staff of the New Mil
ford Racquet Club this year. As in the past
nine years, Hugo is a teacher of Earth Sciences
at Darien, Connecticut. He holds an MS from
B.U. and a 6th year diploma from the Univ,
of Bridgeport. Hugo is considered one of the
best teaching professionals in tennis circles, for
both beginners and advanced players.

— Donald F. Lau, C.L.U., Detroit

“I’ve built a dynamic
business of my own,
but I’ve always had time for
my family and community affairs ...
not many businessmen can say that.”

’’I’ve been a Mass Mutual representa
tive for 26 years and almost from the
beginning I was able to build a satisfy
ing business of my own. It wasn’t easy.
You’ve got to be on your toes. Compe
tition is keen. How successful you be
come depends almost entirely on your
initiative. You set your own goals and
work hard to attain them. But the finan
cial rewards and the personal satisfaction
you can gain are well worth the effort.
’’Most of my clients are busy executives
and professional people, in many re
spects very much like myself. I’ve found
that many of them are constantly on the
road or being transferred to different
cities. They haven’t been able to plant

J

their roots as firmly in any one com
munity as I have here.

"As a Mass Mutual representative I’ve
had time to spend with my wife and
children and play an important part in
the affairs of my community. Of course,
I’d be involved in community activities
no matter what my business, because it
always has been important to me. But
working locally has given me a chance
to become deeply involved in many
long-range community activities.”
Mr. Lau has qualified for the Mil
lion Dollar Round Table, top flight
national insurance organization, since
1951 and has sold 2 million dollars or
more of insurance each year for the

Some of the University of Maine alumni in the Massachusetts Mutual Service:
James H. Roberts, C.L.U., ’42, Providence
Nicholas N. Kesaris, ’50, Bangor

past ten years. He has earned the Na
tional Quality Award every year since
1946. Mr. Lau is one of a highly skilled
group of professionals representing
Mass Mutual, a company over a century
old, with over $3 billion in assets. If
you’re looking for the same kind of
satisfaction in your career as Mr. Lau
has found in his, write a personal letter
to: Charles H. Schaaff, President, Mass
Mutual, Springfield, Massachusetts.
He’s always interested in hearing from
a good man.
MASSACHUSETTS

MUTUAL

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD MASSACHUSETTS

•
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Gilbert M. Roderick, ’59, Home Office
Charles R. Mason, ’60, Providence
Paul G. Berry, ’61, Maine
Robert B. Fortier, ’62, Home Office
Courtney R. Sargent, Nashua

- ’''John A. Bragoli has been named
assistant principal at Gardiner Area
High School. He is a veteran science
teacher of the same school and has
directed the science department there
for several years. Robert B. Baker has been
promoted to assistant comptroller of LT.T.
Cannon Electric. He lives in Triston, Calif.
Another promotion now finds Richard Pierce
head farm supervisor at Lipman Bros., Inc. of
Augusta.
Eldwin “Windy” Wixson is now chairman of
the mathematics department at Plymouth State
College in Plymouth, N.H. He was associate
professor of mathematics at Keene State Col
lege 1963-1965. Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Chase
(Joan Ames ’52) have moved to Columbus.
Ohio, where he has accepted a position on the
faculty of the Medical School, Ohio State Uni
versity. Bob has been an assistant professor of
chemical engineering at the University of Maine.
Brewer City Manager Earle D. Stevens, was
named president of the Maine Town and City
Managers’ Association this summer. William
Small, who got his M.Ed from Maine in 1953
is director of Operation Gracie in Greenfield,
Mass., for the proposed Greenfield Regional
___
o_____ Center for Innovative Education.
Augmented
Bilf has a professional diploma from Columbia
University’s Teacher College and currently a
doctoral candidate at the University of Massa
chusetts.
Karl Brooks received his doctoral degree at
the University of Florida last spring. He has
been an associate professor in the department of
psychology there since January, Karl received
his M. A. in psychology from Maine in 1962. He
is married to the former Sallie Gillchrest ’55.
•c
They have one daughter, Julie.
Two classmates also earned Master’s degrees
this summer: Donald S. Cannon, M.S., at Rut
gers and my better half, Philip “Ed” Johnson,
M.Ed, University of Maine.
Dr. and Mrs. William Sezak and children
have returned to Orono after spending a year
at Berkeley, Cal. where he was on sabbatic
attending the University of California.

/

Harry Murchie and his wife have moved to
Orono from Scarboro. Harry is doing graduate
work at the university and his wife is teaching
at Brewer Junior High School.
Ruth Mitchell Hartley is living in South Ber
wick where her husband, Grayson, is super
intendent of SAD 35. They have four children,
daughters aged 6 and 4, and sons aged 2 years
and 2 months.

A letter from Arthur Traub
Pointed out an identity error in the
I July Alumnus. His wife’s name is
Marsha and the children number only
two—Rachael, 5 and Daniel, 2.
Marsha is a Lesley College graduate and has
taught school in Massachusetts. Arthur is also
a co-owner of Disco, Inc., a phonograph re
cord company with racks and concessions in
discount stores.
y

a

Barbara (Pillsbury) Bradstreet is teaching
sewing at the Central Grammar School, Glou
cester, Mass. Eleanor (McKenny) Castonguay
has joined the New Milford, Conn, high school
faculty teaching French. Frank Smith has been
named supervising principal at the Vickery
School in Pittsfield. Frank is married to the
former Helen York of Old Town and they have
four children.

Alfred Leo has beeen named a divisional sales
manager for Johnson and Johnson, Great Lakes
Hospital Division, Birmingham, Mich. Al is
married to the former Casmira Wojciechowski
of Flushing, N.Y. and they have two sons. John
Ellsworth has been named district sales super
visor covering North Carolina for the Norton
Co., Worcester, Mass. John Hewitt has been
promoted to actuarial assistant with the Union
Mutual Life Insurance Co., Portland.
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Major Robert Burgess is a helicopter pilot
and adjutant to the commanding officer of the
First Cavalry, 227the Assault Helicopter Divi
sion, stationed at Ankhe, Vietnam. Patricia
(Adams) Searfoss is living in Kaneohe,
Hawaii. Her husband, Donald, a teacher who
just received his Masters from UCLA. Pat is
a pediatrician and is wprking part time in
public health and at the Kaiser Hospital
Pediatric Clinic.
Ed Ljon is in Lomita, California with his
wife Angeline (Kearns) of Dublin, Ireland and
their three boys. He is in sales and contracts
administration for the Hi-Shear Corp., manufacturers of Aerospace fasteners and explosive
ordnance devices for space use.
•Lloyd LaFountain has been appointed by
President Johnson to be the new U.S. Attorney for Maine. He received his law degree
from Georgetown University. Vaughn Clapp is
the new assistant superintendent of schools,
Andover, Mass. James Buzzell was awarded his
Doctor of Science degree from Washington
University, St. Louis, Missouri. Rachael Smith
received an M.S. degree from Simmons Col
lege, Boston, Mass.
A first child, Stephanie, was ..orn on August
5 to Mr. and Mrs. Manley Irish. Dr. Paul
Dinsmore and Caroline Cornoni, Winchester,
Mass, were married Julv 1, 1966. James Didriksen and Marianna Hedlund, New Haven,
Conn, were married in June. Mrs. Didriksen
graduated from Quinnipiac College. Jim is em
ployed at the Yale Observatory Department of
Astronomy.

We begin our 12th year of class
reporting with these news items:
Geoige Hutchinson, a research spe
cialist with the Lockhead Missiles
and Space Company since 1956, was
named director of the Computer Center at
Texas Technological College, Lubbock, Texas,
last February. George, who is also serving as
assistant professor of Industrial Engineering,
has a Master’s degree in mechanical engineering
from Carnegie Institute of Technology (1956)
and his doctorate in management science from
Stanford University (1964). We might add that
he was an instructor in the executive develop
ment program in Rome, Italy, in 1963 con
ducted by the Stanford Graduate School of
Business and TransWorld Airlines. George and
Iris have three children, Pamela, 7, Blake, 4,
and Spencer, 1.
Charles Packard has been selected by the
national Junior Chamber of Commerce for inelusion in the 1966 edition of Outstanding
Young Men of America, an annual biographi
cal compilation of young men of outstanding
rank throughout the country.
Colonel Donald J. Strout, who retired from
the Air Force on June 1 after 30 years of
service, has returned to Orono and joined the
Continuing Education Division, a part of the
U. of M. Extension Service.
Diana Springer, assistant to the Treasurer at
the U. of M., married Harry W. Gordon,
Treasurer, University of Maine, a graduate of
Yale, on May 13. Their address is 14 University Place, Orono.
Last February, Frank Fenno was named
advertising and sales promotion manager of
Corning, Nederlandse Fabrieken, N. V a sub
sidiary of Corning Glass Works. Dana Bag
gett, head of the Bureau of Public Administra
tion at the U. of M., has been appointed to
the executive committee of the Conference of
University Bureaus of Government Research.
Jack Hall sent this “tidbit” from Newtown,
Conn.: “Have a two-year-old son, and am em
ployed as a project engineer for Consolidated
Controls Corporation, which is instrumental in
supplying equipment for space vehicles.”
When faculty promotions were announced at
the U. of M. last winter, Franklin Manzer be
came a full professor of plant pathology. The
little miss making her debut at the home of
Paul and Jean (Spearin) McCann on January
31 has been named Paula Marie. Rev. Howard

/

Danner and his son, John, 13, left for Edin
burgh, Scotland, on Septemer 27 on a mission
of faith. His pastorate for the First Congre
gational Church of Hampton, N. H. was com
pleted on October 6.
The Thomas Fickus family of Boiceville,
N. Y., spent several weeks in Orono this sum
mer while he served on the Summer Session
faculty at the U. of M. Ivan and Betsy (Park
er) Enstrom write that they have bought a
home at 38 Danforth Crescent, Rochester,
N. Y. 14618, where he has been associated
with the Eastman Kodak Company for six
years. Their offsprings are Linda, 8, Eric, 5,
and David, 2.

Welcome, classmates, to another
year of news. I’ve received loads of
mail and will spread the good news
as space allows.
Richard Alper, with a Ph.D. from
Syracuse ’63, has joined the staff at the U. of
Kentucky, Lexington. David Petherbridge, with
Eastman Kodak, has a year’s leave of absence
to attend the Center for Advanced Engineering
Study at M.I.T. He and wife Shirley and three
children are at home in Webster, N. Y. Barry
M. Millett, now Associate Dean of Men at
Rutgers College, and wife Freida, residing at
New Brunswick, N. J.

/

Lucky Bill Warner covered all the Yankee
Conference football camps and will be doing
the stories for the Bangor Daily News this
season.
William Hammann has been transferred to
N.Y.C. as a sales specialist for Monsanto Co.
Bill and wife Lois (Richardson ’58) and 3
sons—Mark 9, Scott 7, and Jim 9 months—
live in Fairfield, Conn. Richard S. Hawkins re
cently promoted to the rank of major in Viet
Nam ceremonies. Wife Marion is residing in
Augusta. Ralph Stephenson, M.Ed., Texas
Western, is in a doctoral program in Ed., at
the Univ, and doing some work in the Team
Teaching Program.

Marjorie Mealey Devine is studying for a
Ph.D. at Cornell Univ., Ithaca.
Earlene (Kneeland) Aylward is now teach
ing at Mattanawcook Academy. David Grun
dy, chairman of Science Dept, at West Melford H.S., has a boy 10 months. Proud Mary
Hamilton pinned the major leaf on husbai'd
Robert Thomson recently at Fort Sill, Okla.
Bob, currently on assignment in Viet Nam, is
waited for by Martha 10, Scott 9, James 7,
E izabeth 6, and Robert II 4.

Haynes E. Hussey, presently a member of
the Augusta City Council, has been elected a
trustee of the Augusta Savings Bank. Henry O.
Hooper holds M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Phys
ics from Brown U. and is on the faculty of
Wayne State Univ., Detroit, Mich. He received
one of the assist, prof, research recognition
awards in May. He and wife Donna have 4
children.

E. Warner Shedd Jr. has become resource
development specialist for the Vermont Ex
tension Service. Capt. Ted Kcgelman Jr. was
awarded the air medal for outstanding achieve
ment in aerial support in combat in Viet Nam.
Osborne Tinker has been appointed principal
of Bar Harbor H.S.
Richard G. Amerigian can be reached at the
Pic & Pay Market, Portsmouth, N. H. Lucy
Marshall lives in East Longmeadow, Springfield,
Mass. Frederick N. and Joan (Martin) Wescott
recently moved to Silver Spring, Maryland.
Frank P. and Carol (Brown) Marino live in
Denville, N. J. Daddy is head football coach
at Morris Knolls H.S. but there are all cheer
leaders in the Marino household—3 gals to keep
the folks busy. Dr. Jerry and Alta (Kilton)
McDonald are in Jamaica Plain, Mass., while
Jerry does his final year of int. medicine resi
dency at the VA Hosp. Family—Laurie 8 and
Bruce 216,

It’s a good system if you like it
There are slots.
*
Slots need people to fill them.
Someone exists who was born and educated to fill
each slot.
Find him. Drop him in. Tell him how lucky he is.
Look in once in a while to make sure he still fits
his slot.

This orderly concept has much to commend it, plus one fault:
some of the people most worth finding don’t like it. Some very
fine employers have not yet discovered the fault. It is not up to
us to point it out to them. Luckily for us, we needn’t be so
tightly bound to the slot system.
We can offer choice. A certain combination of the factors
diversification, size, centralization, and corporate philosophy
makes it feasible to offer so much choice.
Choice at the outset. Choice later on. Choice between quiet
persistence and the bold risks of the insistent innovator. Choice
between theory and practice. Choice between work in the
North and South. Choice between work wanted by the govern
ment and work wanted directly by families, by business, by
education, by medicine, by science. To the extent that the slot
idea helps channel choice we use it, of course.
A corporation such as this is one means of coordinating the
strength of large numbers of effective persons. You may feel
that in the years ahead this type of organization must change.
You may feel that it must not change. Either way, to get a
chance to steer you have to come on board.
Advice to electrical engineers, mechanical engineers, chemical engi
neers, chemists, and physicists—still on campus or as much as ten
years past the academic procession: while one starts by filling a slot, it
soon proves more fun to make one. No detailed list of openings ap
pended herewith. Next week it would be different. G. C. Durkin is
Director of Business and Technical Personnel, Eastman Kodak Com
pany, Rochester, N. Y. 14650.

I
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Marjorie Rundlette is one of the
/ new remedial reading teachers in
\J / Augusta. Robert Gray, teaching at
Summit High School, Summit, N.J.
has received his Master of Arts at
Wesleyan University.
Charles and Pat (Wade) Stewart have moved
to Athens, Greece, where Charles is with Esso
Oil. Pat, busy with young Charles and Diane,
was teaching, and spends part of every vaca
tion back in Maine working on her Masters.
I had a nice visit from Janie Barker this sum
mer while she was home from Appleton, Wis.,
where she’s about to receive her Doctorate.
Janie has been working in the field of Genetics.
David Cassida, Belfast, was in Lincoln, Neb.
this July as the Maine Jaycee Representative to
a Community Development Seminar. David won
the award for the Kirby Lake Redevelopment
Project, a recreational and skating area. Sylvia
(Thompson) Lee is in Abeokuta, West Nigeria,
Africa P. O. Box 89. John Tonnesen is district
ranger at Mad River on the Six Rivers National
Forest. John is married and has two children.
Myra “Mike” Goldman is teaching Phys Ed
at Isaac E. Young Jr. High and is studying
for her Ph.D. in Phys Ed at New York Uni
versity. Charles Pickering has been appointed
Dean of Admissions of Nasson College Spring
vale. Ray Kelley, 51 Harrison Ave., New Ca
naan, Conn., has opened his offices for the
practice of architecture.
Howard Jackson is working for Spaulding
Fibre Co. as Paper Mill Engineer in No. Ro
chester, N. H. Howard is married and has a
year old son, Mark. Henry Goldman has been
elected principal of Norwell (Mass.) Jr. High.
Ray Labbe wrote a newsy letter to say that
he’s back in Maine as Sales Engineer for the
Northeast Sales Territory for Formex Co. Ray,
his wife Lynn, and their three children, Marie,
Joan and Ray, Jr. are living in Raymond. He
will be responsible for Paper Mill accounts in
Me., N. H., Vermont, and Eastern Mass.
Thanks, for your letter, Ray.
Thurlow Cooper and Barbara Reed were
married in June. Coop is still with the Chalet
Ski Shop in Portland, while Barbara is em
ployed by the Canal National Bank, They’re
living at Falmouth Foreside. Congratulations.
Everett Hendrickson and his wife had a new
baby boy, John, in June, joining Mark, 5, and
Amy, 3.

'

Hi and welcome back for another
year. Keep the cards and letters
coming. Robert Dana Stanley has
been appointed an Admission Coun
selor at Bryant College in Provi
dence, R. I. The Stanleys are residing in Paw
tucket. Spencer B. Fitts of 209 Prospect St. in
Portland is employed by the Fairchild Semicon
ductor Division in Portland. 1st Lt. Robert H.
Levine has been assigned to Sheppard AFB
for further duty after graduation from the
Air University’s Squadron Officer School, Max
well AFB, Ala. William R. Moulton has been
named product manager at Bolton-Emerson,
Inc. Lawrence, Mass, where he will be re
sponsible for new developments in machine
knives, doctor blades, pulpers, and repulpers as
well as other products made at the Lawrence
plant.
Louis Cook of Friendship has been appointed
as social studies teacher at Union High. J.
Douglas Pelletier who is teaching at Haverling
High School in Bath, N. Y., was one of 60
teachers selected to receive a federal grant to
participate in the overseas National Defense
Educational Act Institute for Advanced Study
this past summer in Rennes, France. Philip A.
Xaphes of 304 Alfred St., Biddeford is employed
at the First National Bank of Biddeford. Sylvia
(Gadaire) Koehler is teaching math at the
Granby, Mass. High School. Sylvia has been

/ /—
*
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teaching for the past year in Germany. Ron
LeClair continued his winning ways this sum
mer. Ronnie, who is the pro at the Fairlawn
Country Club in East Poland, won his first
Maine Open Golf Championship at the Riverside
Club in Portland, and his third Maine Profes
sional Golfers’ Organization championship at
the Fairlawn Club. Working at Lockheed Air
craft in Los Angeles as a Non-Metallics Ma
terials and Process Engineer is Richard Sharpe.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Willig (Joyce Silver)
and son, Alan Gary, will take up residence in
Los Angeles where he has been appointed Vice
President of the Los Angeles branch of Aerosol
Techniques, Inc. Dr. Jack N. Meltzer has been
named to a cardiology fellowship at the Boston
University Medical School.
Capt. Norman E. Hamilton has been awarded
the U. S. Air Force Commendation medal at
Grand Forks AFB in N. D. Norm received this
medal for meritorious service as a combat crew
navigator at Westover AFB being cited for his
professional skill, ingenuity, and resourcefulness.
Ronnie Ranco is looking forward to a highly
successful season as head footall coach at York
High where he is the 3rd 11-man head coach
in the school’s history. Ron, Carole (Buzzell)
and John 4, Steve 2, and Joey 10 mons. live on
Post Road in Wells.
Stanley F. Hanson, Jr. of Gray, who has
been an assistant to Rep. Stanley R. Tupper for
the past 5 years, has been appointed to the
new state post of Federal State Coordinator
by Governor Reed. Terry Roberts of Bowdoin
St., Winthrop, was installed as King Lion of
the Lions Club this past June. Terry has served
as treasurer and vice president and was chair
man of the annual regatta held in August. The
North Middlesex Regional School Committee
announced the appointment of Robert S. Har
graves of Temple Drive, Groton, Mass, as as
sistant superintendent-principal. On August 1st,
he assumed his new position with the PepperellTownsend Junior-Senior High School.
Summer weddings included: Jerald
and Pauline (Alaimo) Haley, in
'
June at Williamsville, N.Y. Pauline
is a nursing instructor and Jerald is
in the engineering department of
Bethlehem Steel Corp. They reside in Buffalo,
N.Y.; Chester and Suzanne (Alley) Chase, in
Patten, in August. Chester is a teacher at
Patten Academy; and Robert and Judith (Panza)
Tessier, in June. After a Bermuda honeymoon
the Tessiers have settled down in Natick where
Robert is with the Aberthaw Construction Co.

/

The Joe Morrisons are the parents of a
daughter, Cherly Ann, born in May, Alan and
Chalmer (Loud ’60) Lewis have added a son,
Alan, Jr. to their family. They live in Orono
and Alan is with the engineering services at
U of M. He joins Debbie, 5 and Benjamin, 3.
The John Maguires announce the birth of a
daughter, Kathy Lynn, in July. Gene and Judy
(Kittridge) Carter have a son (a first child)
Mathew, bom in July. Jim and Mary (Ketchum)
County announced their first child, a daughter,
in June. The Countys are residing in Manches
ter, N. H. The Clark Howers also announce the
birth of a daughter, Nancy, born in May—just
at the time the last column should have been
written!
/ x ✓■s
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It seems like such a long time since
I have heard from any of the Class
of ’60. Any news will be good news
to me, so please take time out to
drop me a line.

The Frederick Pierce’s write. They are living
in Des Moines, Iowa. Fred is Resident Field
Representative for Libbey Owens Ford Glass
Company. Sally and Sargent Wakefield are at
Lisbon Falls. Nancy Small Russell and her
husband, Jim ’59, have moved to South Burling
ton, Vermont. Roland Bouchard living in New

ington, Conn, and married since 1963 to Lee
Ann Pelletier now has two sons Mark Andrew,
21 mos. and Dean Philip, 6 mos. Roland is
still employed by Pratt and Whitney Aircraft of
East Hartford, Conn.
George and Donna (Fritz) Brunstad are liv
ing in Arlington Heights, Illinois. Donna, a
housewife, is also active in Human Relations
and political groups. Donna’s husband is a pilot
with American Airlines. They have 2 boys, Eric,
5, and Mark, 4, Sylvia Tibbetts received her
M.A. degree in education from the University
of Maine in August. Al Adams was recently
elected principal of the Middle School in Ash
land, Mass. Eliot Rich and his wife are now
at the University of Wisconsin where Eliot will
enter a doctoral program in English literature.
Some recent weddings are those of Bob Bragg
to Marena Brewer of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Jon
Howard Whitten to Estella Leavitt; Melvin
Rogers to Polly Collins of Falls Church, Va.
and Bob Wood to Ingeborg Roderfeld of Duisberg, Germany.
Lets’ 8give
a WELL DONE AND
Lcls
’
THANKSi to Meg Thompson for her
fine
work
fine work in this spot during the
past three years. Hope I can do as
well, Meg. In March of *63, I mar
ried Linda Belcher (W. Va. Weslyen ’65), Ashley
Hope, 2—Richard Talbot, 6 months, complete
our family to date. We live at 753 Howard
Rd., Pikesville, Md., and would love to hear
from any and all in the area or passing through.
The following is a list of happenings which
by no means is complete. Please help me by
sending any class information you might have.
/ Z 1
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MARRIAGES: Stanley Allain and Linda
Froburg (Chandler School for Women) now
living at 59 Atlantic Ave., Marblehead, Mass.
—On June 18 Peter W. Tewhey and AnneMarie Legendre (Holy Ghost Hospital, Cam
bridge, Mass.) living at 889 Lancaster St., Al
bany, N Y.—On July 4 Elsa E. Ilvonen and
Richard McFarland (Maine Maritime Academy)
—On July 23 Norman R. Marshall and Patricia
J. Pistaki (Gorham State)—On July 23 Ann
H. Coffin and Robert K. Hicock (Upsala Col
lege) now living in Caldwell, N. J.—On August
13 1st. Lt. Judy Ohr USAF and 1st. Lt. John
F. Guilmartin, USAF, 721 Essex Rd., Ft. Wal
ton Bch., Fla. 32548.
BIRTHS: A second son to the David Pool’s,
Douglas Bryan on July 10—Third child and sec
ond son to the James McLain’s, Scott Feb. ’66.
James received his M.B.A. degree from New
York University in June ’65.

Dale Doughty has been appointed principal of
the Pittsfield High School— Stu Maclaggan has
joined Science Research Associates, Inc. Now
living in Ashbumham, Mass.—Dr. Peter A.
Emmett has taken his residency in medicine at
the Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital, Han
over, N. H.—Lucy Brouillard won the Ladies*
President’s Cup at Western View Golf Club,
Augusta. This is Lucy’s first year of Golf.—
David A. Sweet is now the Lewiston Water
Department Engineer—John McGlincey is with
Sylvania Electric in Windham.
Charles R. Lewis is now an inspector with
the Food & Drug Administration’s Boston Dis
trict—George Baker is a Brokerage Consultant
at the John St. office of the Connecticut General
Life Insurance Company in New York City—
Capt. Ronald P. Towle has been awarded a
certificate of achievement from the U. S. Army’s
Aviation Material Laboratories at Ft. Eustis,
Va.—Lou Coulombe has been named head of
the Science Department at New Milford High
School, Conn.— Richard W. Little is a produc
tion engineer with Polaroid Corp.—Jo Good is
a stewardess with United Airlines and lives at
1708 N.E. 73 St. Seattle, Wash., 98115—1st. Lt.
Thomas D. Murphy graduated on 8/5 from the
Air Universities Squadron Officers'School, Max
well AFB, Alabama.

I

Ev Sherrick was a" test pilot” at twelve.
Today he tests materials to make cars safer.
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Seven years before the ‘‘Spirit of St.
Louis” landed near Paris, young Ev
Sherrick was launching his first plane
—a home-made model, powered by
an outsized rubber band. His goal:
to design the plane to fly as long as
the power would last and to ensure a
safe landing.
Now, some forty years later, as
Chief Analyst of the Power Develop

ment Stress Lab at GM’s Technical
Center, Everett Sherrick is still con
cerned with safe “landings”—safe arrivalson highways, instead of skyways.
Ev started his GM career in 1925
with Cadillac Division as a draftsman,
with emphasis on camshaft and crank
shaft design. During World War II, he
specialized on structural analysis for
aircraft engines with GM’s Allison

Division. Today, he heads up a group
of engineering specialists who test
for stress... study structural strength
of durable materials day in and day
out. Their tests are exhaustive, in
tensive and continuous . . . solely
designed to put safer, stronger more
reliable cars on the road.
We count on people like Ev Sherrick.
They make General Motors tick.

General Motors is people making better things for you.
/

DiT Ronald M. Cilley has accepted a resi
dency in obstetrics and gynecology at St. Josephs
Hospital in Phoenix, Ariz.—Aline B. Fr^Pp1^
is Assistant Professor of Chemistry at Rhode
Island Junior College, Providence, R. I.—Leroy
P. Chipman has received a Masters degree from
Springfield College—Nancy (Woods) Rearick s
husband, Dan (’58), placed second in both the
3 mile run and the 3,000 meter steeple chase in
the 1966 Air Force Worldwide track and field
championships.—The Rev. Milton L. Smith has
become minister of the First Methodist Church
of Amesbury, Mass.—1st. Lt. Antonio J. Nuccio
is a tele-communications officer with the Air
Force in Thailand.—Robert R. Corbeil is with
the Department of Biology, South Easton Mass.
Technology Institute, N. Dartmouth, Mass.
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Here we are in our fifth reunion
year but it hardly seems possible that
time has gone so fast. Our activities
“boiled down to a paragraph” in
clude the portrait of former president
Lloyd H. Elliott, which at this writing is al
most ready for presentation to the University;
our Valerie Beck Sterritt Memorial Fund con
tinues to grow rapidly, and according to re
ports, our support of the General Alumni Assn,
has been outstanding for a young alumni class.
I’m sure we all hope this will continue to be
true. Tales of the reunion Homecoming coffee
will be related in the next issue, and I hope
many of you were able to get back to campus
for the occasion.
On with the news... John ’61 and Anne
(Clark) McGlincey are back in Maine after a
few years absence. John is a product engineer
for Sylvania in South Windham, being dis
charged from the Navy in mid-July. Anne
writes, “we have bought a nice old house in
Buxton and are very busy trying to fix it up.
We’re not too far from Portland but are in
the country and enjoy it so much, the children,
Cathie, now 3!6, and Chris, 10 months, especial
ly. We would like to hear from any of our
classmates in the area.”
Our congratulations to Lynne (Josselyn)
Morrison who is the first Drew University stu
dent and the first woman contestant to win the
George R. Crooks scripture reading conducted
by the American Bible Society, judged on the
basis of interpretation, diction and presenta
tion. Lynne received her bachelor of divinity
degree in pastoral care and Christian educa
tion from Drew in May, and has assumed
duties as assistant minister at New Providence,
N. J., Methodist Church.
Barbara Roper toured Europe this summer
with a girl friend, covering the major cities on
the continent. Barb is teaching this fall in Se
attle, Wash., after a couple of years at Cape
Elizabeth. Daniel McAllister has started his
assigned duties as assistant county supervisor
at the local Farmers Home Administration of
fice in South Paris. Danny and his wife, Sally
(Heath) and their two daughters reside in
Buckficld. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Moody (Lau
retta Foster) are in Apn Arbor, Mich., where
he is an electrical engineer with Ke’sey Ha;es
Co , Detroit.

_
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Dick Stevens of 117 Vernon St., Wakefield,
Mass., is currently updating his address list of
the fellows who were forestry and wildlife ma
jors in our class. He would appreciate in
formation from all of you, pretty much scat
tered throughout the United States. The Ste
vens’ oldest son, Kevin, has started first grade,
and at home with Joyce is Doug, who manages
to keep his mother busy. Dick is an USDA in
spector on international flights coming into
Logan Airport, Boston.
MARRIED; Sandra J. Keenan to James
Hoselton Jr. in Las Vegas, March 4, now lo
cated in Buffalo, N. Y., where James is a
design draftsman for Allstates; Alice I. McKiel
to Dale D. Hyerstay in Boulder, Colo., July
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10, at home at 1926 Walnut St., Boulder. Alice
is teaching world history at Lakewood, Colo.,
Senior High School; Almira Cram to Charles
P. Willson of Detroit, Mich., May 28 in Fal
mouth; Betsy C. Tarr of Needham, Mass., to
William K. Colbath; Sharon Cunningham to
Alfred M. Proctor of Brunswick, residing in
Claymont, Del.; Barbara A. Smith to James
W. Andrews of Robinson, Ga., now of Aus
tin, Minn.; Elizabeth Hammatt of Marshfield,
Mass., to George E. Hawes. Their home is
Washingtonville, N. Y.; Ellen P. Dore of Tops
field, Mass., a Bates graduate, to Wallace W.
Witham Jr., at home at 53 Main St., Tops
field; Audrey L. Morse to James M. Garnett
III of Fair Haven, N. J. Naperville, Ill., is
their home where he is employed by Bell Tel
ephone Lab., and Audrey is with Bell also as
a computer programmer; Dorothea Lagadinos
to Norman B. Stetson, now of Brookline,
Mass., where Norm is a research engineer with
Honeywell Research.
Much news to report in this issue
of the Alumnus after a hectic sum
mer and Fall for many ’63ers. My
many thanks to those of you who
sent cards and letters with news of
yourselves and of classmates—do keep them
coming. Jim is now doing public relations
work for the Univ, of R. I.

z63

Receiving M.S. degrees from Simmons last
June in addition to Peggy Brooks Smith were
Berry Brackett in Sociology, and Jo-Ann
Chandler Mitchell in Library Science. Jo is
now a librarian in the Hanover, Mass., Ele
mentary schools. Ronald Michaud has received
a master’s degree in microbiology from Cornell
and is current’y working toward a Ph.D. there.
In Rutland, Vt. with his wife and daughter is
Fred T. Kinney who is the new branch man
ager of the Universal C.I.T. Corp. Kinsey B.
Fearon, William J. Parks, Jr., George F. Wood,
and Robert E. Miller were all graduated from
the Univ, of Maine Law School and passed the
Maine State Bar Exam in August. Bob’s sum
mer was especially busy since he and Jane
Tompkins (’65) were married in June.
Wayne Thurston has returned to India for
another year with the Peace Corps. This will
make three years with the Corps for Wayne.
Rob Shea has been named Director of Promo
tional Services for Part-time Higher Education
at Northeastern University.
Suzanne Bentley Nico’o was back with the
books this summer at Salem State College.
Suzy and husband Dick are living in Beverly,
Mass. At U.M. Summer School working on
master’s degrees were Ann Van de Bogart,
Molly Jean Canders, Judy Sudds Spugnardi, and
Judy Phelps Johnston. Gary Dorsay is working
for the U.S. Dept, of Agriculture in Washington,
D.C.

Marguerite Gordon is teaching grade four
in Hancock. Brian O’Connor is in the science
dept, of the King Philip Regional School in
Frank’in, Mass. Tom Austin is the new head
coach at Bridgton Academy. Teaching biology
at Wells High School this year is Chajles Cal
lahan. Donna Schaffer Dal^. has
new posi
tion as instructor in physical education at
Johnson State College in Barre, Vt. Pam Simp
son is the new girls’ 'plvs. cd. instructor and
coach at Georgetown; Mass., High School.

Raymond Wing was recently promoted to
Captain in the U.S. Army and is currently sta
tioned at Fort Bliss, Texas. Stationed in La.
with the Army are Hensley Smith and Connie
Smith. Melissa Calderwood Tukey ’65 writes
that husband Darold, a fighter pilot with the
Air Force in Vietnam, has flown over 100 mis
sions in his six months there. Darold is due
home this October. In her fourth year teaching
Home Ec. Education in East Haven, Conn, is
Sandy Gass Schiff. Sandy and husband Paul
live in New Haven where Paul has his own ad
vertising design studio. Roger ’61 and Donna
(Plummer) Carll and daughter, Debbie, are liv
ing in Melrose, Mass. Ed Higgins is working
on a Ph.D. in Agionomy at Penn State,

Many of our class have new jobs
of which to be proud. John Hewett
has joined the Soil Conservation
Staff working out of South Cairo,
N.Y. Owen Farnham has accepted a
job with Central Maine Power. Tom Power
has been appointed instructor in speech at
UMP after receiving his M.A. degree in Orono.
Duane Cropley is employed with the Personnel
Dept, of the State of Maine in Augusta. Diane
(O’Donnell) Shevenell has been named Execu
tive Assistant in the Portland District Office
of Congressman Stanley Tupper.
Jack Brown is coaching football at Lawrence
High in Fairfield. Barbara Wilmarth is a med
ical technologist at the Medical Center in Port
land. Peter Allen is teaching earth science in
Central Square, N. Y. and JoAnn is the school
district psychologist. Wayne and Bettejane
(Billings) Fitzgerald are living in Topsham,
Wayne is a salesmanager in the area and
Bettejane is teaching. Jack Fabello is now in
Westfield, Mass, teaching English at the Gateway Regional High School. Harrison and Mimi
(Eldridge ’62) Moyer are in Southboro, Mass.
He is a special agent for Northwestern Mutual
Life Insurance.
Elizabeth (Jordan) Robinson is working at
Boston Public Library and taking courses at
Simmons College in library science. Evelyn
Rand is teaching special classes at Maria Clark
School. Robert James has been appointed in
structor of physics and math at Lowell Tech
Institute where he received his M.S. degree in
ph' sics. Ward Graffam, a senior at the U. of
M. School of Law has been appointed editorin-chief of the Maine Law Review for 1966-67.
New Graduates: Allan Fernaid has received
his M.A. degree in speech and hearing patholcgv and is now employed at Hyde Speech and
Hearing Center in Bath.
Nancy Barnes has graduated from Florida
State U. with a Master of Social Work degree.
She is now working in Portland.
William Whitman received his M.S. degree
from the U. of Rhode Island this past June.
Paul Sherburne and Bob Cote have both re
ceived advanced degrees from the U. of Ver
mont; Paul in education and Bob in science.
Stu Rich, after being awarded a M.A. in
German from the U. of Colorado, is now with
the Army in Intelligence.
In Orono, Jeff Huether is working on a M.S.
degree in plant pathology. Lawrence Casavant
has completed his masters degree and is now
teaching in Norwood, Mass.
The military has lost the services of Tom
Edge. He is now living in Dowington, Pa.
Still with the military is Second Lt. Dennis
Vanidestine who has been awarded the U.S.
Air Force silver pilot wings upon graduation
from Reese AFB. He is assigned to Griffiss
AFB, N. Y. Lt. Richard Stephen is now at
Fort Devens after 13 months in Korea. Second
Lt. Ray Gould is stationed at the Schenectady
Army Depot in New York. First Lt. Maurice
Caron is at the Army Research Laboratories
in Natick, Mass. He is in charge of the Ballis
tics Testing Range.

/
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I am teaching eighth grade science
/
at West Genesee Jr. High in Camillus, N.Y. Dick has recently been
promoted to 1st Lt. He has gotten
used to the sand and 110° tempera
ture in Cam Rahn Bay, Vietnam. He is with
the 515th Transporation Co. He ran into Lt.
Graham Gurry who is stationed in Cam Rahn.
Over the summer I have heard from quite a
few of our classmates. Gretchen Thomas spent
the summer gahvanting around Europe. She
visited Lt. Gary and Jackie (Beck) Norton and
their son Kevin in Germany. Paula (Reddy)
and Tom Chase have moved from Stoneham,
Mass, to Cambridge. Paula worked at a YMCA
Kiddie Camp this summer. She i$ still teaching
at Lynnfield High School. Tom is a law student
at Harvard. Allen and Adele Holmes have a
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The industry that is the oldest in man’s history—yet one of the youngest and most vigorous in terms of
changing technology offers rewarding career opportunities for Engineers (Chemical, Mechanical, Electrical
and Civil), Chemists, Physicists, Pulp and Paper Technologists, Sales Trainees and Internal'Auditors.
Enjoy the benefits of affiliation with the leading U.S. producer of newsprint and a growing range of
publication grade papers. Enjoy living the good life in the unsurpassed surroundings of northern Maine.
I
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WRITE TO Mr. John B. Rogers, Director of Personnel Administration, Great Northern
Paper Company, Millinocket, Maine 04462, for our new brochure, “Print Your Future
Large”, telling all about Great Northern, its expanding research program, its modern
facilities and resources, and the part you can play in its bright future. Request an
immediate interview, if you prefer.

COMPANY
522 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK. N Y. 10035

Catherine A. Bosse completed VISTA’s
-"baby girl, Mary Kate. Lt. Holmes is stationed
training program at the Wei Met Training Cen
at Ft. Knox Kentucky. Bill and Judy (McNutt
ter
m New York City. She is now working with
’64) Stanton are living in Devon, Pa. Ken and
the Armstrong County Committee Action
Jewell (Flint ’64) Stewart were living in Orono
Agency in Kittanning, Pa.
this summer. Ken was taking courses at Maine.
They are now back in Ipswich, Mass., where
James and Josephine Puffer are living in
Ken is teaching.
Monroe, La. Jim is a sales engineer for Reliance
Electric and Engineering Co.’s office there.
Susan (Downing) Doyle is now living in
Jacksonville, Fla. Her husband Jim is a Lt. in
Edward C. Sherry, Jr. and his wife are living
the Naval Air Force. PFC David LeClair is an
in Wallingford, Conn. Ned is employed by the
interpreter in interrogation sessions at the base
Humble Oil Co. John Welch graduated last June
camp of the 25th Infantry Div., ChuChi, Viet from the Babson Institute of Business Admin
nam. Lt. Stuart Gerald has completed a heli
istration, Babson Park, Mass. He is now em
copter pilot course at the Army Helicopter
ployed by the First National Bank in Augusta.
school at Ft. Walters, Texas. Thomas White is
Paul Rivard was given a fellowship to study
now a 2nd Lt. in the Air Force after graduating
Museum work in Copperstown, N. Y.
from OTS at Lackland AFB, Texas. He is
stationed at Laredo AFB, Texas. Richard W.
Robinson is an ensign in the USNR. He com
Well here we are alumni at last.
pleted Naval OCT at Newport, R.I. and is sta
Hope you are all doing well.
tioned at Norfolk, Va. Alan R. McClure re
Judy Mann is at the U. of M.
ceived his commission after graduating from the
working for her M.A. She said she
US Air Force Academy last June. He has been
just couldn’t leave the place. Christo
at Mathus AFB, Calif, for navigation training.
pher Hovey is attending U. of M. Law School
Airman 2/c (Averill) Bryce Huff has completed
this fall. At least some of us are there to
training in radio repair at Keesler AFB, Miss.
He is now attached to the National Guard unit
keep an eye on the place. William Birdsall is
in Portland. After completing basic training at
doing graduate work and has accepted a gradu
Lackland AFB, Texas, Bill Deering was sta
ate teaching assistantship at Penn. State. Joline
tioned at Sheppard AFB in Witchita Falls,
F. Ridlon is at the U. of No. Carolina this fall
Texas. He is now at the Dental Technician
for post-graduate studies in the classics. Pamala
Specialists School at Gunter AFB, Ala. Robert
S. Hennessey has been awarded a Springfield
Baker has been promoted to 1st Lt. He is the
College fellowship and also a trustee’s scholar
finance officer at Sandia Army Base, Albu
ship at the U. of M. Richard Sawyer who
querque, N.M., where he and Irene (Brown
graduated from U. of M. Law School is now
’64) are living.
spending his time studying for the bar exams.
School bells meant a return to-teaching for
Robert J. Degon has been awarded a fellow
many. Lois (Ingeneri) Bernstein is teaching
ship for graduate study at M. I. T. Roger A.
English and dramatics at Saugus Jr. High
Olsen is a graduate assistant studying public
School in Saugus, Mass. Wayne Litton is also
administration at the U. of Vt. Richard H.
in Mass, teaching sixth grade at Memorial
Cook was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship
School in Hall. William Chase is teaching
and has chosen to study molecular biology at
social studies in Ipswich. He received his mas
East Anglia Univ., Eng. Bernard R. Duplisea
ters from the University of Conn. Marcia
Lynch is a first grade teacher in Hamilton.
who was commissioned 2nd lieutenant after
There are quite a few teaching in Maine. Mar
graduation has left for Fort Bliss, Tex., where
guerite Buck Steeves is teaching at Ballard Hill
he will attend Officers training school. Floyd
School in Lincoln. Ronald and Pam (Hopping
Horn is at West Va. Univ, working on his
’66) Kenoyer are both teaching at the Lincoln
graduate degree in animal science. Frank D.
Academy in Newcastle. Ron is teaching math
Tenore is also at W. Va. Univ, doing graduate
and baseball. Pam is teaching English and
work in journalism. Joseph Kilcoyne is under
coaching the varsity cheerleaders. Sandra Dunn
taking graduate study in mathematics at U.
is teaching in Winthrop. Leon Harriman was the
N.H. Michael Keller has been awarded a Gradu
head football coach at Winthrop last year. He
ate Teachers Assistantship and will study for
is now coaching at Bridgton Academy. Clayton
his Masters degree at Mich. St. Univ.
Worcester taught math at Garland St. Jr. High
in Bangor as part of his Masters program. He
Teaching will occupy many of our alumni
is now at Mattanawcock Academy. Congratula
this fall. Stephen Singer and David Wheeler
tions to Charles Harlow. He was named the
are teaching at Cony H.S., Augusta. Paul W.
area’s coach of the year for his great job
Sherman is teaching math at Gardiner Area
coaching the Wells’ football squad. Susan K.
H.S. Linda Anne Delorme is teaching elemen
Rush is in Salisbury, Conn, teaching French. I
tary school at Motz School, Falmouth. Patricia
talked with Nancy (Horrocks) Johnson. She
Tofuri is teaching secondary school at Wilm
and her husband Alan are still in Syracuse.
ington, Mass. Mary L. Persinger is teaching
Alan is a mechanical engineer with Carrier Air
French at Methuen, Mass. Linda S. Davis is
Conditioning. Nancy is teaching at George
teaching English at Marshwood H.S., So. Ber
Washington Elementary school.
wick. Elizabeth Ulrickson is teaching biology
Andy and Karen (Damborg) Allen are living
and chemistry at Laconia N. H. Sandra E.
in Philadelphia. Andy is in his third year of
Crowley is teaching English at Windsor H.S.,
dental school. Their daughter, Heather Lynn, is
Windsor, Conn. Mrs. Richard Hay (Jane Budd)
17 months old. Shirley Hanley has been or
is teaching elementary school in Prospect, Conn.
dained as the assistant minister at the First
Lucinda Briggs is teaching at Waddell School in
Congregational Church in West Springfield,
Manchester, Conn. Friede Bliss is teaching 2nd
Mass.
grade in South Windsor, Conn.
Lisbeth Wiley is enjoying her work in public
Richard Dodge has been employed as a
information and public relations for the Ameri
language teacher at Belfast Area H.S. Sandra
can Association for the Advancement of Science
Deetjen after returning from Europe is teaching
in Washington, D.C.
in the So. Portland school system. Nancy Fox
Richard Cook is a research chemist in nutri
is teaching elementary school in Littleton, Mass.
tion for the Department of Home Economics
North Smithfield H.S. has Bruce MacKinnon
and the Department of Biochemistry at Maine.
as
a new basketball coach this year. Former
He is also working for his Master’s in bio
U. of M. fullback Bill Perkins is employed at
chemistry.
Hampden as their football coach. Carol Full
Margaret Edgar was busy this summer per
and Shirley Wilson are teaching secondary
forming in the University’s Summer Theatre.
math and Carol Jesraly is teaching English at
John F. Adams is the assistant director of
Ridgefield, Conn. Rowland Hastings is teaching
economic development for Bangor. George
math and science at Richmond H.S., Richmond.
Blaisdell is a pilot for American Airlines. He
completed training at the Airlines’ flight school
Mary E. Miller is at Poland Springs where
in Ft. Worth, Texas.
she is serving as resident advisor with the Job
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Corps. David Ballard is now associated with
his father in farming at Hallowell. Stephen
Larsen is employed as Associate Biochemist at
Eli Lilly & Co., Indianapolis, Ind. William
Moulton has a position with the Farmers Home
Admin, of the USDA in Machias.

Stephen A. Cough has been accepted in the
industrial engineering department of the Boeing
Co. of Seattle, Wash. Roland C. Boardman will
be employed by the Mobil Oil Co., Albany,
N. Y. Barbara Zink Plans to take a position
this fall with the Univ, of Calif. Medical Cen
ter, San Francisco. Paul Nelson has accepted a
position with Dow Chem. Co., Midland, Mich.
Albert Belz, Jr., has accepted a position as a
district traffic engineer for the Maine State
Highway Comm. Halsey McDonough is teaching
chemistry and science at Franklin H.S., N. H.
Susan Cotton has a position as a medical so
cial worker at Meriden Hospital, Meriden, Conn.
Janet Blake is one of 41 Peace Corps Volun
teers trained at Dartmouth and Quebec to
teach English, math and science in West Africa.
Joyce Allen has accepted employment as an air
line stewardess with Delta Air lines, Tenn. We
have news that Margaret Thurlow has accepted
a position teaching Business Psychology in
Lynchburg, Va., at Phillips Business College.
Bruce Staples is employed with the Humble Oil
Co., Allentown, Penn.

Married—Barbara Barth to William Flewel
ling, living in Belmont, Mass.; Jane Budd to
Richard Hay; Jeff Hall to Judith Holmes (’65).
Judy is teaching High School in Hamden, Conn,
and Jeff is in the manager trainee program at
W. T. Grant’s; Maureen Murphy to Robert
Cantwell (’65). Carol Ireland to Ronald Har
rell; Judith Johnson to Philip Hider. Philip
teaches Jr. H.S. in Syracuse, N. Y.; Roberta
Lott to Mark Christie, a graduate of Bowdoin
College; Katherine Davis to J. U. Wiesendanger
(’67); Ann Claverie to Ronald Rogerson. Ron
is a graduate student at Colorado St. Univ.;
Doris Eaton to Scott King (’65); Sharon Davis
to Jeffery Leighton (’65). Both Jeff and Sharon
will be teaching in E. Millinocket this fall;
Beverly Huntley to Thomas Choate (’65); Judith
Berry to Elwood Lapham, Jr. of Farmingdale;
David Whittier to Dorothy Foster (’67); Terry
Nelson to Loralee Perkins (’68); Donna Robert
son to Richard Perkins. Dick is attending Offi
cer’s Training School, Quantico, Va.; Janet L.
Melin to William Chipman of Orono; Nancy
Littlefield to Wesley Olmsted (’63). Both are
attending graduate school at the U. of M.;
Martha Reed to Norman Dodge (’64); Virginia
Bennett to Ronald Stone, who is attending the
U. of Tampa this fall; Elizabeth Hawkins to
Allen Page; David O’Connor to Victoreen
Storey (’68); Nancy Scammon to Fredrick Cole;
Arthura Fulton to Kenneth Smith, who is at
tending U. of Conn, for his Ph.D. & Ann will
be teaching in Willington, Conn.; Paul Robert
son to Rae Marie Ferris of Lincoln; Roland
Boardman to Nancy Patterson; Calvin Brown to
Linda Brown; Gary Morse to Rebecca Dority, a
student at Washington State College, Machias.

Also Dennis Hass to Barbara Rulffs (’67);
Jane Donovan to Alan Stinchfield; Terrence
Williamson to Pamela Blanchard; Carla Tukey
to John Wilson, a graduate of Bowdoin College;
Augustus John Moody to Diana Mills (’64);
Richard Earl to Joan Duquesnoy of Brunswick;
David Johnson to Orva Libby of Monmouth;
Ruth Goller to Stanley Brinster. Stanley is em
ployed as a mechanical engineer with Hamilton
Standard, Conn.; Linda Keesey to David Bertolotti (’65); Robert Brewer to H. Marie Cava
naugh of W. Rockport; Lester Fisher to Nancy
Libby (’65). Les will attend U.N.H. this fall
as a graduate student in English Literature;
Judith Morrison to Brian Murphy (’65); Janice
Stokowski to Clifford Martin (’65); Carolyn
Bacon to Paul Murphy; Enoch Bell to Margery
Howe, a student at Bellevue School of Nurs
ing in New York City; David Libby to Gail
Patterson (’68).
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We'd Like To Hear From You
I
I

1903

1904

1905

1906

1907

1908

1909

1910

1911

1912

1913

1914

1915

1916

1917

1918

1919

1920

1921

1922
1923

GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
44 Fogler Library
Orono, Maine 04473
MR. HARVEY WHITNEY
698 Minot Avenue
Auburn, Maine 04210
MR. ALLEN KNOWLES
314 Winter Park Towers
1111 South Lakemont Avenue
Winter Park, Florida 32789
MR. JOSEPH W. CROWE
708 North 20th Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
MR. HENRY BEARCE
1812 Killarney Drive
Winter Park, Florida 32789
MR. KARL MacDONALD
P.O. Box 18
Belfast, Maine 04915
MR. JAMES A. GANNETT
166 Maine Street
Orono, Maine 04473
MR. FRED D. KNIGHT
9 Westmoreland Drive
West Hartford, Connecticut 06117
MR. ERNEST LAMB
46 Sargent Crossways
Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
MR. GEORGE D. BEARCE
138 Franklin Street
Bucksport, Maine 04416
MR. WILLIAM E. SCHRUMPF
84 College Avenue
Orono, Maine 04473
MR. CLIFTON CHANDLER
12 Pinewood Drive
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021
MR. HAROLD ADAMS
18 Longview Terrace
Kennebunk, Maine 04043
MR. HARVEY P. SLEEPER
327 Lupine Way
Short Hills, New Jersey 07078
MR. EVERETT G. HAM
44 Shirley Road
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181
MRS. HELEN (DANFORTH) WEST
191A Broadway
Bangor, Maine 04401
MR. FRANCIS HEAD
131 Brown Street
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
MR. NORMAN PLUMMER
91 Lenox Avenue
Albany, New York 12203
M. ELEANOR JACKSON, C.L.U.
140 Federal Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02110
MRS. EMILIE (KRITTER)
JOSSELYN
229 Kenoza Avenue
Haverhill, Massachusetts 01830
MRS. KAY (SARGENT) MARSTON
Sargentville, Maine 04673
MRS. BEATRICE (CLEAVES)
STEVENS
125 Frances Street
Portland, Maine 04102

1924

1925

1926

1927

1928

1929

1930

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939
1940

1941
1942

1943

1944

MRS. BEATRICE (JOHNSON)
LITTLE
RFD#1
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
MRS. MILDRED (BROWN)
SCHRUMPF
84 College Avenue
Orono, Maine 04473
MRS. SHIRLEY (ROBERTS)
HEISTAD
503 Riverside Drive
Augusta, Maine 04330
MRS. EDITH (O’CONNOR)
THAXTER
159 Fountain Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
MRS. HOPE (CRAIG) WIXSON
Oaknole, R. 2
Winslow, Maine 04901
GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
44 Fogler Library
Orono, Maine 04473
MRS. JEANETTE (RONEY) PERO
11 West End Avenue
Westboro, Massachusetts 01581
MRS. ETHEL (THOMAS) SEZAK
4 Gilbert Street
Orono, Maine 04473
MISS ANGELA MINIUTTI
55 Ashmont Street
Portland, Maine 04103
MRS. BETTY (BARROWS)
PENDLETON
Island Falls, Maine 04747
MRS. FERN (ALLEN) TURBYNE
70 Boston Avenue
Waterville, Maine 04901
MRS. LOUISE (ROSIE) PAINE
212 West Broadway
Bangor, Maine 04401
MRS. DOROTHY (JONES) SMITH
25 Thompson Street
Brunswick, Maine 04011
MR. LESTER SMITH
800 Hitt Street
Lafayette, Indiana 47901
MRS. MARJORIE (LYNDS) COTTING
8 Whittier Place
Charles River Park
Boston, Massachusetts 02114
MRS. BETTY (HOMANS) HANCOCK
Casco, Maine 04015
MRS. LUCIE (PRAY) FLETCHER
RFD#1
Burlington, Vermont 05401
MR. DONALD BLAISDELL
110 Fireside Terrace
Camillus, New York 13031
MRS. MARY LOUISE (WHITE)
GRIFFEE
423 Aroostook Avenue
Millinocket, Maine 04462
MRS. FRANCES (DONOVAN)
DONOVAN
62 York Drive
Hudson, Ohio 44236
MRS. MARGARET (McCURDY)
COOK
Old Dover Road
Rochester, New Hampshire 03867

1945

1946
1947
1948
1949
%

1950

1951

1952
1953

1954
1955

1956

1957
1958
1959
19'0

1961
1962
1963

1964
1965

1966

mrs. alice McFarland &
MRS. CAROLYN C. BRADLEY
Osteopathic Hospital of Maine
335 Brighton Avenue
Portland, Maine 04102
MRS. BETTY (PERKINS) STEBBINS
29 Oxford Street
Winchester, Massachusetts 01890
MRS. MARY (SAWYER) JORDAN
RFD#1
East Eddington, Maine 04428
MRS. ALICE (FONSECA) HAINES
15 Bradway Avenue
Trenton, New Jersey 08618
MRS. VERNA (WALLACE)
ANDREWS
16 State Avenue
Cape Elizabeth, Maine 04107
MRS. ELINOR (HANSEN)
BROCKWAY
RFD#3
West Auburn, Maine 04210
MRS. HILDA (LIVINGSTON)
MILLER
17 Ruth Drive
Framingham, Massachusetts 01701
MRS. IDA (MORESHEAD) WILEY
113 Arborway Drive
Scituate, Massachusetts 02066
MRS. EINI (RIUTTA) JOHNSON
10 Atwood Lane
Brunswick, Maine 04011
MRS. JANE (McINNIS) LAVOIX
RFD#1
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
MISS HILDA STERLING
7112 Boulevard East
Apartment 4D
North Bergen, New Jersey 07047
MRS. SUE (STILES) THOMAS
5 Spruce Street
Winthrop, Maine 04364
MRS. JANE (CATON) BEAULIEU
Willow Lane
Cumberland,, Maine 04021
MRS. JANE (LEDYARD) LAZO
36 Robinwood Avenue
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts 02130
MRS. SUZANNE (DUNN) HOWER
583 Overlook Drive
Wycoff, New Jersey 07481
MRS. BETTY (COLLEY) SHIBLES
30E Hasbrouk Apartments
Ithaca, New York 14850
MR. PETER GAMMONS
753 Howard Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21208
MISS MILDRED SIMPSON
Old Bath Road
Brunswick, Maine 04011
MRS. MAUREEN (HENRY) GOFF
University Gardens Apt. 1 B 3
Kingston, Rhode Island 02881
MRS. SANDRA (FARRAR) MILNE
21 Angell Terrace
South Portland, Maine 04106
MRS. MARY KATE (FOOTE)
FALLOON
221 Hurlburt Road
Syracuse, New York 13224
MRS. CAROLYN (GOODOFF) HORN
318 Wilson Avenue
Morgantown, West Virginia 26505
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Oxford Qanal

The Cumberland
of the Erie Canal in New York created great enthusiasm in Maine
for this new mode of transport. As early as 1791 a committee was chosen to
learn the feasibility of a canal from Sebago Pond to the Presumpscot River.
As a ^result of the committee’s glowing report of its possibilities in opening up
the ’’back country” to commerce, Woodbury Storer and other interested Port
landers incorporated in 1795 as the ’’Cumberland Canal Corporation.” Their
objective was to open a canal connecting Sebago with the river at Saccarappa.
Another corporation. ’’Proprietors of the Falmouth Canal,” was formed at the
same time to unite the Presumpscot uith Fore River in Portland.
Financing the project would be by popular subscription. But the general
public must have been somewhat apathetic to a canal, for even a legislatureapproved lottery did not >ield enough money to start work. Undaunted, the
promoters sought and received further aid from a sympathetic State Legislature.
In 1825 the Canal Bank, now The Canal National Bank of Portland, was
chartered, with a capital of 5300,000. One condition of the charter was that
THE SUCCESS

one-fourth of its capital stock should be invested in stock of the Canal Company.
The Canal was completed early in 1830. There were 27 locks, each named
for its locality. Sometimes, there’s an interesting story behind the names — for
example, the lock at Horse Beef Falls. Some time before 1776 a mill was estab
lished beside the Falls, owned by a man noted throughout the area for his parsi
mony. He fed his workers, because that was the custom of the day, but he fed
them sparingly. One day when the men were scooping their daily ration from
the beef barrel, they found a horse’s hoof and a horseshoe with the meat. The
mills immediately became known as Horse Beef Mills, and the Falls, Horse Beef
Falls The names endured for nearly a century.
The Cumberland & Oxford Canal served its purpose well until the rail
roads supplanted it for freight-carrying. But to the one-time existence of the
C & O, Portlanders of today owe thanks — if for no other reason than the
fact that many of the beautiful old trees lining Portland Streets were freighted
by Canal boat from a tract known as ’’Thousand Acres” along the Songo River.

1803—Maine’s First Bank

Portland

14 Congress Sq., 188 Middle St., 449 Congress St., 391 Forest Ave., Pine Tree Shopping Center, North Gate Shopping Center

Biddeford—Biddeford Shopping Center, 313-319 Elm St.

Falmouth

Falmouth Shopping Center

Scarborough—Scarborough Plaza

Yarmouth

93 Main St.

Brunswick—\72 Maine St., Cook’s Cor.

South Portland—41 Thomas St.

Lewiston—Cor. Canal & Cedar Sts.

Old Orchard Beach—Veterans’ Sq.

Auburn—Auburndale Shopping Center

Windham—North Windham Shopping Center

Gorham—Main St.

Saco—180 Main St.
Bath—40 Front St.

Boothbay Harbor—53 Townsend1 Ave.
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